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ABSTRACT 
INVESTIGATION OF 
DUST EXPLOSION PHENOMENA 
IN INTERCONNECTED PROCESS VESSELS 
by 
Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Markus Roser, MSc 
Abstract 
It is well known that where-ever combustible dusts are handled, or result as a waste 
product, unwanted ignitions and explosions can occur. Dust explosions present a high 
potential risk in the process industries. The past has shown that, in the European Union, 
more than 2,000 dust / air or gas / air explosions occur each year. In Germany alone the 
damage of dust explosions costs more than £ 16,000 per day. 
A lot of fundamental research work on dust explosion has been done for single vessels 
however, in reality, vessels are normally connected via pipes to other process vessels. 
To prevent secondary vessel explosions, and to protect interconnected vessels from the 
effects of explosions, further research into these complex phenomena is required. 
This research work concerns the investigation of dust explosion phenomena in 
interconnected vessels. Large scale tests were conducted in which I m' or 4.25 m' 
process vessels were connected via a pipe to a realistically filled 9.4 m' vessel. Pressure 
transducers were placed in the vessels and along the pipe, also photo diodes, positioned 
along the pipe, were used to measure the pressure development and the flame front 
velocity respectively. In further investigations the process vessels were connected to an 
open ended pipe. It was possible to estimate, with the aid of a CCD camera, the flame 
shape and flame length of the emerging flame jet dependent on the explosion course at 
the process vessel. 
The results have shown that, under different circumstances, dust explosion propagation 
from the primary process vessel through the connecting pipe which reaches the 
secondary silo as a flame jet, may ignite a dust / air mixture and thereby initiate a 
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Abstract 
secondary dust explosion. The expected reduced explosion over-pressure of such a 
secondary dust explosion may be much higher than in case of a single vessel explosion. 
For the first time an empirical mathematical model for calculating the flame front 
propagation time inside a connecting pipe after a dust explosion in a connected 
explosion vessel has been developed. The model is validated for dust and gas explosions 
in different vessels, independently of whether the explosion vessels are vented or closed 
and for different diameters of the connecting pipe. 
A numerical simulation model for dust explosions in closed spherical vessels was 
written in a C comparable language which runs under Windows 3.11 and Windows 95 
on a standard PC. The validation of this numerical model is in good accordance with 
measurement results of real dust explosions. The model shows good agreement with 
data from explosions in closed vessels for maize starch, aluminium and magnesium 
dusts and propane gas. In vented vessels in some cases for maize starch good agreement 
is also shown. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Very often industrial systems and companies in which dust or dust containing goods are 
handled, conveyed or processed experience dust explosions [Bartknecht 93, Eckhoff 93, 
Jeske and Beck 87, Beck 95, Lunn 88, Radandt 89 A, Vogl and Bartknecht 92, 
Cartwright 90, Ebadat 91, Middleton 91, Dahn 93, Hamm 84, Dahn 92, Godbey 91, 
Maunder 85, Oberhagemann 97, Amyotte and Pegg 90, Cashdollar et al. 92, Palmer 
90]. 
Depending on the process, it is not possible to prevent all dust explosions with high 
degree of reliability, using only organisational arrangements or protective measures like 
"avoidance of ignition sources". In such cases, the industrial systems shall be protected 
through design measurement [VD! 2263 92, EN 1127-1 97]. 
Explosion pressure resistant design, in combination with explosion pressure venting, is 
one of most used protective measures in the food-, coal- or wood- industry. If the 
explosion pressure rises over a given value, pressure venting provides a defined 
opening. Hence the combustion products and unburned dust 1 air mixture can escape 
through the pressure vent. The vent area must be calculated so that the design pressure 
of the equipment can not be exceeded by the expected reduced explosion over-pressure. 
There are recognised rules [VD! 367311 95, NFPA 68 88] for the determination of 
pressure venting areas. The rules embrace the safety characteristics of dust, like the 
maximum explosion pressure and the K value which includes the maximum pressure 
rise [VD! 2263/1 90, ISO 6184/1 85]. Such factors play a big part because both have 
considerable influence in the calculating of venting area. 
These safety characteristic values are determined with the 1 m' explosion test vessel 
[VD! 2263/1 90, ISO 6184/1 85]. The dust sample is stored in a pressurised 5.4 litre 
dust chamber (see also FIG 1.1). 
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Schematic of a I rn' Test Vessel 
If a fast actuated valve is opened, the dust can distribute via a dispersion ring into the I 
m' vessel. After a defined time (ignition delay time), measured from the point of valve 
opening, the nearly homogenous dust / air mixture is ignited by a chemical ignitor with 
a defined energy. The dust concentration is varied until the maximum explosion 
pressure and the maximum pressure rise is determined. 
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One observed fact is that, after starting of the dispersion, the RMS turbulence velocity 
of the dust decreases exponentialy with time [Radandt et al 94, Radandt et al 96 A, 
Sichel et al 88, Tamanini 90]. Also the turbulent combustion velocity depends on the 
RMS turbulence velocity [Giinther 84, Kauffmann et al. 88, Bradley 93, Proust et al 92, 
Adomeit et al 92, Scheuermann 94, Eckhoff 96]. With the knowledge of both factors, 
the ignition delay, which represents a defined state of turbulence, is also defmed [VDI 
2263/1 90, ISO 618411 85]. That means the safety characteristics of dust have values 
which depend on the process. 
The empirical equations for the calculation of vent area [VDI 367311 95, NFPA 68 88], 
are based on test series with a 1 m' vessel to a 250 m' silo [Bartknecht 86, Vogl and 
Radandt 92]. The method of generation of the dispersed dust / air mixture is nearly the 
same as described in the previous method. Also in these test series nearly homogenous 
dust / air mixtures have been generated which was ignited after a defined ignition delay. 
In general the dust / air mixtures are not homogenous in the process industries. Mostly 
they differ in relation to the turbulence between the test methods and reality. For the 
first time, the Research Centre for Applied System Safety and Industrial Medicine 
called FSA (Forschungsgesellschaft fur angewandte Systemsicherheit und 
Arbeitsmedizin) has characterised dust clouds in industrial plants with extensive 
measuring via modern measuring instruments. These investigations were part of a 
European research project and were finished in 1995. The British Materials Handling 
Board (BMHB) co-ordinated this international research project [Hauert and Vogl 95]. 
Following the European research project, the FSA has further investigated explosion 
tests with a vented silo which was filled pneumatically or mechanically. The generated 
dust clouds were described by means of dust concentration in relation to the space 
distribution and the RMS turbulence velocity [Radandt et al 96 A, Radandt et al 96 B]. 
All these investigations have the aun to optimise protective measures under 
consideration of realistic process parameters. 
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Investigation of practical realistic events have shown that mostly dust explosions have 
their origin outside the silo. The dust explosions have the source of ignition in 
connected equipment of the silo, e.g. dryers, milling and conveying systems and from 
the connected system the dust explosion transfers into the silo. In such cases, pressure 
waves move ahead of the flame front and the expanding gases of combustion may lead 
to a pre-compression of the flow of unburned dust 1 air mixture and an increase of 
turbulence in the dust cloud in the silo is to be expected [Eckhoff et al 95]. These 
circumstances may have a high influence on the strength of a secondary dust explosion 
and should be taken into account when designing and sizing protective measures. 
In the literature a lot of cases exist where dust explosions in pipes were considered, but 
investigations of dust explosions in interconnected vessels were only rarely considered 
[Bartknecht 93, Pineau and Ronchail 82, Radandt 89 B, Vogl 95 A, Lunn 96, Sichel et 
al. 87, Proust 96, Chatrathi and Going 96, Gr6nig 92, laronsinski et al. 95, Eckhoff et 
al. 95]. This deficiency of knowledge and research experience are reflected in the VDI 
guideline [VDI 3673/1 95] or in the NFPA 6888 guideline. In accordance with the VDI 
guideline 3673 Part I, it is possible to use explosion venting as a protective measure for 
linked vessels which have a nominal pipe diameter up to 300 mm and a pipe length of 
not more than 6 m. It is necessary to use disconnecting equipment, like suppression 
barriers or rapid action valves if the pipe length is longer than 6 m. 
For these reasons a new research project was instigated by the FSA and it is the subject 
of the thesis; Investigation of dust explosion phenomena in interconnected process 
vessels. 
The experimental tests were carried out at the FSA test centre in Kappelrodeck, 
Germany. The test centre contains unique equipment for doing research in such a 
complex area like dust explosion in industrially relevant vessels. The aim of the present 
research work was to investigate flame front propagation time in connecting pipes and 
the investigation of the influence of flame jet ignition to the reduced explosion over-
pressure in interconnected silos. Most dust distribution methods of all previous research 
activities are based on methods either according to the VDI Guideline or based on self 
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developed methods. For this project, it was possible to choose between two realistic 
feeding mechanisms in the secondary silo. Both mechanically or pneumatically fed 
systems can be arranged. A high number of large scale tests were done. In all tests the 
ignition source was either in the I m' primary vessel or in the 4.25 rn' primary vessel. 
In each case the secondary vessel was a silo with a volume of 9.4 rn'. The test dust was 
maize starch. 
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2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
2.1 Dust Explosions 
About 200 years ago, for the first time, a dust explosion in a flour warehouse was 
analysed in detail [Bartknecht 93, Eckhoff 91]. Since then the complex phenomena of 
dust explosions have been investigated. With beginning of industrialisation, 
continuously developing process techniques have led to a steady increase of new 
combustible dusts. Almost all organic or metallic dusts, when suspended or dispersed in 
air, can sustain flame propagation. Morden 94 says that more than 70 % of powders 
processed in industry are combustible. Hence many different industries experience dust 
explosion hazards. We consider flammable dust as dust with particle sizes up to 500 
)lm. If such a combustible dust, with the required sufficient fineness and a concentration 
within the explosion limits, is dispersed in a dust cloud with oxygen a dust explosion 
occurs if an effective ignition source is present. 
The three essential conditions of a dust explosion are: 
--+--
• an exothermically oxidizing dust 
• ample oxygen 
• an effective ignition source 
Dust explosions are possible in metal, wood, chemical and food industries as well as 
others. Although dust explosions happen continually all over the world and the hazards 
of a possible dust explosion are widely known they are often misjudged. 
In latter years, comprehensive careful investigations of actual dust explosion events 
have statistically shown where the main hazards in the process industries are. 
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2.2 Accidents 
A good method to discover new information about dust explosions is to study the effects 
of events (worst case). A comprehensive statistical report of total 426 dust explosions is 
given by J eske and Beck 87. Bartknecht 93 gives an overview of dust types in relation to 
the frequency of dust explosion. He shows that the percentage spread for 426 dust 
explosions is as follows: Wood dust group 31 %, food dust group 25 % and for the 
metal dust group 13 % (see also FIG 2.1). 
[%] 
Wood 
FIG 2.1 
Cool I 
Peot 
Food Paper Plastics Metal 
Dust Explosion as a Function of the Dust Type 
(after Bartknecht 93) 
Radandt et al. 89 used the statistical work from Jeske and Beck 87 and has worked out 
an analysis of dust explosion which involve the 426 dust explosion events. As we can see 
in FIG 2.2, silos are the plant with the most events, then dust collecting systems with 17 
%, milling and crushing plants with 13 % and conveying plants with 10 %. If we are 
consider only silo plants, the wood dust group has 35.9 %, coal dust group 23 %, food 
dust group 23 % and the paper dust group has 14 % of dust explosions in a silo. One of 
the outcomes was that the events on the dust collecting systems are increasing because 
companies have to use these systems as a consequence of new environmental laws and 
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new industrial safety regulations. 
In 1979, one of the most spectacular dust explosions in Gennany occurred. This event 
was in a mill in Bremen, called Rolandmiihle. The flour dust explosion claimed 14 human 
lives and the damage costs are 100 million DM. In 1997, in Bordeaux France, a grain 
dust explosion in a silo plant claimed 15 human lives (VogI98]. 
[%) 
FIG 2.2 
510 20% Dust 
collecting 
systems 
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Milling, 
crushing 
plo'" 
13% 
Conveying 
plants 
10% 
I_ Wood . Coal 0 Food 0 Paper . Plastics 0 Meta l 1 
Dust Explosions as a Function of the Plant 
(after Radandt et al. 89) 
Eckhoff 91 shows results from leske and Beck 87 worked on an analyses of events. 
Most of the ignition sources are mechanical sparks with 26.2 % and then smouldering 
nests with 11 .3 %, mechanical heating with 9 %, and electrostatic discharges 8 7 %. 
Silos have 16.3 %, dust collecting systems have 41.1 %, milling and crushing plants have 
60 % and conveying systems have 25.6 % mechanical sparks as the ignition source of a 
dust explosion (see also FIG 2.3) 
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Continuous investigations and research activities concerning prevention and mitigation of 
dust explosion were necessary to reach the depth of present knowledge in the area. 
Especially, the development of new protective measures through equipment design has 
led to protective systems with a high technical content. For example, available active 
protective measures through design, like rapid action valves, controlled by a micro-
controller, make it possible that a valve, 150 mm diameter, has closed 20 ms after a 
control unit detects a selected explosion parameter like pressure rise. 
2.3 Research Investigations 
To gain an insight into the complex phenomena ofthe venting of dust explosions one can 
consider Bartknecht 86, Bartknecht 93, Radandt et al . 89, Eckhoff 87, Lunn 84, Lunn 
90, Lunn 92 B, Moore 90, Bruderer 95, Siewek 95, Tamanini 96, VDI 3673/ 1 95 . 
The combustion propagation of dust explosions inside pipes was investigated by Pineau 
and Ronchail 82, Pineau and Ronchail 87, Bartknecht 93, Sichel et al . 87, Radaodt 89 B, 
Vogl92, Vog195 B, Vog196 A, Vog196 B. The influence of the variation of parameters 
like different dust types, different pipe diameters, different dust concentrations, different 
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locations of the ignition source and different pipe lengths and the resulting pressure rise, 
pressure time history, maximum pressure and flame front propagation times was 
investigated. 
Some investigations in the area of explosion in interconnected vessels were done by 
Lunn 92 A, Lunn 96, Lunn et al. 96, Singh 94, Eckhoff et al. 95, Gummer et al. 96 and 
are of special interest. The most interesting point is the expected maximum reduced 
explosion over-pressure at the secondruy silo after a successful combustion propagation 
through the complete connecting pipe. 
Interesting work was done by Ott 97. Ott investigated flrune front propagation by using a 
newly developed ionisation measuring system. It was possible to measure both axial and 
radial directions from a point ignition at the middle of a I m' explosion vessel see also 
PHOTO 2.1. 
PHOTO 2.1 Ionisation Measurem ent in a I m'Vessel 
(axial alld radial measurillg lellglh. rillg 1I0=='e allhe lefl side, igllilorjilled allhe vessel cell Ire) 
(from 011 97) 
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As shown in PHOTO 2.1, the axial measuring length is in direction of the view, and the 
radial measuring length is at the left side. The electrical ignitor is fitted to the vessel 
centre; on the left side one can also see a part to the ring nozzle. Each direction has five 
ionisation sensors each with a distance of 100 mm to the next. Both for axial and radial 
measurements the first ionisation sensor is mounted at a distance of 70 mm from the 
ignitor. Explosion tests were done for maize starch and propane. The results by Ott 97 
are listed in the Appendix A. Later on, in Chapter 5, the resulted measured data from the 
ionisation measuring from Ott 97 will be used for validation of a numerical simulation 
model for dust explosion in closed vessels. 
To get more knowledge about the mechanism of dust combustion and to find a dust 
specific parameter which can be determined independent of the process, some research 
activities were conducted in the area of measuring the influence of turbulence on the 
combustion velocity [Kauffinann et al. 88, Krause 95, Radandt et al. 94, ScheueJ1llann 
94, Proust et aI 92, Bradley 93, Adomeit et al. 92] 
The research activities in the area of dust explosions also touch on the growing market of 
computer-aided numerical simulation. (Aldis and Gildaspow 90, Berg et aI 96, Stavseng 
et aI 96). For instance, the use of highly complex software and programming structures 
which are found in CFD modelling, need a special background knowledge and 
additionally, need special computers to achieve the required calculating time without loss 
of effectiveness (Versteeg and Malalasekera 95). In the present work, it was of interest 
to develop a simple numerical simulation pro gram running on a standard IBM PC. In 
Chapter 5, some numerical models are presented. 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF DUST EXPLOSIONS 
IN INTERCONNECTED VESSELS 
3.1 Pre-Testing Phase, a 1 rn' Vessel Fitted to a Straight Pipe 
The investigation of secondary dust explosions in interconnected vessels started with a 
pre-test phase. In the pre-test phase a I rn' vessel was connected to an open ended pipe. 
The length of the pipe was 9.22 m and the diameter was lOO mm. This configuration (see 
also FIG 3.1 and PHOTO 3.1) was intended to give a first impression and preliminary 
results of the power and possible risk of damage in the secondary vessel which was to be 
connected later. More details of the design of the explosion vessel are shown in 
Appendix B. 
A pressurised dust chamber with a dust distribution system, two pressure sensors and an 
ignitor was fitted to the one cubic metre vessel. The pipe was used as a measuring 
length. After about two metres a flame sensor and a pressure sensor were installed. The 
open end of the pipe was covered by an open black foil. That was necessary to prevent 
the last flame sensor (F6) failing by detecting outside light. It was possible to equip the I 
m' vessel with different venting areas and also to close the I m' vessel. The venting area 
was changed between A = 0 m' (closed), to A = 0.031 m'. The test dust was dried maize 
starch (K = 190 bar m 1/s, moisture content < 4 %) and dried wheat flour (K = 80 bar m 
1/s, moisture content < 4 %). For maize starch and wheat flour the median particle 
diameter was 14 fLm and 40 fLm respectively (see also TABLE 3.2 and Appendix B). 
The dust 1 air mixture was generated in the I m' explosion vessel using the standard 
technique [ISO 6184/1 85]. Instead of a perforated ring nozzle an open nozzle system, 
called rebound nozzle [Siwek 88, Eckhoff91] was used. An additional dust 1 air mixture 
was not generated inside the pipe. After each test phase, the complete installation was 
cleaned. The explosion vessel was cleaned by a vacuum cleaner and the explosion vessel 
and the pipe were purged by fresh air from a compressor. The tiny residue of burned and 
unburned dust was ignored for the next test. Different dust concentrations were ignited 
at the same ignition delay time in the process vessel. 
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FIG 3.2 shows a comparison of pressure time and flame history of a dust explosion, 
based on a vented and closed I m' explosion vessel. It seems that the higher the explosion 
pressure in the process vessel the more it appears like the main pressure history at the 
different locations along the pipe, similar to the fundamental pressure wave from the 
explosion vessel. 
In both cases (vented and closed explosion vessel) the flame front, inside the pipe, moves 
more and more in an area of pre pressurised dust I air mixture and ignites them. In the 
case of a closed explosion vessel (FIG 3.2) the ignition occurs at location F6, P6 (at a 
distance of 8.S m measured from the explosion vessel wall), under circumstances where 
the flame front reaches, between flame sensor FS and F6, a flame front speed of 416 mls 
relative to the pipe wall. Ignition under these highly turbulent and pre pressurised 
conditions resulted in an enormous rate of pressure rise of 1240 bar/s and an explosion 
over-pressure of about 3.1 bar at location P6 at about 717 ms as shown in FIG 3.2. 
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FIG 3.2 Pressure Time and Flame Time History of a Dust Explosion 
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The results of this pre testing phase shows clearly the difficulties of reproducibility of 
dust explosions. The example of a dust explosion with a concentration of 750 g/m3 
shows in both cases, for vented and closed process vessels, a variation of more than 20 
% of the measured results as shown in FIG 3.3 to FIG 3.5 and TABLE 3.1. 
The flame front propagation time of several dust explosions from a I rn' explosion vessel 
through the connected pipe is shown in FIG 3.3 and FIG 3.4. For instance FIG 3.3 
shows the typical dust explosion dependent time difference of flame front propagation 
between the section of the pyrotechnical ignitor inside the explosion vessel and the first 
flame sensor F3, which is fixed in the pipe (see also FIG 3.1). 
The difference of the time when the explosion vessel reach the 100 rnbar barrier over-
pressure and when the flame front reaches the first flame sensor F3, as shown in FIG 3.5, 
is also interesting. These facts could be helpful for designing and using of active 
explosion mitigation systems like a rapid action valve or suppression barrier. Such 
systems could be mounted in a connected pipe after a process vessel (like a mill) and 
prevent a dust explosion propagation from the process vessel via a connecting pipe to 
another process vessel case if an explosion occurs inside the mill. 
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How long does the flame front propagation need after successful Ignition 
In the 1 m' explosion vessel for a distance of 3 m, 
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the first flame sensor F3 
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FIG 3.3 Flame Propagation Time from the Ignitor to the First Flame Sensor at the Pipe 
How long does the flame front propagation need after successful ignition in the 
1 m' explosion vessel for several distances of 2 m , 
measured from flame sensor to flame sensor 
FIG 3.4 
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The reduced explosion over-pressure inside the vessel reaches the 100 
mbar barrier earl ier as the flame f ront reaches the first flame sensor F3 in 
ms, measured from the t ime when the flame front reaches F3 
0 
. 750 g/m3 maize starch; 
-10 venting area A = 0.031 m' 
-20 0750 g/m' maize starch; 
venting area A = 0.031 m' 
-30 1:1 1000 g/m' wheat flour; 
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-so starch;closed 
.6() III 1 000 g/m' wheat flour; 
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-70 I:i 750 g/m3 maize starch; 
.&J closed 
FIG 3.5 Comparison of Detected Time of 100 mbar inside the Explosion Vessel and F3 
The maximum explosion over-pressure is shown in TABLE 3.1. 
The maximum explosion over-pressure at different locations during the 
explosion event 
P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
in the 1 m' at 2.5 m at 4.5 m at 6.5 m at 8.5 m 
[barl [bar) [barl [bar) [bar) 
750 g/m' maize starch; 
>1.84 1.23 1.19 1.15 0.83 
venting area A = 0.031 m' 
750 g/m' maize starch; 3.27 2.58 2.88 3.1 3.94 
venting area A = 0.031 m' 
1000 g/m' wheat flour; 1.31 1.38 2.05 1.46 1.47 
venting area A = 0.031 m' 
750 g/m' maize starch;closed 6.15 4 3.3 2.7 3.36 
1000 g/m' wheat flour, dosed 4.07 2.23 2.03 1.67 1.45 
750 g/m' maize starch; dosed 5.95 3.7 3.32 2.87 1.97 
TABLE 3.1 Comparison of the Maximum Explosion Over-Pressure 
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With a view to the following tests, where a second silo will be connected via a pipe to 
the I m' vessel, it was necessary to know the expected pressure build up during 
combustion inside the pipe connected to the secondary silo. The maximum explosion 
pressure reaches in the area of 4 bar at the last pressure sensor P6 at a distance of 8.5 m 
from the process vessel. 
The flame front speed attained not more than 420 mls. A maximum mean flame front 
velocity of 416 mls was detected in the case with a closed vessel. With the knowledge of 
this experience, it was possible to investigate the following test procedure with the 
connected silo without causing damage to the secondary silo. The results of the pre test 
phase have also shown, that with this kind of an explosion model, a successful dust 
explosion propagation (flame propagating through the whole length of the pipe) could be 
possible. These results cannot be taken for granted, for example Lunn [Lunn 96 and 
Lunn 96 et al.) described results of unsuccessful flame propagation between 
interconnected vessels. With the background that no large flame jet was observed at the 
outlet of the pipe, a pipe diameter of ISO mm was chosen instead the lOO mm pipe for 
further investigations. 
3.2 A 1 rn' Vessel Connected via a Pipe to a 9.4 m' Silo 
For the completion of further investigations of secondary explosions io a connected 
vessel it was necessary to rebuild the test installation consisting of a connecting pipe and 
vessels. A I m' vessel was connected via pipes to a 9.4 m' vessel as shown in FIG 3.6. 
The pipe length was 10.43 m and the pipe diameter was ISO mm. The I m' vessel could 
be closed or vented. In each test the 9.4 m' vessel was vented because of the risk of 
damage. 
The secondary silo is an original 12 m' silo which was fitted with an internal metal plate 
to reduce the iotemal volume to 9.4 m'. In the first iovestigation the secondary silo was 
fed mechanical vertical by a screw conveyor which was mounted on the top of the 9.4 m' 
silo. A dust hopper was fitted to the screw conveyer as a dust storage container. The 
secondary vessel contaios a little opening (0 = 0.075 m) at the silo roof where the 
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exhaust gas from the feeding procedure can leave the silo. 
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FIG 3.6 A 1 rn' Vessel Connected to a Mechanical Vertical Fed 9.4 rn' Secondary Silo 
The feeding rate was, in the case of mechanical vertical feeding, constant at 60 kg/min. 
30 s after starting the mechanical vertical feeding mechanism, the primary explosion in 
the 1 rn' vessel was released. After a few seconds when visibly sure that a secondary 
dust explosion has occurred, or no secondary dust explosion may occur at a longer time, 
the mechanical vertical feeding mechanism was stopped. 
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For further tests it was necessary to rebuild the test rig again. The mechanical vertical 
dust feeding mechanism was changed for a pneumatic vertical dust feeding mechanism. 
The pneumatic system comprises a supercharger as a fan for the conveying pipe and a 
dust feeding station with a dust hopper and a rotary lock, as shown in FIG 3.7 and 
PHOTO 3.2. In the case of pneumatic feeding of the 9.4 m' silo the feeding rate was 7.5 
kg/m' at a conveying velocity of 22.9 mls. That results in a conveying rate of about 45.2 
kg/min. After each test the primruy vessel and the secondary vessel were cleaned by a 
vacuum cleaner and afterwards the primary vessel, the pipe and the secondary vessel 
were purged by fresh air from a compressor as in all further tests. 
I / 
PHOTO 3.2 I rn' Vessel Connected via a Pipe to a 9.4 m' Silo 
(Ihe 1 m' vessel wilh Ihe connecling pipe in Ihefrolll, 011 Ihe righllhe dUSI feeding pipeforlhe 9.4 m') 
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FIG 3.7 A 1 m' Vessel Connected to a Pneumatic Vertical Fed 9.4 m' Secondary Silo 
18 s after starting the pneumatic feeding system via the starting of the fan, the 
supercharger moves with maximum set speed. After another 12 s the rotary lock is 
turned on and conveys the dust from the dust hopper into the conveying pipe. After 
another 30 s, (or total time of 60 s), the primary explosion in the primary vessel was 
released. The pneumatic conveying system stops after another 2 s, which contains 
enough safety tirrie for a successful flame front propagation through the whole distance 
of the connecting pipe followed by a successful secondary flame jet ignition. 
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In both mechanical and pneumatic feeding of the secondary vessel, the shape of the 
connecting pipe was like the letter S. At the I m' vessel the connecting pipe was flanged 
nearly in the middle of the front and on the 9.4 m' silo the connecting pipe was fitted in 
the top third. At the secondary vessel the connecting pipe ends with a little 'nose' inside 
the secondary 9.4 m' silo arched to the silo bottom with an inlet angle of nearly 45°, as 
shown in FIG 3.8. 
FIG 3.8 
P, 
9.72 m 
1.25 m radius 
1.60 m diam. 
10.43 m 
Side Inlet of the 9.4 m' Secondary Silo 
As a control function, an inlet which was normal to the silo wall was also examined for 
pneumatic vertical feeding. The influence of the inlet angle in relation to the probability 
of a successful secondary ignition in the secondary silo and also in relation to the 
violence of the secondary explosion was the matter of interest. 
Both dust feeding mechanisms, mechanical and pneumatic vertical, are typical realistic 
feeding mechanisms found in industry and hence the produced combustible dust I air 
mixtures are also realistic. 
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3.3 A 4.25 rn' Vessel Connected via a Pipe to a 9.4 rn' Silo 
For comparison with previous tests, the next test series was with a primary test vessel 
with a volume of 4.25 m' and a HID ratio of 2.1. The secondary vessel was the same as 
before; see PHOTO 3.3, FIG 3.9 and PHOTO 3.4. 
PHOTO 3.3 4.25 m' Vessel Connected via a Pipe to a 9.4 m' Silo 
(the 4.25 m' vessel WIth tlte connecting pipe in tlteji'onl, on the rigltt tlte dust/eeding pipe/or tlte 9.4 m') 
Pneumatic vertical was chosen as the feeding mechanism. The venting area of the 
secondruy silo was variable. Contrary to previous tests, a pipe (150 mm diameter) was 
connected on the top of the secondalY silo. The inlet angle of the pipe was perpendicular 
to the secondruy silo (see also FIG 3.9). 
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(Ihe secondOl)' 9.4 m' vessel is fed pneumalic vertical) 
, 
The influence of the maximum reduced explosion over-pressure in the primary vessel in 
relation to the resulting reduced explosion over-pressure in the secondary silo were 
investigated. The dust 1 air mixture was generated in the 4.25 m' vessel according to ISO 
6184/1 85. Instead of only one dust storage chamber, as it would be for a I m' vessel, 
four dust storage chambers were necessary for the bigger vessel volume. The assembly 
of the 9.4 rn' silo was the same as desclibed in Chapter 3.2. 
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Exchange of the Venting Area at the Roof of the 9.4 rn' Silo 
(two venting areas, in the middle the dust conveying pipe, 
on the right the connecting pipe 150 mm diam.) 
Depending on the parameters, after ignition, in the 1 m' vessel a flame front propagation 
inside the pipe to the secondary silo was possible. If there was a secondary ignition in 
the 9.4 m' silo, it was the aim to compare the typical explosion data with an explosion 
event only produced in the secondary silo and not based on an explosion transmitting 
from a connected vessel. Violence in the field of flame jet ignition in relation to the 
expected explosion is greatly influenced by turbulence [Eckhoff et al. 95]. 
3.4 A 4.25 m' Vessel Connected to an Open Ended Pipe 
The test plant was reconfigured. The installation of the 4.25 m' vessel and the connected 
pipe was the same as in Chapter 3.3, as was the generating and ignition of the dust air 
mixture in the primary vessel. The last half circle of the pipe was turned by 90° to the 
left side of the secondary silo wall , as shown in FIG 3.10. Hence it was nearly the same 
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basic conditions as described in Chapter 3.3. The aim was to get more information about 
the size of the flame front and shape of the flame front which exists at the inlet stream 
and the probability of a secondary explosion. A large length linear scale was fixed in the 
region of the open end of the connecting pipe. With this new installation it was possible 
to measure the length of the outlet stream and it was possible to show the influence of 
different primary volumes. 
For further analyses, all tests were recorded on video by a CCD camera. After each test 
the primary vessel was cleaned by a vacuum cleaner and afterwards the primary vessel 
and the connecting open end pipe was purged by fresh air from a compressor as in all 
previous tests. 
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3.5 A 1 rn' Vessel Connected to an Open Ended Pipe 
10 accordance with Chapter 3.4 one of the most interesting parameters was the expected 
length of the flame jet. Hence the 4.25 m' vessel was exchanged for a 1 m' vessel 
without changing the scale at the open end of the pipe. FIG 3.11 shows the test rig for 
the 1 m' connected to an open ended pipe. 
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Fs flame sensor No. 5 
chemical 
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FIG 3.11 
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A 1 m' Vessel Connected to an Open Ended Pipe 
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For both cases, a 4.25 m' vessel and a I m' vessel connected to an open ended pipe, the 
length of the connecting pipe was 13.95 m measured from the process vessel wall up to 
the last measuring station called P5 (pressure sensor number 5) and F5 (flame sensor 
number 5) and an overall length of 14.42 m, measured from the process vessel wall to 
the pipe end. 
3.6 Properties of the Test Dust 
When we talk about explosion test dust, we mean fine combustible dust (particle size 
less than 100 J.lm). The test dust was, in all explosion tests, (pre-test phase, 
interconnected silos and primary silo connected to an open ended pipe) maize starch, 
which is a representative dust from the food industry. Although there are many different 
combustible dusts and also different kinds of maize starch, with different dust specific 
dust explosion properties, maize starch is widely accepted as a test dust. 
Maize starch is well known and often used in the research and investigation of dust 
explosions, because this test dust is non toxic for human beings and relatively cheap to 
procure. In the subdivision of combustible dusts into three different dust explosion 
violence classes [VDl2263 11 90, ISO 6184/1 85], in accordance with the K value in bar 
m lis, maize starch is placed in the St I class for a K value smaller than or equal to 200 
bar m lis. 
St I dusts often occur in industrial processes. The test dust maize starch is a fine dust 
with a median particle size of 14 J.lm. TABLE 3.2 shows an overview of the properties 
of maize starch which was used in this work and also test dusts and gas which were used 
in previous investigations and where this work used the results of the explosions as 
shown in Chapter 4 (Explosion Transmission Between Linked Vessels) and Chapter 5 
(Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion). 
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Dust Specific and Gas Specific Properties 
Maximum 
Moisture Median K value explosion 
content value [bar m 1/s] over-[%] [Ilm] pressure 
[bar] 
dried <4 40 80 8.3 
wheat flour 
undried maize 12 - 14 14 140 8.6 
starch 
dried <4 14 190 9 
maize starch 
aluminium 0.61 40 300 11 
magnesium 0.42 30 400 10.8 
propane -- --- 100 8 
TABLE 3.2 Properties of the Test Dusts and the Test Gas 
The moisture content of a test dust can reduce the burning velocity and hence the dust 
explosion violence [Bartknecht 93, Lunn 92 B, Eckhoff 91]. That's why, whenever 
possible, dried maize starch with a moisture content of less than 4 % was used for the 
dust air mixture generation in the pre test phase and at all primary vessels. 
Undried maize starch, with a moisture content of 12 % to 14 % was used in the 
secondary silo, because of the huge amount of dust which was required for one dust 
explosion test. For only one explosion test, for either a mechanically or pneumatically 
fed secondary silo, an amount of 40 to 50 kg of maize starch was necessary. More 
details of the adjusted test dusts are given in Appendix B. 
PHOTO 3.5 to PHOTO 3.10 show the irregularity of the surface of various dusts. 
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PHOTO 3.5 Electron Microscope Picture of Maize Starch, x 500 
PHOTO 3.6 Electron Microscope Picture of Maize Starch, x 2000 
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PHOTO 3.7 Electron Microscope Picture of Aluminium Dust, x 700 
PHOTO 3.8 Electron Microscope Picture of Aluminium Dust, x 2000 
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PHOTO 3.9 Electron Microscope Picture of Magnesium Dust, x 500 
PHOTO 3.10 Electron Microscope Picture of Magnesium Dust, x 2000 
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3.7 Instrumentation 
With current pressure sensors it is possible to measure an accurate pressure history. 
Quartz pressure transducers are generally suitable for this work. Typical measuring 
ranges are -I bar to lObar or 0 bar to 250 bar. Dependent on the pressure sensor type, 
the resonant frequency changes from 13 kHz to 160 kHz and the sensitivity changes 
from 2200 pClbar to 14 pClbar respectively. The diaphragm and the quartz crystal 
transforms the pressure into electrostatic charge. Following connecting cables from the 
test plant to the control room, a charge amplifier for each channel (i.e. pressure sensor) 
transforms the electrostatic charge into a proportional electrical signal (see also FIG 
1.1). 
A transient recorder serves for the acquisition, storage and documentation of all the 
data. It is then possible to examine and analyse the relationship of several signals. In the 
process, a section of a signal during the course of a certain detectable event, including 
prehistory and post history, is recorded, digitised and stored in the memory of the 
equipment. In this case an electrical signal, which starts the opening event of a fast 
actuated valve, on the pre compressed dust storage bottle, is the detectable event trigger 
for the transient recorder. The transient recorder can be extended to 30 channels and 
thus permits the acquisition, storage and documentation of up to 30 independent signals. 
The maximum sample rate is 1 MHz. Normally a sample rate of 5 kHz was used, (a 
sample time of 200 micro seconds). In combination with a memory capacity of 16 k 
Byte and a sample rate of 5 kHz, we get a duration of 3.2 seconds and a recordable 
signal frequency of 1.7 kHz. 
The transient recorder has a serial RS 232C interface, which allowed a bi-directional 
serial data transfer between the transient recorder and a computer. It is then possible to 
analyse with scientific software (eg FAMOS, PLOTIT, EXCEL) all the different 
channels and show signal correlation (for example between pressure and time). 
Previous investigations [Kossebau 96] of relatively fast explosions in a closed vessel 
with an aluminium dust / air mixture have shown that, with a pressure rise of dp/dt > 
400 bar/s and a maximum explosion over-pressure of 12 bar, the explosion frequency 
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will be in the range of 8 Hz to 15 Hz. It is known that dust explosions in pipes could 
reach a higher velocity than explosions in a closed vessel. In the case of maize starch, it 
is possible to get an explosion frequency in the range of a few 100 Hz. But it is also 
possible, with the effect of pressure piling, to get shock waves with maize starch in 
pipes which have an explosion frequency in the range of 2.5 kHz. During research 
activities, different explosion frequencies with not more than a few hundred Hertz were 
expected. 
High sensitivity silicon photo diodes were used to determine time dependent flame front 
position. It is then possible to calculate the mean velocity of the flame front between 
two points. These sensors are called flame sensors. The flame sensors have a maximum 
relative spectral sensitivity at a wavelength of ').. = 850 nm. The flame sensors are fixed 
opposite the location of the pressure sensors in the pipe (see also FIG 3.1, 3.6, 3.7, 3.9, 
3.10 and 3.11). More details of the employed instrumentation are given in the Appendix 
B. 
3.8 Parameter Variation 
The experimental investigation of dust explosions systematically varied two mam 
parameters using the different test rigs. Considering the dust concentration at the 
primary vessel; with variance of the ignition delay time it was possible to ignite the dust 
/ air mixture under different turbulence intensities which mainly influence the explosion 
violence (pressure rise). The venting area of both primary and secondary vessel is a 
meaningful parameter. In the case of vented vessels a plastic foil was used as venting 
device. The plastic foil had a static activation over-pressure of 0.1 bar. Depending on 
the size of the venting area, the resultant reduced explosion over-pressure at the primary 
vessel and the run of combustion propagation through the connecting pipe varied as did 
the resultant reduced explosion over-pressure at the secondary vessel. 
With the reconfiguration of the test rigs the design parameters of the primary vessel and 
the pipe length were changed. It was possible to fit the connecting pipe at different 
places at the secondary silo and at different angles. At the secondary silo it was 
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additionally possible to choose between two realistic feeding mechanisms. The feeding 
rate at the mechanically fed vessel was set to a constant value but in the case of 
pneumatically fed vessel two feeding rates were chosen. The systematic variation of all 
of these parameters allowed the consequence of primary dust explosion, combustion 
propagation and finally secondary explosion to be shown. A short overview of the 
parameter variation is shown in TABLE 3.3 and TABLE 3.4. 
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Interconnected vessels 
total length Secondary 9.4 m'Vessel, fed 
of the 1 m' Primary Vessel 
connecting mechanical vertical, side inlet 45' 
pipe at the 9.4 m' silo 
different dust concentration 
venting area dust amount 
venting areas [glm') 
closed 62.5, 125,250,500 
A = 0.031 m' 250 , 500 , 750, 1000 10.43 m A = 0.3 m' 60 kg/min 
A = 0.071 m' 250 , 500 , 750 
total length Secondary 9.4 m'vessel, fed 
of the 1 m3 Primary Vessel 
connecting pneumatic vertical, side inlet 45
0 
pipe at the 9.4 m' silo 
different dust concentration 
venting area feeding rate 
venting areas [glm'[ 
closed 62.5, 500, 750 , 1000 
A = 0.031 m' 62.5,250, 500, 750 10.43 m A = 0.3 m' 7.5 kg/m' 
A = 0.071 m' 500,750,1000 
total length Secondary 9.4 rn' vessel, fed 
of the 1 m' Primary Vessel 
connecting pneumatic vertical, side inlet plan 
pipe to the 9.4 m' silo 
venting area dust concentration venting area feeding rate [glm') 
A = 0.031 m' 250 9.83 m A = 0.3 m' 7.5 kg/m' 
total length Secondary 9.4 rn' vessel, fed 
4.25 m' Primary Vessel of the pneumatic vertical, 
connecting top inlet plan to the 
pipe 9.4 m' silo 
different dust concentration 
venting areas feeding rate 
venting areas [g/m') 
A = 0.196 m' 750, 1000 A = 0.3 m' 7.5 kg/m' 
A = 0.196 m' 750, 1000 A = 0.49 m' 7.5 kg/m' 
A = 0.264 m' 500 , 750 , 1000 14.42 m A = 0.3 m' 7.5 kg/m' 
A = 0.264 m' 500,750,1000 A = 0.49 m' 7.5 kg/m' 
A = 0.264 m' 500,1000 A = 0.49 m' 9.8 kg/m' 
TABLE 3.3 Parameter Variation of the Experimental Investigation, Interconnected Vessels 
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Process vessel connect to an open ended pipe 
total length 
4.25 m' Primary Vessel of the open ended pipe 
connecting 
pipe 
different dust concentration 
venting areas [glm'l 
A = 0.196 m' 500. 750 • 1000 14.42 m 
A = 0.264 m' 500. 750 • 1000 
total length 
1 m' Primary Vessel of the open ended pipe 
connecting 
pipe 
different dust concentration 
venting areas [g/m'l 
A = 0.196 m' 500.750. 1000 
14.42 m 
A = 0.264 m' 500. 750 • 1000 
TABLE 3.4 Parameter Variation of the Experimental Investigation, Open Ended Pipe 
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4 EXPLOSION TRANSMISSION BETWEEN LINKED 
VESSELS 
4.1 Flame Front Propagation 
This chapter aims to show the influence of flame jet ignition on the maximum reduced 
explosion over-pressure of a vented silo, which is fed either pneumatic vertical or 
mechanical vertical. Furthermore the author will try to describe the effect of flam,e front 
propagation through a connecting pipe which has its origin in a dust 1 air mixture 
explosion in a primary vessel. 
Up to now, little is known about flame front propagation time as would be required to 
estimate a practical, useful flame front propagation time solution for assessment of 
industrial risk and its management and, of course, in the design of active dust explosion 
protective measures to interrupt a dust explosion [Roser 98]. Such common devices 
which are found in industrial components are, for example, fast actuated valves or 
guillotines or suppression barriers [Malalasekera et al. 97, Moore 84, Moore 86, VDI 
2263 14 92, Senecal and Garzia 97]. An equation describing the flame front propagation 
time would contribute fundamental knowledge to be able to estimate sufficient 
minimum space between a detector and a protective device with regard to the time 
response. 
4.1.1 Run of an Explosion from a 1m3 or 4.25 m3 Vessel Connected to the 9.4 m3 
Secondary Silo 
The description of the complex phenomenon of dust explosions between interconnected 
vessels starts with the ignition of a combustible dust 1 air mixture (eg maize starch) in 
the primary vessel. After ignition of the generated dust 1 air mixture at the I m3 vessel, 
the hot expansion gases along with burned and unbumed material move through the 
connecting pipe and additionally a part leaves the primary vessel through the venting 
area after destruction of the venting foil. Combustion propagation takes place through 
the connecting pipe. 
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4.1.2 The Flame Front Propagation Time 
Upon closer inspection of the measured explosion data, a relatively simple correlation 
between distance and flame propagation time was observed. In the first approximation, 
it appears that the flame front propagation time versus the flame propagation distance 
can be expressed as a simple straight line equation (4.1) where t jJ is the flame front 
propagation time measured from the first flame sensor fitted at the connecting pipe and 
is equal to a constant factor k jJ times the flame front propagation distance d jJ after 
the first flame sensor. 
(4.1) 
Now we can ask, why do we not fit a flame sensor at the process vessel and hence use 
the advantage of earlier time dependent flame signal detection than when the first flame 
sensor is mounted at the pipe: This is so especially if we have the background 
knowledge that a dust I air mixture ignition is more likely to occur in a process vessel 
than in a connecting pipe at the location of a flame sensor. It is because the process 
vessel contains even more risk potential (hot surfaces, mechanical sparks) than a simple 
connecting pipe. 
In practice a flame sensor at a process vessel makes no sense, because the dust 
concentration is too high and will mask the light beam based on the ignition and burning 
material from the sensor. In addition the high dust turbulence and dust concentration 
inside the process vessel leads to a strong soiling of the flame sensor, so much so that no 
light beam can be detected. Hence in practice, an active explosion disengagement 
system like a rapid action valve (guillotine or butterfly type) uses a pressure sensor 
which is fitted at the process vessel. Additionally a flame sensor could be used for 
detecting weak explosions. In such cases it is common to fit a flame sensor in a 
connecting pipe as near as possible to the process vessel wall, for example in the range 
of 0.2 m to 0.8 m. 
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4.1.3 Method of the Flame Front Propagation Investigation 
The explosion data from interconnected vessels was systematically investigated as 
follows: 
I. Subdivide the resultant explosion data into two cases, primary vessels with a volume 
of I m' and 4.25 m'. 
2. Then, subdivide the resultant explosion data in groups of equal venting areas of the 
primary vessel. 
3. Then subdivide the explosion data in groups of equal dust concentration of the 
primary vessel. 
4. Then screen the flame front propagation time as a function of the flame front 
propagation distance for all dust concentration groups. 
5. Then estimate the gradient equation for the fastest flame front propagation. 
6. Then screen the estimated gradient factor as a function of the accompanying 
maximum explosion or maximum reduced explosion over-pressure. 
The course of the investigations will be shown via two examples. FIG 4.1 is based on a 
dust explosion where a I m' vessel is connected via a pipe (length of 10.43 m and 
diameter of 150 mm) to the 9.4 m' secondary silo. An overall comparison of all I m' 
primary vessel tests have shown that all flame front propagation curves start with a y-
offset (time offset). In the case of the closed primary vessel the y-offset was about 20 
ms. In the case of vented primary vessels the y-offset was nearly 15 ms to 16 ms. Hence 
for all investigations where a I m' vessel is connected via pipe to the 9.4 rn' vessel a y-
offset of 17 ms was chosen. In each dust explosion test where a 4.25 rn' vessel is 
connected via a pipe to the 9.4 m' vessel the gradient curve starts without a y-offset, as 
shown on an example in FIG 4.2. 
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FIG 4.1 Flame Front Propagation based on a Dust Explosion in a 1 ID'Vessel 
150 
[ms] 
~ g 100 
J 
l 50 
J 
0
0 
(dust concentration at the 1 m' vessel 250 glm'; 1 m' venting area of Al = O. 031 m~ 
pipe diameter of 150 mm) 
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Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.2 Flame Front Propagation based on a Dust Explosion in a 4.25 ID'Vessel 
(dust concentration at the 4.25 m' vessel 750 glm'; 4.25 m' venting area of Al = 0.264 m'. 
pipe diameter of 150 mm) 
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4.1.4 Results of the Flame Front Propagation Investigation 
After critically analysing all explosion data of the current test results (1 ut and 4.25 rn' 
vessel connected to a vented 9.4 rn' silo) an indication of a relation between the gradient 
metor which represents the flame front propagation time factor, and the maximum 
reduced explosion over-pressure or the maximum explosion over-pressure in the primary 
vessel was found. The next step was to substantiate this theory by further explosion test 
results from research conducted, during the last 10 years at the research station in 
Kappelrodeck. It was observable that an explosion propagation from the 4.25 rn' vessel 
through a connected pipe with a diameter of 400 mm starts with a y-offset of 5 ms. An 
overview of all available flame front propagation time gradient factors is given in FIG 
4.3. 
FIG 4.3 
. I 
c-
" 
0.3 nr". closed, 100 mm diam,.. 8.2 m lcngth -
V 1 m', dOled, 100 mm. diam.., 7.9 m length 
<> 1 ai, closed. 3 % propane. 100 mm diam.. 7.9 m length 
-
• 
I) interconnected IID'. elated and vented, ISO mm diam., 10.43 m length 
.. intcrcOIUlCCted 4.25 tr,vcntcd, 150 mm diam.., 14.42 m length 
X 4.25 m', closed, 400 mm dilllD.., 6 .9 m length 
-
• 
m 4.25 nr, closed, 3 % to 4.5 % propDnc, 400 mm dinm., 5.9 m length 
• • 
9.4 m', vented, 100 mm. di8lJl., 20.55 m length. pipe conveying velocity 30 mI • 
C- • X 9.4 m', vented. 200 mm. diam., 20.55 nt length. pipe conveying velocity 30 roIs -
- overall simulation Y-lS*EXP«.3.96)*X)+20S 
C- • -
• ". 
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Maximum Reduced Explosion Over-Pressure [bar] 
Overview of the Flame Front Propagation Time Gradient Factor 
(Excepllhe gas lesls, all olher lesl were done wilh dried maize slarch) 
As shown in FIG 4.3, it is possible to describe analytically all flame front propagation 
times with one mathematical expression (4.2). 
k ff = 15 * EXP * ((- 3.96) * Pred) + 2.05 (4.2) 
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Looking only from the point of view of safety with respect to forecast flame front 
propagation times occurring in a real explosion event, (4.2) seems valid up to an 
explosion over-pressure of 5.5 bar. But considering relevant use of this overall 
simulation equation, in practice it is seen that the estimate of the flame front propagation 
time in many explosion events is too short. Thus it would be impossible to protect such 
an installation with currently available protective measures. 
Hence the next task was to find a mathematical model which describes flame front 
propagation, dependent on the maximum reduced explosion over-pressure, more exactly 
than the overall simulation equation (4.2). For this purpose it was necessary to look 
more closely at the results of FIG 4.3, and pick out an area of maximum reduced 
explosion over-pressure which may often occur if a dust explosion happens in the 
working region (mainly the food industry) of primary interest to the FSA. 
The area of maximum reduced explosion over-pressure in the range of 0.2 bar to 2 bar 
was chosen and three different primary explosion volumes were chosen which should 
allow an explosion volume dependent calculation of the flame front propagation time 
factor. The data were screened in a double logarithm graph with the idea of a parallel 
continuous form of data curve for each explosion vessel volume. 
With respect to both the safety side (rather calculate quicker flame front propagation 
times than slower flame front propagation times) and high accuracy from the measured 
flame data, for each explosion vessel volume (1 m', 4.25 m' and 9.4 m') separate 
mathematical equations were developed as shown in FIG 4.4. It should not be forgotten 
that the data points of the interconnected I m' vessel in FIG 4.3 and FIG 4.4 are based 
on a flame front propagation equation with a y-offset (time - offset) of 17 ms. 
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FIG 4.4 Resultant Function for the Flame Front Propagation Time Gradient Factor 
The dependence of the flame front propagation time gradient factor kif to the maximum 
reduced explosion over-pressure Pred is given as following: 
• for a 1 rn3 explosion vessel 
kif = 10(0.555 - 0.375 • LOO( Pred )) (4.3) 
• for a 4.25 m3 explosion vessel 
kif = 10(0.425 - 0.375 • LOO (Pred )) (4.4) 
• for a 9.4 m3 explosion vessel 
kif = 10(0.765 - 0.375 • LOO(Pred )) (4.5) 
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Hence, since the explosion vessel volume dependent flame front propagation time t ff is 
equal to the flame front propagation time gradient factor k if times the flame front 
distance d ff (4.1), the following equations could be developed. These models (4.6) to 
(4.1 0) could be used for burning material with a K value of up to 200 bar mls. 
• For a standing I m' explosion vessel and for a pipe diameter equal to or greater than 
100 mm where the pipe is fitted at the vessel side (include a y-offset of 17 ms). 
tff = 10(0.555 - 0.375 * LOG(Pred )) * d ff * 0.001 + 0.017 (4.6) 
• For a 0.5 m' or a reclining I m' explosion and for a pipe diameter equal to or greater 
than 100 mm where the pipe is fitted at the end wall of the vessel (without a y-
offset). 
tff = 10(0.555-0.375*LOG(Pred )) *dif *0.001 (4.7) 
• For a 4.25 m' explosion vessel and for a pipe diameter equal to or greater than 100 
mm. 
tff = 10(0.425 - 0.375 * LOG(Pred )) * d if * 0.001 (4.8) 
• For a 4.25 m' explosion vessel and for a pipe diameter equal to or greater than 400 
mm (include a y-offset of 5 ms). 
tff = 10(0.425 - 0.375 * LOG(Pred )) * d if * 0.001 + 0.005 (4.9) 
• For a 9.4 m' explosion vessel and for a pipe diameter equal to or greater than 100 
mm. 
tjJ = 10(0.765 - 0.375' LOG(Pred )) * d ff * 0.001 (4.10) 
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4.1.5 Validation of the Developed Flame Front Propagation Time Functions 
The accuracy of the developed flame front propagation time functions of connecting 
pipes for different explosion vessel volumes dependent on the maximum reduced 
explosion over-pressure was validated by several different configurations of explosion 
test rigs as following. 
Different sizes of explosion vessels, both closed or vented: 
--+--
• 0.5 m' vessel (HID = I), standing, only closed 
• 1 m' vessel (HID = 1.2), standing, closed and vented 
• 1 m' vessel (HID = 1.5), reclining, only closed 
• 4.25 m' vessel (HID = 2.1), reclining and standing, closed and vented 
• 9.4 m' vessel (HID = 1.5), standing, only vented 
Different connecting pipes, burning material either dried maize starch or propane: 
--+--
• 0.5 m' connected to a pipe, 100 mm diam., 8 m length, maize starch 
• 1 m' connected to a pipe, 100 mm diam., 8 m length, maize starch 
• 1 m' connected to a pipe, 100 mm diam., 8 m length, propane. 
• 1 m' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diarn., 10.43 m length, maize starch 
• 4.25 m' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diam., 14.42 m length, maize 
starch 
• 4.25 m' connected to a pipe, 400 mm diam., 6.9 m length, maize starch 
• 4.25 m' connected to a pipe, 400 mm diam., 5.9 m length, propane 
• 9.4 m' connected to a pipe, 100 mm diam., 20.55 m length, maize starch 
• 9.4 m' connected to a pipe, 200 mm diam., 20.55 m length, maize starch 
An overview of all validated flame front propagation time calculations are listed ID 
TABLE 4.1 to TABLE 4.3 and shown in FIG 4.5 to FIG 4.40. 
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0.5 ~ vessel, HID = 1, closed, standing, connecting pipe 100 mm dlam. and 8 m length, 
anty dust dispersion at the explosion vessel, Ignition with 2 x 5 kJ 
Pred compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed flame front a In propagatJon time 9 
[barl equation No e 
maize starch 1000 glm' pipe fitted at the side wall of the explosion vessel 5.45 (4.7) 55 
1 rn' vessel, HID = 1.5, closed, reclining, connecting pipe 100 mm dlam. and 8 m length, 
only dust dispersion at the explosion vessel, Ignition with 2 x 5 kJ 
Pred compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed flame front a In propagation time 9 
[bar] equation No e 
maize starch 750 g/~ pipe fitted at the end wall of the explosion vessel 7.05 (4.7) 55 
1 rn' vessel, HID = 1.5, closed, reclining, connecting pipe 100 mm dlam. and 8 m length, 
only gas dispersion at the explosion vessel. Ignition with 10 J 
Pred compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed flame front a In propagation time 9 [bar] equation No e 
propane 3% pipe fitted at the end wall of the explosion vessel 6.37 (4.7) 56 
1 m' vessel, HID = 1.2, standing. connecting pipe 150 mm dlam. and 10.43 m length, 
only dust dispersion at the explosion vessel, Ignition with 2 x 5 kJ 
Pred compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed flame front a In propagation time 9 [bar] equation No e 
maize starch 62.5 glm' dosed primary explosion vessel 0.64 (4.6) 56 
maize starch 125 g/m' dosed primary explosion vessel 1.5 (4.6) 57 
maize starch 250 glm' closed primary explosion vessel 3.4 (4.6) 57 
maize starch 500 glm' dosed primary explosion vessel 4.2 (4.6) 56 
maize starch 750 g/m' closed primary explosion vessel 4.91 (4.6) 56 
maize starch 1000 glm' dosed primary explosion vessel 5 (4.6) 59 
maize starch 250 g/m' vented primary explosion vessel, A 1 = 0.031 m2 1.64 (4.6) 59 
maize starch 500 glm' vented primary explosion vessel, A1 = 0.031 m2 1.72 (4.6) 60 
maize starch 750 glm' vented primary explosion vessel, A1 - 0.031 m2 2.05 (4.6) 60 
maize starch 1000 glm' vented primary explosion vessel, A 1 - 0.031 m2 1.42 (4.6) 61 
maize starch 250 glm' vented primary explosion vessel, A 1 = 0.071 m2 0.27 (4.6) 61 
maize starch 500 g/ma vented primary explosion vessel, A 1 - 0.031 m2 0.46 (4.6) 62 
maize starch 750 glm' vented primary explosion vessel, A1 = 0.031 m2 0.63 (4.6) 62 
ma'lze starch 1000 glm' vented primary explosion vessel, A 1 = 0.031 m2 0.59 (4.6) 63 
TABLE 4.1 Overview of the Validated Flame Front Propagation Tests, 1 # 3 
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4.25 rn' vessel, HID = 2.1, standing, connecting pipe 150 mm dlam. and 14.42 m length, 
only dust dispersion at the explosion vessel. Ignition with 2 x 5 kJ 
Pred compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed flame front a In propagation time 9 
[bar) equation No e 
maize starch 750 9/~ vented primary explosion vessel, A1 - 0.196 ml 0.81 (4.8) 63 
maize starch 1000 91m3 vented primary explosion vessel, A 1 = 0.196 m2 0.24 (4.8) 64 
maize starch 500 g/m3 vented primary explosion vessel, A 1 - 0.264 m2 1.23 (4.8) 64 
maize starch 750 g/m3 vented primary explosion vessel, A 1 = 0.264 rn' 0.7 (4.8) 65 
maize starch 1000 glm' vented primary explosion vessel, A1 = 0.264 rn' 0.18 (4.8) 65 
4.25 rn' vessel, HID = 2.1, closed, reclining, connecting pipe 400 mm diam. and 6.9 m length, 
only dust dispersion at the explosion vessel, Ignition with 2 x 5 kJ 
Pred compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed name front a 
In propagation time 9 
[bar) equation No • 
maize starch 650 g/m3 pipe fitted at the end wall of the explosion vessel 5.21 (4.9) 66 
maize starch 750 g/m' pipe fitted at the end wail of the explosion vessel 4.73 (4.9) 66 
maize starch 1000 g/m3 pipe fitted al the end wail of the explosion vessel 2.88 (4.9) 67 
4.25 m' vessel, HID = 2.1, closed, reclining, connecting pipe 400 mm diam. and 5.9 m length, 
only gas dispersion at the explosion vessel, Ignition with 10 J 
Pred compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed flame front a In propagation time 9 
[bar) equation No • 
propane 3% pipe fitted at the end wail of the explosion vessel 0.81 (4.9) 67 
propane 3.5% pipe fitted at the end wall of Ihe explosion vessel 1.49 (4.9) 6B 
propane 4% pipe fitted at Ihe end wall of the explosion vessel 2.02 (4.9) 6B 
propane 4.5% pipe fitted at the end wall of the explosion vessel 1.BB (4.9) 69 
TABLE 4.2 Overview of the Validated Flame Front Propagation Tests, 2 # 3 
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9.4 ID' vessel, HID = 1.5, standing, connecting pipe 100 mm dlam. and 22.55 m length. 
dust dispersion at the explosion vessel, pipe conveying velocity 30 mls with about 250 - 350 g/m' 
Pred compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed flame front a In propagatlon time 9 
[bar] equation No • 
maize starch 500 glm' vented explosion vessel, A = 0.3 rrt2 1.64 (4.10) 69 
maize starch 500 glm' vented explosion vessel, A = 0.3 m2 0.74 (4.10) 70 
maize starch 500 glm' vented explosion vessel, A = 0.5 m2 0.26 (4.10) 70 
9.4 m' vessel, HID = 1.5, standing, connecting pipe 200 mm dlam.and 22.55 m length. 
dust dispersion at the explosion vessel, pipe conveying velocity 30 rn/s with about 250 - 350 g/m' 
Prod compared with the P 
Product Concentration Comment max developed flame front a In propagaUon time 9 
[bar] equation No • 
maize starch 500g/~ vented explosion vessel, A = 0.3 m2 1.64 (4.10) 71 
maize starch 500 g/m3 vented explosion vessel, A = 0.3 m2 0.88 (4.10) 71 
maize starch 500 glm' vented explosion vessel, A = 0.5 m~ 0.47 (4.10) 72 
maize starch 500 glm' vented explosion vessel, A = 0.75 m2 0.13 (4.10) 72 
TABLE 4.3 Overview of the Validated Flame Front Propagation Tests, 3 # 3 
Note to the following figures (FIG 4.5 to FIG 4.40): 
Partly the figures contain measured flame front propagation time data based on different 
reduced explosion over-pressures at the primary vessel. On each case the calculated 
flame front propagation time was compared against the quickest measured flame front 
propagation time and the accompanying reduced explosion over-pressure from the 
primary vessel. 
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[ms] • 0.5 rn' connected to an open ended pipe, 100 mm diam., 8 m length 
" 40 ~ • 1000 Wm', pred - 5.45 bar - calculated ac«J<ding (4 .7) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I 
°0~~~~2~~3~~4~~5~~6~~7~~8~LW9~LUIO~~II~wW12 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.5 0.5 m' closed, dried maize starch, pipe diameter of 100 mm, Pred = 5.45 bar 
30~TDTn~~~~on~nT~Tn~~~~onon~~~~ 
[IllS] I rn' connected to an open ended pipe, 100 mm diam., 8 rn length 
• 750 glm', Pred • 7.05 bar 
- calculated ac«J<dmg (4 .7) 
• 
• ./ • -~ 
• 
./ 
-y 
-
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9~~10~~11~~12 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.6 1 m' closed, dried maize starch, pipe diameter of 100 mm, Pred = 7.05 bar 
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[ms] 
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I m' connected to an open ended pipe, 100 nun diam., 8 m length 
• 3 % propane, !'red - 637 boB" I 
- calculaled acoording (4.7) . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.7 1 rn3 closed, propane, pipe diameter of 100 mm, Pred = 6.3 7 bar 
200 I I ' I I , , , , , , 
[ms] I m' interconnected via a pipe,150 nm diam., 10.43 m length 
• 
~ 150 - I x 62.S g/m', Prod - 0.64 bar I - calculaled acoording (4.6) -
8 
• J lOO I- -] • • • 
! • 50 - ~ -
0 I I , I I .1 j I I I I I 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.8 1 rn3 closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 0.64 bar 
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FIG 4.9 
Explosion Transmission Between Linked Vessels 
1 m' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diam., 10.43 m length 
.. 125 glm', !'red ~ 1.5 bar I 
- calculated ac<onlins (4.6) . 
• 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
10 II 12 
[m] 
1 m' closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 1.5 bar 
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FIG 4.10 
FSAILBORO 
1 m' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diam., 10.43 m length 
• 250 gIm',!'red = 3.4 bar 
- calculated according (4.6) 
• 
.... -
..--
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2 3 4 5 
• 
..----
6 7 8 
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
9 10 11 12 
[m] 
1 m' closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 3.4 bar 
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... SOO r/m', Pr<d - 4.2 bar I 
CIIMlt __ mg(4.6) 
• 
• 
• • 
--
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
• 
1 m' closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 4.2 bar 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I rn' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diam., 10.43 rn length 
• 750 glm', Pred 4.9t bor I 
- calculalcd acconlm& (4.6) 
-
-
• 
-
-• -
-
• 
-
-
.1 I I .1 .1 1 I I I .1 .1 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [ml 
1 m' closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 4.91 bar 
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FIG 4.13 
FIG 4.14 
10 
Explosion Transmission Between Linked Vessels 
I ID' interconnected via a pipe, ISO mm diarn., 10.43 m length 
• 1000 gIm', Pred - 5 bar I 
- ca1culated according (4 .6) 
~~~Lw~2~~3~~4~~5~~6~~7~~8~~9~~1~0~UI I~~12 
10 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m) 
1 rn3 closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 5 bar 
I ID' interconnected via a pipe, ISO mmdiarn., 10.43 m length 
• 250 glm', Prod = 1.64 bar 
- calculated IIC<Ording (4.6) 
• 
• 
• : 
• 
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Flame Front Propagation Distance [m) 
1 rn3 vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 1.64 bar 
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I m' interronnected via a pipe, ISO mm diarn.. 10.43 m length 
... 500 Wm'. Pr<d - 1.72 bar I 
- calcula1odaccording(4.6) 
10 
°0~~Lu~2Lu~3Lu~4Lu~5Lu~6Lu~7Lu~8Lu~9LuLUIO~~II~LWI2 
FIG 4.15 
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Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
1 m' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of150 mm, Pred = 1.72 bar 
I m' interconnected via a pipe. 150 mm diarn.. 10.43 ID length 
• 750 Wm'. Pr<d - 2.05 bar 
- calculated acx:ording (4 .6) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.16 1 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of150 mm, Pred = 2.05 bar 
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FIG 4.18 
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1 m' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm warn., 10.43 m length 
• 1000 glm', Pred ~ 1.42 bar 
- calculall:d according (4.6) 
I 2 3 4 
• 
5 6 7 8 
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
9 
• 
• 
10 11 12 
[m] 
1 rn3 vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 1.42 bar 
• 
1 m' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diarn., 10.43 m length 
• 250 giro', Pred ~ 0.27 bar 
- calculated according (4.6) 
• 
• 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
1 rn3 vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 0.27 bar 
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Explosion Transmission Betwem Linked Vessels 
1 m' inlcrcoonected via a pipe, 150 rmn diam., 10.43 m length 
• SOO glrn', Prcd - 0.46 boo" I 
- calculated 0CC<lrdmII (4.6) . 
• 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
• 
, 
, 
10 11 12 
[m] 
1 Ill'vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 0.46 bar 
I m' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diam., 10.43 m length 
• 750 gilD', Prcd 0.63 boo" 
- calculated a<:<crding (46) 
• 
: 
-
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
1 m' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 0.63 bar 
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Explosion Transmission Between Linked Vessels 
I ID' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diam., 10.43 m length 
• 1000 g/m', Pn:d - 0.59 bar I 
- calcullllcd according (4.6) • 
• 
• 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
1 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 0.59 bar 
4.25 ID' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diam., 14.42 m length 
• 750 film', Pn:d 0.81 bar 
- calculated according (4 .8) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
00 I 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.22 4.25 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 0.81 bar 
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200 
[ms] 4.25 ID' interconnected via a pipe, 150 nun diarn., 14.42 m length 
• ~ 150 • 1000 glm'. !'red : 0.24 bar - calculalod ac<ording (4.8) • 
S • 
'.cI • 1 • • • • • 100 • • 
• • 
'= ~ I 
J 50 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 \3 14 15 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [ID] 
FlG 4.23 4.25 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter ofl50 mm, Pred = 0.24 bar 
[ms] 4.25 ID' interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm diarn., 14.42 m length t 
~ ... 500 glm'. Pred : 1.23 bar 100 - calculated according (4.8) 
.~ 
gj, 
• t • • t 
~ • t 50 • • ~ .. , • ~ .. .. .. 
li:; , 
t 
°0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FlG 4.24 4.25 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 1.23 bar 
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150 
[ms) 4.25 m' intat:onn<Cled via a pipe, 150 rrrn diarn., 14.42 m length 
• 
• 750 It'm', Prod 0.7 bw I • ~ • - calcu1a1od accordu!g (4.1) • 1 100 • • 
I I • • ] • • • • 50 
J • • I • 
• • 
• 
• 
0
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m) 
FIG 4.25 4.25 m' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 0.7 bar 
• [ms) 4.25 m' interconn<Cled via a pipe, 150 rrrn diwn., 14.42 m length 
200 • • ~ • 1000 &iD>', Prod ' 0.18 bar calcu1alOd ac<ort1ina (4.8) • g 
• • J 150 I • • • ] 100 I • 
• J 50 
00 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m) 
FIG 4.26 4.25 rn3 vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 150 mm, Pred = 0.18 bar 
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Explosion Transmission Between Linked Vessels 
4.25 m' connected to an open ended pipe, 400 mm diam., 6.9 m length 
• 650 Wm?, Pred - 5.21 bar 
- calculated accoroing (4.9) 
1 2 3 
• 
4 
• 
• 
5 6 7 
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
8 9 10 
[m) 
4.25 rn' closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 400 mm, Pred = 5.21 bar 
4.25 m' connected to an open ended pipe, 400 mm diam., 6.9 m length 
• 750 wm?, Pred - 4.73 bar 
- calculal<d aoc:001ing (4.9) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
9 10 
[m) 
4.25 rn' closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 400 mm, Pred = 4.73 bar 
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40~~"nn~"nn~-'~~TTrnnoTT"nn~or~OT~ 
[ms) 4.25 rri' connected 10 an open ended pipe, 400 nmdiam., 6.9 m length 
35 
5 
FIG 4.29 
• 1000 gIm', PnxI - as '- I 
anI..., .xord.i:na: (4.9) 
2 3 4 5 
• 
• 
6 7 
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
8 9 10 
[m) 
4.25 rn3 closed, maize starch, pipe diameter of 400 mm, Pred = 2.88 bar 
40~OTrrrn~"rn~TTrn""rn~"rnrnTTrr~TTn 
[ms) 4.25 rri' connected 10 an open ended pipe, 400 mm diam, 5.9 m length 
35 
~ 30 
'125 1 20 
] 15 
J 10 
5 
• 3"~ propono, PnxI - O.SI '-
- calculated OC<Crdins (4.9) 
• 
~WW~~~~2WW~~3~~4~WW~5~~6~WW~7~~~8~~9~~10 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m) 
FIG 4.30 4.25 In' closed, propane, pipe diameter of 400 mm, Pred = 0.81 bar 
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30~OT---n~"rn""rnnoT-rr~OTornnOT----"n 
[ms) 4.25 rrf 00IlllCCtCd to an open ended pipe, 400 rIm diam., 5.9 m length 
FIG 4.31 
5 
• 3.5 10 propao,l'n>d - 1 . . 49 _I 
-- cakv''''' ax:ocdiua (49) 
• 
°0~~WWWU~2~~~3~~4~~~5LwWU~6~~~7~~~g~~9~WU~10 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m) 
4.25 rn' closed, propane, pipe diameter of 400 mm, Pred = 1.49 bar 
30nn"TT"rrnn"TT"~"TT"rrrnn<"TTrrrnnT"n 
[ms) 4.25 rrf coonected to an open ended pipe, 400 nvn diam., 5.9 m length 
5 
FIG 4.32 
FSA I LBORO 
• 4 .,. propao, l'n>d - 2.02 _ 
oaIculatcd oe<onIma (4.9) 
• 
Flame Front Propagation Distance 
9 10 
[m) 
4.25 rn' closed, propane, pipe diameter of 400 mm, Pred = 2.02 bar 
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30~~~~TTrnrn~~orrn~~TTrrrnnn~TTrr~~~ 
[ms] 4.25 m' connected to an open mded pipe, 400 mm diam., 5.9 m length 
FIG 4.33 
5 
• 4.H'o propooc, !'red - 1.88 bor I 
- colcu_ -.....liaR (4.~) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
%~~~~~2~WWU3~~L4~~5~~L6~~7~~~8~~9~~10 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
4.25 rn3 closed, propane, pipe diameter of 400 mm, Pred = 1.88 bar 
~rrn~~~~~~rrnTrrrrn~rrn~rrnnTrrnnTrrn~~nn~~ 
[ms] 80 9.4 m' connected 10 an open ended pipe, 100 mm diam., 22.55 m length 
10 
.. SOO giro', !'red - 1.64 bar 
- calcu1atcd lICO<lfding(4.10) 
• 
00 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.34 9.4 rn3 vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 100 mm, Pred = 1.64 bar 
(pipe conveying velocity of 30 mls with a dust concentration of dried maize starch 0/250-350 rim') 
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120~nn~mT~nnmTrrn~~rrnnTITm~rrnnTITrr~nn~Trr~ 
[ms]IIO 9.4 m' connected to an open ended pipe. lOO rrm diam, 22.55 m length 
lOO 
~ 90 
S 80 
1<. 500 gIm', Prcd - 0.74 bar I 
calculaled occording (4.10) 
• 
• 
'J 70 
I 60 
l 
~ 
50 
40 
30 
• 
20 
10 
%~~I~ll2~~3uu~4~5~~6~~7~ll8~~9uuI~0~lbl~I~2~1~3ullI4~1~5~16 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.35 9.4 m'vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of lOO mm, Pred = 0.74 bar 
(pipe conveying velocity of 30 m/s with a dust concentration of dried maize starch of250-350 glm') 
150~~~mT~nn~mTnnnn~rrn~~~nTI~~rrn~Tm~ 
[ms] 9.4 m' connected to an open ended pipe. lOO mm diam., 22.55 m length 
1<. 500 glm', Prcd - 0.26 bar 
• 
- calculated acconImg (4.10) 
• 
°O~~~UU~UU~UU~llU~llU~~~~~~UU~~~~ 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.36 9.4 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of 100 mm, Pred = 0.26 bar 
(pipe conveying velocity of30 m/s with a dust concentration of dried maize starch oJ250-350 glm') 
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100 
[ms] 90 9.4 rd connected to an open ended pipe, 200 om diam.. 22.55 m length 
80 
.. SOIl Wm'. Prod - 1.64 t.. I ~ ........ __ ... (4.10) . .. 
8 70 
'a 60 .. 
I 50 
l 40 .. 
J 30 20 .. 
10 
00 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.37 9.4 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of200 mm, Pred = 1.64 bar 
(pipe conveying velocity of 30 mls with a dust concentration of dried maize starch of250-350 glm') 
110 
[ms]IOO 9.4 m' connected to an open ended pipe, 200 nm diam.. 22.55 m length 
.. 
~ 90 .. soo Sfm'. Prod - 0.88 t.. I 80 calculalod accmlina (4.10) .. 
8 70 J 60 50 
J 40 
J 30 20 .. 
10 
°0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.38 9.4 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter of200 mm, Pred = 0.88 bar 
(Pipe conveying velocity of 30 mls with a dust concentration of dried maize starch of250-350 glm') 
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ISO 
[ms] 9.4 m' connected 10 an open ended pipe, 200 lIIII diam., 22.55 m length 
§ .. 500 gIm', Prod - 0.47 bar I • l= calculated acoordmg (4.10) 
8 lOO 
.'" gj, 
t ] 50 
J 
• 
00 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.39 9.4 rn' vented, maize starch, pipe diameter 0[200 mm, Pred = 0.47 bar 
(pipe conveying velocity of 30 m/s with a dust concentration of dried maize starch of 250-350 g/m') 
200 ~nT~~~nnTITrrnTrrrrnTITrrnTrrrrnnT~rrnTrr~Trr~Trr~ 
[ms] 9.4 m' connected to an open ended pipe, 200 nun diam., 22.55 m length 
~ ISO 
J lOO 
] 
J 50 
.. 500 glm', Prod - 0.13 bar 
- calculated -ins (4.10) 
°0~~~2~~3~~4~~5~~6~~7~~g~~9~~10~till~tiI2~~13~UI4~~15~16 
Flame Front Propagation Distance [m] 
FIG 4.40 9.4 rn'vented, maize starch, pipe diameter 0[200 mm, Pred = 0.13 bar 
(pipe conveying velocity of 30 m/s with a dust concentration of dried maize starch 0/250-350 g/m') 
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4.2 Flame Jet Ignition of a Vented Secondary Silo 
The results are subdivided into two cases, namely visible secondary explosion and non 
visible secondary explosions. Both in the case of visible secondary explosion and in the 
case of non visible secondary explosion, flame front propagation from the primary 
vessel through the pipe was detected with the flame detectors (flame sensors) which 
were fitted along the pipe. But only in the case of visible secondary explosion was an 
emergent flame through the venting area of the secondary silo observed by using a CCD 
camera. 
4.2.1 Al m3 Vessel Connected via a Pipe to a Vented Mechanical or 
Pneumatic Vertical Fed 9.4 m3 Silo 
First consider the test rig, where a I m' vessel is interconnected via a pipe, 150 mm 
diameter, to a vented mechanically fed 9.4 m' secondary silo (see FIG 3.6). The inlet 
angle of the connected pipe is about 45°. For a reduced explosion over-pressure range 
of up to about 0.7 bar for the I m' vessel an increase of the reduced explosion over-
, 
pressure from the 9.4 m' silo of up to 0.8 bar was observed, as shown in FIG 4.41. 
Then, during the reduced explosion over-pressure region of 0.7 bar to 1.7 bar for the I 
m' primary vessel, the reduced explosion over-pressure of the 9.4 rn' silo is nearly 
constant at about 0.825 bar. Afterwards, a further increasing of the reduced explosion 
over-pressure, at the range of 2 bar to 4.3 bar, of the I rn' vessel did not result in a 
visible secondary explosion and leads to a decreasing of the reduced explosion over-
pressure of the secondary 9.4 m' silo ofless than 0.3 bar. Comparable results were also 
achieved with the test rig where a I rn' vessel is connected to a vented pneumatically fed 
9.4 m' secondary silo (see also FIG 3.7) as shown in FIG 4.42. 
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1 m' P!imary vessel conoected via a pipe, 150 mm diam. to a vented 9.4 m' secondary silo. 
at the 9.4 or silo is the venting area 0.3 m' and 
maximum BIDOUDI. of dust is 60 kJr/mio which is comparable to a dust conc:entratioo of 
a p!lCIIIIl8Iic:a feeding .... of9.1 kg/m' 
t 
• .... . 
•• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
., 
• visible secondary explosion 
• non visible secondary explosion 
ccvcloping curve 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Reduced Explosion Over-Pressure at the I m' Primary Vessel [bar] 
1 rn' Connected via a Pipe to a Vented Mechanically Fed 9.4 rn' Silo 
1 ID' ~ vessel c:onoected via a pipe, 1 SO mm diam. to a vented 9.4 rn' secondary silo, 
secondary silo venting area 0(0.3 m . feeding rate 7.5 kr/m' pneumatic vertical. 
• 
0.5 
• 
• 
v 
1.0 1.5 
• visible secondary explosioo, pipe inlet IIlgle of 4S 0 
• non visible secondary explosioo, pipe in1et lIlgIe of 4S 0 
c:nvelopio curve 
.. visible socondary explosioo, pipe inlet angle of 180 0 
'<1 non visible secondary explosion, pipe inlet angle of 180 0 
• • 
• 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
Reduced Explosion Over-Pressure at the I m' Primary Vessel 
5.5 
[bar] 
1 rn' Connected via a Pipe to a Vented Pneumatically Fed 9.4 rn' Silo 
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Additionally FIG 4.42 tried to show the influence of the inlet angle of the connecting 
pipe at the secondary silo. For example for a reduced explosion over-pressure of 1 bar 
from the 1 ID' primary vessel only a reduced explosion over-pressure of less than 0.3 bar 
was measured at the secondary silo for the case of inlet angle equal 180 ° instead of 0.95 
bar for the case of pipe inlet angle equal 45 o. 
In the case of a I ID' primary explosion vessel, FIG 4.43 gives a comparison of both 
feeding mechanisms for the 9.4 ID' secondary silo, either mechanically or pneumatically. 
It shows clearly that the resulting maximum reduced explosion over-pressure for the 
secondary silo in the case of pneumatically feeding is higher than at mechanical feeding 
and after a maximum value of the reduced explosion over-pressure of the primary vessel, 
no visible secondary dust explosion had occurred. In the case of 1 m' primary vessel this 
barrier was at 2 bar. 
i.l rrr"TT"T""TTTT1-rr,-rrrT,.-r"""'","""'..,.-TT"'TT"TT".,.,..,"TT"""''''''''"TT'rrTn 
[bar] 1.0 1 m' primary vessel c:omected via • pipe, ISO mm dillD. 10 • venIed 9.4 to' secoodary silo. 
• visible secondary explosion, fed pneumatically J~ 0.9 <> !lOO visible occondary explosion, fed pneumatically 0.8 ClM:lopma <UJVe. fed pncumatically 
U • • • visible secondary explosion. fed mechanically 0.7 {; non visible secondary e>'''Plosion, fod mcchanicaIty •• enveloping curve. fed mechanically 0.6 0.5 11 !~ ~ I> 0.4 
• l~ ....-<> 0.3 ~o !l! t • 0.2 • 
• • • • 0.1 • • I> I> l> 
O·S.O 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 
Reduced Explosion Over-Pressure at the I m' Primary Vessel [bar] 
FIG 4.43 The Reduced Explosion Over-Pressure for a Mechanically 
and a Pneumatically Fed Silo 
(1 mJ primary vessel connected via a pipe. 150 mm diam. to a vented 9.4 mJ secondary silo. The 9.4 mJ 
silo has a venting area 0.3 m' and was fed either mechanically with a maximum amount of dust of 60 
kg/min (which is comparable to the dust concentration of pneumatically feeding with a feeding rate of 
9.8 kg/m') or pneumatic vertical with 7. 5 kg/m'} 
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4.2.2 A 4.25 m> Vessel Connected via a Pipe to a Vented Pneumatic Vertical 
Fed 9.4 m> Silo 
It should be noted that for these tests, where a 4.25 rn> vessel was connected to 9.4 m> 
secondary silo, the test series was limited on the design of the secondary si lo because no 
more than 2 bar reduced explosion over-pressure should be reached if the investigations 
should not cause damage to the secondary silo. 
The test series starts with a venting area of 0.3 m' for the 9.4 m> secondary silo (see 
also FIG 3.9). An excellent example of successful combustion propagation from a 
vented 4.25 rn> primary vessel through the pipe and flame jet ignition afterwards at the 
secondary silo is shown in PHOTO 4.1 
PHOTO 4.1 Secondary Dust Explosion at a Interconnected 9.4 m' Secondary Silo 
(on the left side in the front is the 4.25 m' primary vessel, it is connected via a pipe, 150 mm diam., 
length of 14.42 m, to the top of the pneumatically fed 9.4 rn' secondary silo) 
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FIG 4.44 
Explosion Transmission Between LlDked Vessels 
42 5 m' prinwy vesocl conocctcd via. pipe, ISO mm diam. 1O . .... tcd 9.4 m' IOCODdary silo, 
aec:oodary silo .... tmg area 0( 03 m', Ccodmg rate 7.5 "sIm' pneumatic vertical 
• 
• 
• • 
• curve 
• 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Reduced Explosion-Over Pressure at the 4.25 m' Primary Vessel [bar] 
4.25 rn' Connected via a Pipe to a Vented Pneumatically Fed 9.4 rn' Silo 
The first range of pressure rise for the secondary silo is at the range of reduced explosion 
over-pressure at the primary vessel of up to 0.3 bar and the second pressure rise is for 
the range 0.71 bar to 0.8 bar at the primary vessel. At two areas of increasing of the 
reduced over-pressure of the primary vessel, namely 0.3 bar to 0.71 bar and 0.8 bar to 
1.15 bar the resulting reduced explosion over-pressure at the secondary silo stays nearly 
constant. From a value of 1.15 bar for the reduced explosion over-pressure of the 
primary vessel, the reduced explosion over-pressure of the secondary silo is decreasing. 
Comparable results were achieved at the investigation of secondary dust explosion with 
the same test rig but with a venting area of 0.49 m2 at the 9.4 rn' secondary silo, as 
shown in FIG 4.45 . 
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Explosion Transmission Bern~ Linked Vessels 
4.2.1 ID' ~ vossel_ VIA. pipe. ISO mm diam. 10' VOIII<d 9.4 ID' secoodary silo. 
oecoodaiy silo vemmg area of 0.49 m'. pneumatic vertical. pipe inlet at the top of the silo . 
• 
• • 
• visible oec:ondary explosioo, feedina "'., 7.S q'm' 
JPi ~ ncdlDl&ra' 7.S kIP 
• visible aeconda!y oxploaioo, feeding me 9.8 kglm' 
- envelo,""' curve, feedlll6 rat. 9.8 k,' 
0·8L......--,-L---'--,.L----L...-:-'-,-'--,-L---'--.L.....".---L---'-...L,--..........!-:-'-----L~ 
~ 02 0.4 O~ O~ l~ 12 lA l~ I~ 2~ 
Reduced Explosion Over-Pressure at the I rn' Primary Vessel [bar] 
FIG 4.45 4.25 m' Connected via a Pipe to a Vented Pneumatically Fed 9.4 m' Silo, 1#2 
A comparison of different fee<ling rates for the pneumatic conveying system are also 
shown at FIG 4.45. It seems that the reduced explosion over-pressure of the secondary 
9.4 m' vessel which is fed pneumatic vertical with a feeding rate of 7.5 kg/m' is higher 
than in the case offeeding rate of9.8 kg/m' for a range of up to 1 bar reduced explosion 
over-pressure at the 1 m' primary vesseL 
Similar shapes of the enveloping curves for the reduced explosion over-pressure for the 
9.4 m' silo were achieved if one compare the investigations where the venting area of the 
9.4 m' was either of 0.3 m' or 0.49 rn', as shown in FIG 4.46. 
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Explosion Transmission Between Linked Vessels 
4. 5 rn' prinlary vesse c:onnected via a pipe, 150 mm diam. to a vented 9.4 m' sccoodary s' 
secondary silo venting area of 0.3 ml, fceding rate 7.5 kWm' pneumatic vertical, 
pipe iruet at the top of the silo 
• • 
• • 
0.2 
• 
• 1 
• • 
0.4 0.6 
• • 
• 
• visible secondary explosion, venting area A - 0.3 m: 
- covcloping curve, venting area A:z 0.3 m' 
... visible secondary explosion, venting area A - 0.49 m: 
- envelopin curve, venting area A'" 0.49 ml 
0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
Reduced Explosion Over-Pressure at the 4.25 rn' Primary Vessel 
2.0 
[bar] 
FIG 4.46 4.25 m' Connected via a Pipe to a Vented Pneumatically Fed 9.4 m' Silo, 2#2 
Based on the enveloping curves in FIG 4.46, it seems, that an increase of the venting 
area from 0.3 m2 to 0.49 m2, which is a factor of 1.63, leads to a decrease of the reduced 
explosion over-pressure of a flame jet ignited dust / air explosion of 2 or 1.4 for a 
primary vessel reduced explosion over-pressure of 0.5 bar and 0.9 bar respectively. 
FIG 4.47 shows the influence of different primary explosion vessels. Of course there is 
also a different pipe length and pipe inlet angle, but consider FIG 4.47. In the case of a 1 
m' primary vessel, an increasing of the reduced explosion over-pressure up to 0.4 bar 
does not happen so much as in the case of a 4.25 m' primary vessel. For both, 1 m' and 
4.25 m' primary vessels, the first pressure rise of the resulting reduced explosion over-
pressure, at the secondary silo, has the same steepness and both stay constant at about 1 
bar. Afterwards only the 4.25 m' primary vessel could produce, with increasing of the 
primary reduced explosion over-pressures, another pressure rise at the secondary silo up 
to a reduced explosion over-pressure which is relatively constant at 1.9 bar. 
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4.2.3 The Emerging Flame J et 
Comparison of a Im' and a 4.25 m' Primary Vessel 
Connected to a Vented 9.4 m' Silo 
With the test rig installation, where a 4.25 m' vessel or a I m' vessel is connected to an 
open ended pipe, ISO mm diameter and a total length of 14.42 m (as shown in FIG 3.10 
and FIG 3.11 respectively) and in combination with a large length scale and a CCD 
camera, it was possible to measure the emerging flame jet of an explosion propagation 
which starts at the primary vessel. The measuring of the emerging flame jet was limited 
by the distance between the end of the pipe and the ground. Hence only £lame lengths of 
up to a maximum of 5 m were detectable. An example of unsuccessful flame front 
propagation from the I m' primary vessel through the pipe is shown in PHOTO 4.2. Only 
an emergent dust cloud was observed. 
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PHOTO 4.2 The Emergent Dust Cloud, based on a 1 m' Primary Dust Explosion 
(closed 1 mJ primQ/1' l'essel, pIpe J 50 mm diam and 1442 III length, mai:e starch 500 gmJJ) 
In contrast to PHOTO 4.2 PHOTO 4.3 shows a successful flame front propagation 
which result in a 0.6 m emerging flame jet. 
PHOTO 4.3 The Emerging Flame Jet (0.6 m), based on a 1 m' Primary Dust Explosion 
(closed I m' pmltal)' ,'esse!, pip" 150 IIIm dillm and 14.42 m lenglh, II/lIi=e srardl 125 g,m') 
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Using a 4.25 m' primary vessel instead of a I m' primary ves el leads with the same test 
rig (see also FIG 3.10) to emergent flame jets which are at least, at the maximum, ten 
times larger. For example PHOTO 4.4, which was done during the test phase where a 
4.25 m' primary vessel was connected to a 9.4 m' secondary silo, shows clearly the 
dimensions of explo ion violence experienced if one investigates secondary dust 
explosion with a vented 4.25 m' primary vessel. The emergent jet of the vented 4.25 m' 
primary vessel reaches a maximum length of about 5.20 m. 
PHOTO 4.4 Explosion Violence of a Vented 4.25 m' Primary Vessel 
It wa interesting to find out what kind of emerging pipe flame jet leads to a maxImum 
reduced explosion over-pressure in the range of 2 bar at the 9.4 m' secondary silo (see 
also FIG 4.46). PHOTO 4.5 shows the possibility of a successful flame front 
propagation. It shows the emerging flame jet of the pipe on the left side and the 
emerging jet of the vented 4.25 m' primary vessel on the right side. For instance 
PHOTO 4.6 show a highly turbulent flame, with flame rending and flame fo lding. 
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PHOTO 4.5 The Emerging Flame Jet (4.7 m), based on a 4.25 m' Primary Dust Explosion 
(it shows the 0111 emerging}et of the vented 4.25 m' primary vessel at the right side 
and the emerging flame}et of the connecting pipe at the left side, vented 4.25 m' primary vessel 
A = 0.196 m' with a dust concentration of 1000 g/m' mai:e starch, pipe 150 mm diam. and 14.42 
In length, in the case thallhe secondary 9.4 rn' vessel is vented by a venting area of A = 0.3 m' 
andfed pneumatic verlical wilh 7.5 kg/m' is the comparable secondary reduced explosion over-
pressure about Pred = 0.89 bar) 
PHOTO 4.6 The Emerging Flame Jet (4 m), based on a 4.25 m' Primary Dust Explosion 
(vented 4.25 m' primary vessel A = 0.264 m' with a dust concentration of 750 g/m' mai:e starch, 
pipe 150 mm diam. and 14.42 m length, in the case that the secondary 9.4 m' vessel is vented by 
a venting area of A = 0.3 m' andfed pneumatic vertical with 7.5 kg/m' is the comparable 
secondary reduced explosion over-pressure about Pred = 1.7 bar) 
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After comparing all results of the investigations of the emerging pipe flame jets, it seems, 
for the first approximation, that the flame jet length depends mainly on the volume of the 
primary explosion vessel, as shown in FIG 4.48. 
FIG 4.48 Comparison of the Emerging Pipe Flame Jet 
between a 1 m' and a 4.25 m' Vessel 
4.2.4 Indicators that an Explosion Propagation has occurred 
In reality, after a dust explosion event at a process industry has occurred and, for 
example, a dust storage silo was damaged, it is necessary to solve the question: What 
and where were the origin of the dust explosion? For such cases it could be helpful to 
know the following: 
Based on a primary dust explosion in the 1 m' vessel and a pipe inlet angle of 45 0, the 
inlet stream from the connecting pipe causes a contact cone of burnt and unburned dust / 
air mixture on the wall of the 9.4 m' secondary silo, (as shown in PHOTO 4.7). 
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PHOTO 4.7 
ExplosIOn Transmis ion Between Linked Vessels 
Contact Cone in the 9.4 m' Secondary Silo 
(based on a primary explosion at the Irn' vessel) 
As an example of dust explosion in interconnected vessels with a successful secondary 
ignition and later a back flow to the primary vessel consider FIG 4.49. After ignition of 
a dust I air mixture in the primary vessel (I m' ves el) the flame front propagates 
through the pipe and ignites a dust I air mixture in the secondary silo. The secondary silo 
was fed pneumatic vertical. The pressure wave moved, first, from the pnmary vessel to 
secondary silo, and than back to the primary vessel. Also the flame front propagates 
back to the primary vessel. 
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(0) 
Typical Pressure History and Flame Front Position 
of a Dust Explosion Propagation 
(l m' primary vessel connected via pipe 150 mm diam. 
with a lenglh of 10.43 m 10 a 9.4 m' secondary silo, 
P for pressure sensor, F for flame sensor) 
Another effect of the secondary explosion was that the secondary explosion produced a 
back flow in the connecting pipe and therefore a flame propagation from the 9.4 m' silo 
back to the primary vessel. 
Based on the back flow, the contact cone of the inlet stream ofbumt and unbumt dust / 
air mixture from the connecting pipe was visible on the wall inside of the 4.25 rn' primary 
vessel (see also PHOTO 4.8). 
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PHOTO 4.8 Back Flow Contact Cone in the 4.25 m' Primary Vessel 
(based on a secondary explosion in the 9.4 rn', you can see also a part of a petforated ring nozzle) 
Furthennore, considering the test series where a I m' primary vessel was connected via a 
pipe with a diameter of 150 mm to the mechanically fed 9.4 m' secondary silo, an elastic 
rubber fiill connects the screw conveyor device, from the mechanical feeding station at 
the silo roof, to the 9.4 m' silo. Based on the secondary explosion the elastic rubber fiill 
was damaged or stripped off and also their metal fastening was damaged, as shown in 
PHOTO 4.9 and PHOTO 4.10 respectively. 
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PHOTO 4.9 A stripped Elastic Rubber Frill caused by a Secondary Dust Explosion 
(a elastic rubber frill connects the screw conveyor (from the mechanicalfeeding station at the silo roof) 
to the 9.4 rn' secondary silo) 
PHOTO 4.10 A damaged Metal Fastening of the Elastic Rubber Frill 
(a elastic rubber frill connects the screw conveyor (from the mechanicalfeeding station af the silo roof) 
to the 9.4 m' secondary silo) 
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4.2.5 The Reduced Explosion Over Pressure of a Vented 9.4 rn' Secondary Silo 
The VDI guideline [367311 95), says about the field of "Explosion Pressure Venting of 
Vessels Interconnected with Pipelines", if the connecting length is greater than 6 m, 
explosion disengagement or explosion interruption have to be chosen as protective 
measures. It will be interesting to know more about the expected reduced explosion 
over-pressure of a secondary dust explosion if it is the case that an explosion 
disengagement or explosion interruption system is faulty or too slow for the flame front 
propagation. The next assumption is, although the connecting length is more than 6 m 
(actual connecting pipe length of 14.42 m at the present investigation), the venting area 
of the secondary silo will be selected according the guideline VDI 3673 11 95 for a 
connecting length ofless equal than 6 m. 
For comparing the results of the reduced explosion over-pressure of the pneumatically 
fed secondary 9.4 m' silo against the present guidelines like VDI 3673 1I 95, the 
resulting values of the maximum reduced explosion over-pressure were adapted to the 
following fonn. Similar to the development of the flame front propagation equation in 
Chapter 4.1.4, a plot of the reduced explosion over-pressure of the pneumatically fed 
secondary 9.4 m' silo against the venting area of the secondary silo in a double 
logarithm graph with comparison to existing data curves, is shown in FIG 4.50. With 
respect to both the safety aspect and high agreement with the measured explosion data, 
the following empirical equation was developed. 
p. = 10(·0.481 - 1.45 • LOG(Avent)) 
red (4.11 ) 
Note that only the measured explosion data from an interconnected vessel (which means 
the case of secondary dust explosion) were done by the author. All other measured 
explosion data and also the adaptation of the different VD! guidelines to VDr guideline 
curves were done during previous investigations by the company FSA. 
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Venting Area of the 9.4 m' Secondary Silo [m' ) 
Calculation of the Required Venting Area of an Interconnected 
9.4 m' Secondary Silo, 1 #2 
According to the VDI guideline VDI 3673 Part 1, a pneumatically fed silo leads to 
inhomogeneous dust distribution. Hence the measured explosion data from the 
interconnected secondary silo should be compared with the VDI curve called VD! 3673, 
inhomogeneous, with increment for HID = 3 as shown in FIG 4.50. 
Radandt et al 96 A, shows that for a chosen venting area of a pneumatically fed 9.4 rn' 
silo (single vessel, not interconnected), the resulted reduced explosion over-pressure 
could be higher than the calculated reduced explosion over-pressure according VDI 3673 
Part 1 for inhomogeneous dust distribution (as shown at FIG 4.50 and FIG 4.51, the 
curves by Radandt are called measured data, ignition (2 x 5 kJ) at the silo bottom or 
measured data, ignition (2 x 5 kJ) at the middle of the silo). 
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Finally if a dust explosion occurs (dust with a K value of up to 200 bar m lIs) in a 4.25 
rn' primary vessel (maximum reduced explosion over-pressure of 1.15 bar) connected via 
a pipe with a diameter of 150 mm and with a total length of 14.42 m to a vented 
pneumatic vertical fed 9.4 m' secondary silo with a secondary venting area of 0.3 ni, the 
maximum reduced explosion over-pressure (at the 9.4 rn' secondary silo) which could be 
expected is up to 2.7 times more than the estimated reduced explosion over-pressure 
according VD! 3673 (inhomogeneous with increment for HID = 3). 
In the case of a 1 m' primary vessel a maximum reduced explosion over-pressure at the 
secondary silo of 1 bar was reached (secondary venting area of 0.3 m'), which is exactly 
the same value as the VD! guideline 3673 for homogeneous dust distribution with 
increment HID = 3 could calculate. 
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5 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF DUST EXPLOSION 
5.1 Introduction and Objectives 
As long as dust explosions occur it will be interesting to know if it is possible to 
describe an explosion by a mathematical model based on physics and how accurately it 
predicts events. Numerical simulation models for explosion should help to understand 
both the theory and practice. Furthermore they can save cost in the development of 
explosion prevention and explosion mitigation. 
What will happen after a suitable ignition source ignites a combustible dust air mixture 
? Which boundary conditions are important and which are less important to describe 
such a complex phenomenon ? Which parameters have a high influence on the later 
pressure rise and which parameters may be ignored ? Will it be possible to describe 
explosions in different explosion vessels and several combustible dust air mixtures, with 
one simple simulation model? 
These questions show that the author is searching for a simple numerical model where 
only a few parameters play a significant role. The merit of simple simulation lies at the 
understandable influence of the interrelation of the different parameters and, of course, 
in the user friendliness of the numerical simulation [Roser 97]. 
5.2 Existent Explosion Theories 
In the literature a few models which try to describe the complex dust explosion 
phenomenon exactly, at the micro level, exist but models with a less deep character 
exist also. In the following treatment existing theories and equations of pressure rise and 
explosion development [Bartknecht 93, Nagy et al 69, Bradley and Mitcheson 76, 
Nomura and Tanaka 78, Nomura and Tanaka 80, Ogle et aI 83, Dahoe et al 96] will be 
presented. Their suitability for the present simulation will be considered later. 
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5.2.1 Bartknecht Cube Root Law 
The important role played by the cube root law III the world of dust explosion 
prevention and mitigation is well known. 
( dP ) *V3 = d vessel t max 
constant = K (5.1 ) 
Hupe 75 shows the interrelation between (5.1) and Lewis and Elbe 34. 
5.2.2 Theory by N agy et aI. 
For calculation of pressure time history equations, there is the theory by Nagy et al. 
N agy et al. described a model where the overall flame speed Sf is the sum of three 
velocities ( laminar burning velocity; gas expansion velocity, due to the chemical 
change of numbers of molecules; gas expansion velocity due to heating of gas). 
(5.2) 
The idea was that the explosion reaches the maximum explosion pressure when the 
flame reaches the vessel wall. With simplifications, it was possible to reduce the 
original complex expression to the following equation. 
dp = 3 * ~ * (Pe - Po)~ * (Pe)~ * (I _ Po)~ * (.!..-) 
dt rvesse! P Po 
(5.3) 
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5.2.3 Theory by BradJey and Mitcheson 
Bradley and Mitcheson developed a three zone model. The model comprised three zones 
(unburned zone, reaction zone, burned zone). The reaction zone is interesting because 
the reaction zone in dust explosion is not the same as in gas explosions (see also FIG 
5.1). In gas explosions the reaction zone is often thinner than in dust explosions. If we 
examine the flame model more closely, we can subdivide the flame into two zones (pre· 
heat zone and reaction zone). 
FIG 5.1 
Temperature 
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5.2.4 Theory by Nomura and Tanaka 
Nomura and Tanaka derived a general equation. 
I I 
pr - P6 
= 
I I 
(5.4) 
PI - P6 
With a few simplifications, like central point ignition, cubic vessels, spherical flame 
propagation, the following mathematical expression was derived. 
( dP) 3 *r * Dp dt max = rvessel * !1t 
5.2.5 Theory by Ogle et al. 
(5.5) 
The theory by Ogle et al is to subdivide the dust explosion model in three elements 
(burning time of a particle, laminar burning velocity of the dust cloud and rate of 
pressure rise). 
Burning time of a particle: 
r 
Laminar burning velocity of dust cloud: 
FSA/LBORO 
I 
Su = B + (B2 + A F 
where 
A = 
and 
B= 
MARKUS ROSER 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
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Rate of pressure rise: 
(5.10) 
5.2.6 Theory by Dahoe et al. 
Dahoe et al. shows two models. Model 1 is a thin flame model with only burned and 
unbumed mixture. The second model describes the dust explosion with a three zone 
model. The three zone model contains instead of the infinitely thin burning zone from 
Model 1, a finite thick burning zone. 
FIG 5.2 
FSA/LBORO 
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The Two Zone Model 
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The pressure rise of the two zone model 
2 
= 3 * Pe - Po * [I _ (Po)~ * --"Pe ___ p ]3 * (-P)~ * S 
dt rvessel P Pe - Po Po U 
dp (5.11) 
A similar result is given by Lewis and Elbe 34 and Bradley and Mitcheson 76. 
In the three zone model, Dahoe et al. subdivide the progress of the dust combustion into 
two main parts, called Phase I and Phase 2. Phase 1 represents the case that the flame 
thickness is smaller than the vessel radius and Phase 2 represents the case that the flame 
thickness reaches the vessel radius. Both, Phase 1 and Phase 2 were subdivided again 
into three parts which describe more extensively the progress of combustion. 
flame thickness 
Ii 
front end of the flame 
zone 
FIG 5.3 
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The Three Zone Model 
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The pressure rise for Phase I, Part 1 
The flame thickness is smaller than the vessel radius. The dust explosion starts; only the 
front of the flame zone starts to develop to the vessel wall. 
dp 
dt 
= 
[ 
I P - P] 
Vvessel * I + Y * e P 
The pressure rise for Phase I, Part 2 
(5.12) 
The flame thickness is smaller than the vessel radius. The flame zone is fully developed, 
rear ends and front ends of the flame zone propagate to the wall. 
dp 
dt 
1 
- po) * (~F * 4 * n 
The pressure rise for Phase I, Part 3 
S front * 'rear 2 
[
r3 4 3 
* *--- +rfl 
11 3 * 6 3 * 6 ront [ rfront - 1J * 2 1 + cS rrear 
[ 
1 P - P] 
Vvessel * 1 + Y * e P 
(5.13) 
The flame thickness is smaller than the vessel radius. The front end of the flame zone 
reaches the vessel wall. 
1 ( pJ- [4 * 3 3 - PO)' Ro Y • 4 • n * S * rvessel _ rreor 
11 3*6 3*6 
(5.14) 
The pressure rise for Phase 2, Part I 
The flame thickness reaches the vessel radius. The dust explosion starts, only the front 
of the flame zone starts to develop to the vessel wall. 
The equation for the pressure rise is the same as equation (5.12) 
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The pressure rise for Phase 2, Part 2 
The flame thickness reaches the vessel radius. During this stage, the front end of the 
flame zone reaches the vessel wall and the rear end of the flame zone remains the vessel 
centre. 
Pe - P 3 • rvessel] 2 
- • , 1+ Pe-PO 4.0 vesse 4 • rJessel] 3.0 
[ I Pe; P] Vvessel. I + Y • 
(5.15) 
The pressure rise for Phase 2, Part 3 
The flame thickness reaches the vessel radius. The front ends of the flame zone reaches 
the vessel wall. 
The equation for the pressure rise is the same as equation (5.14) 
5.2.7 Comparison of Existing Explosion Theories 
TABLE 5.1 is helpful in deciding which existing explosion theory may give the best 
results in relation to the agreement between a theoretical calculated pressure history and 
real dust explosion pressure history and the simple realisation into a simple numerical 
simulation program. Although it is difficult, TABLE 5.1 attempts to compare the 
existing dust explosion theories from the main view to the derived pressure rise 
equation. 
The selected theory should be a compromise between a complex and a simple 
description of the explosion but it should based on a physical model. Furthermore the 
physical model should be able to describe the pressure rise by acceptable numbers of 
variables (calculation time) and most of them should be known (understandable). 
Therefore the thin flame model (two zone model) from Dahoe et al. was chosen for the 
following numerical simulation model as shown in Chapter 5.3. 
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Existent explosion theories separated by 
the authors name 
Properties 
Based on 
physical nature 
chemical nature, particles 
Simplifying assumptions 
point Ignition at spherical centre 
closed spherical vessel 
spherical flame propagation 
no heat transfer, no radiation, 
Isothermal 
negligible flame thickness compared to 
the vessel radius 
the maximum rise Is attained at 
the end 
Bart· 
knecht Nagy et 
cube at 
root law 
Bradley 
and 
Mitch. 
Three 
zone 
Tanaka 
Nomura 
and Ogle et 
al. 
al. 
no 
no 
too 1--------------------r---t-----t1 exten- 1I----j----t---+----1 
6 17 to variables 3 10 7 
unknown variables 3 sive 7 14 4 7 
Note: Some discussion fields depend on the view of the author 
TABLE 5.1 Comparison of the Existing Dust Explosion Theories 
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5.3 EXSIM I, a Numerical Simulation Software for Dust Explosion in Closed 
Cubic Vessels 
EXSIM I 
Numerical Simulation of Dust / Air and Gas / Air Mixture Explosions in Cubic Vessels 
© Markus Roser. FSA 
This uses Simulation Package under Windows 3.11 or Windows 95 for learning and 
teaching the Explosion Phenomenon. The numerical simulation is based on a two zone 
flame model (burnt and unburned zone). The idea is, that a combustible dust / air or gas 
/ air mixture will ignite by a point ignition in the middle of a cubic vessel. Afterwards 
the flame front will propagate spherically along the radius. If the flame front reaches the 
vessel wall, the maximum explosion pressure will be expected. ExSIM I is validated by 
several realistic test explosion data. The explosion data were gathered by using 
advanced measuring techniques like ionisation sensors or quarz pressure transducers and 
charge amplifiers in combination with a transient recorder. EXSIM I contains the first 
Real Data Bank of explosion measuring data based on large test rig results. 
The Real Data Bank contains: 
Different sizes of single explosion vessels, both closed or vented: 
--+--
• I m' vessel (HID = 1.5), only closed 
• 4.25 rn' vessel (HID = 2.1), closed and vented 
• 9.4 rn' vessel (HID = 1.5 or in the case of AZO 3), only vented 
• 58 rn' vessel (HID = 1.5), only vented 
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Different products: 
--+--
• 
• 
• 
• 
maize starch (undried, dried) 
aluminium dust 
magnesium dust 
propane gas 
Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Producing combustible dust / air mixtures: 
-~+--
• according to ISO Standards 
• by a realistic mechanical system 
• by a realistic pneumatic system 
Interconnected vessels via a pipe with a diameter of 150 mm: 
--+--
• 1 m' process vessel connected via a pipe to a 9.4 rn' silo 
• 4.25 m' process vessel connected via a pipe to a 9.4 m' silo 
5.3.1 Introduction to EXSIM I 
EXSIM I is written in the C++ comparable language FRAME 2.1. Programs under 
FRAME run under Windows 3.11 or Windows for Workgroups or Windows 95. 
FRAME is compatible to F AMOS and MYSICS which are both excellent measuring 
software. These were used at the Research Station in Kappelrodeck as data collecting 
and data screening software. 
It is possible to develop subroutines in a quicker running source code like the C++ 
programming language and link it to a dynamic library (DLL) and hence use it with a 
call from FRAME. It will also be possible to produce run time versions of ExSIM I with 
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the full tool kit from FRAME, which allows, for example, screening, measuring, 
zooming and printing of all data files. 
FIG 5.4 shows a screen print of the input window and FIG 5.5 shows the explanation of 
the different input parameters and the function buttons. After starting the program 
EXSIM lone can load a real· curve for comparing results if one presses the button 
"LOAD A REAL CURVE". After pressing the button "LOAD A REAL CURVE" one 
has to select the data directory of one's comparable real curve. After choosing a real 
curve the program asks if one wants to get an x- offset (in seconds) to the real curve. 
That means only for screening all x data of the real curve the x- offset will added. If one 
types zero, no original data will be changed. 
Finally FIG 5.6 shows the explanation of the output window. It shows a comparison of a 
simulation and a real dust explosion. 
Although EXSIM I contains no physical or mathematical functions which describes 
vessel geometry other than cubic closed vessels, simulations were also done for dust and 
gas explosions in non spherical vented vessels. 
5.3.2 The Real Explosion Data Bank of EXSIM I 
During current research activities, it was not possible to do all the practical tests which 
were used in the real data bank, only all test series for secondary dust explosions. The 
other explosion tests were done by other research activities at the research station at 
Kappelrodeck. TABLE 5.2 shows the complete data bank and it shows also the chosen 
simulation value of mean average burning velocity. 
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~) <; •• ",I .. hon b? M HO~ l ll I SA 
Numerical Simulation 01 Oust Explosion in Oosed CUbic Vessels 
~-----
Oloose Data Parameters 
lOAD A REAL CVRVl: le ~ _____ C_L_OS_E ______ ~I~ 
START THE SlWUUTlON 10 
o The volume of the explosion ",,"sel, [m'). 
G) The absolute pressure inskle the vessel at the time of ignition, [barl. 
G) The maximum explosion over-pressure, og dust characteristic value according ISO 6184/1 85, [barl. 
CV SpecifIC heat ratio (cP/cv), f()( air = 1.4. 
CV The burning lIeiocity, [m/s). 
CV HON long does the explosion takes, Is). 
'" F()( comparing the simulation results with data fr()(O large test rig resu~s, one can """'" the starting point of the calculation 
'-!..) along the time axis, (og the ignition delay time), [sI . 
F()( COI11>Oring the simulation results with data fr()(O large test rig results , one can move the starting point of the calculation 
along the pressure axis, (og prejlfessure of mae than 1 bar atmosphere or an offset f""," the pressure sensor), [bar). 
M. each time step, the flame front radius and the OCC()(Opanying explosion over-pressure will be calculated, [s). 
It is necessary to give the first pressure step to the simulation model, [bar). 
t;";\ One pa1 of the results of the numerical simulation will be saved in a pressure file. The program automatically produce two 
\.V different data fonnats. One of boIh is a specifIC fannat for later use, and the cther is in ASCII. ® One part of the resu~s of the numerical simulation will be saved in a flame file. The program aut()(Oatically produca two 
different data formats. One of boIh is a specific format f()( later use, and the other is in ASCII. 
® The stbdirectory where the flame and pressure file will be stored. 
® After calculation, you can load an example of a real explosion fr()(O a data bank. 
® Close the Simulation. 
® During the calculation you have the possibility to break the calculation and shON the results. 
® Start the calculation. 
FIG 5,5 Explanation of the Input Window 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
5.3.3 The Mathematical Background of EXSIM I 
The model is a two zone flame model based on the theory of Dahoe et al. 96 for closed 
cubic vessels. The two zone model contains only an unburned and a burned zone and no 
reaction zone, as shown in FIG S.2. 
Beginning with the equation of the fraction ofunburned mass (S.16) which is based on 
Lewis and Elbe 87, the pressure rise can expressed as in (S.17). The idea of this model is 
that the unburned mixture immediately ahead of the flame front enters the flame front 
with a velocity of - Su (burning velocity). From this background the mass consumption 
rate of the unburned mixture can be expressed as in (S .18) and a relation of pressure rise 
and burning velocity can be expressed as shown in (S.19). 
From this point of view our interest lies in the replacing of the unknown term mUD and 
the unknown term rflame in (5.19). This will be achieved if one seeks an expression in 
known terms for the volume of the burned mixture. Starting with the simple equation in 
(5.21) and (5.22) which says that the volume of the burned mixture is equal to the total 
volume of the vessel minus the volume of the unburned mixture, the volume of the 
unburned mixture can be expressed separately as in (5.23). 
With this knowledge it will be possible to express the unknown term of r flame as in 
(5.27). The unknown term muo (mass of unburned mixture) is simply expressed as the 
volume of the unburned mixture times the density of the unburned mixture (5.28) and 
(5.29). From this point, it is possible to get an equation for the pressure rise (5.11) with 
a few substitutions. 
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mu = Pe - P 
muD Pe - Po 
mass fraction of the unburnt mass 
dp = 
dt 
dmu 
. --
dt 
time differentation of (5.16) 
dmu = 
dt 
4 • 2 • • S 
- ... 1I Tflame Pu u the mass consumption rate of the unbumt mixture 
dp 
dt 
Pe-PO. 2 'P'S 4*1t* Tflame u u substitution of (5.18) into (5.17) yields the relation 
muO 
of pressure rise and burning velocity 
J 
PuO (~)Y (5.20) Pu 
Vb Vvessel - Vu burned volume 
4 
• 3 mu*R+Tu 
- • 7t Vvessel -3 rflame P 
Pe - P -t 
Vvessel '" PuO'" Pe _ Po * Pu 
mu *R*7;1 
P 
V PI/D * Pe - P 
vessel * Pu Pe - Po 
J 
Vvesse[ ... (~ )1 * 
4 • 3 
"3 ... Tt Tjlame Vvessel - [Vvessel * ( ~ i · 
J 
~ rvessel • [I J r (~)Y • Pe - P ~j1ame Pe - Po 
muD Po • Vvessel 
4 
• 3 
muO PO' - • 7t 3 Tvessel 
unburned volume 
J substitution of(5.25) into (5.22) 
to cancel down of(5.26) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
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2 
~ = 4 . 1t • __ -,;,..,e_-_Po-,o'--3--· r';"'el • [I - (~ i * 
PuO * "3 • Tt * rvessel )
3 
P - P 
e * Pu * Su 
Pe - Po 
(5.30) 
dp = 3 * 
dl PuO * r vessel 
dp = 3 * _Pe,--_Po,,-O * [I 
dl 
rvesse/ 
(5.30) substitution of(5.29) and (5.27) into (5.19) 
substitution of(5.20) in (5.30) 
(5.31) 
(5.1I) 
Inside the software of EXS1M I, the unknown parameters of (5.11) are set to constant 
values as follows: 
In all simulation cases the time step dt was set to 0.0001 s, the first pressure value 
which this model needs for further calculation was set to 0.0000 I bar, the specific heat 
ratio was set to that of air (lA), the time period for calculation (how long the explosion 
takes) was set to I s. The initial pressure was, for all tests, in the range of atmospheric 
pressure (I bar) but in each case the measured initial pressure was used; for example the 
included pre pressure of80 mbar resulted from the pre pressured dust storage bottle(s). 
The parameters x-offset and pressure-offset (y-offset), see also FIG 5.4 and FIG 5.5, 
were only needed for starting the screen display for the calculated curves at the right 
conditions in time and pressure. When ever possible, the x-offset represents the ignition 
delay time. If the ignition delay time differs from the set x-offset, the adjustment of the 
data collecting system was reasonable because the trigger signal does not have the same 
reference time as the ignition delay time. In the cases of secondary dust explosion the x-
offset was set to the time when the flame sensor in the connecting pipe nearest the 
secondary vessel detects the first signal of the flame front propagation, which has its 
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origin at the primary explosion vessel. The distance from the last flame sensor of the 
connecting pipe to the secondary vessel was, in the case of the Im' explosion vessel 
connected to a 9.4 rn' silo, 0.7 m and 0.47 m for the case of a 4.25 rn' explosion vessel 
connected to the 9.4 m' silo. 
In all simulation tests the burning velocity was chosen as the best agreement achieved 
with the pressure rise of the data from the real explosion and the resultant data of the 
simulation. 
For maize starch, the maximum explosion pressure was set in all simulations to 9 bar 
according the determination of explosion indices of the ISO 6184 / 1 guideline. In all 
other simulation cases the maximum real explosion over-pressure or the maximum real 
reduced explosion over-pressure was measured after the test explosion and inserted into 
the program. 
5.3.4 Results of the Simulation with EXSIM I 
All simulation results were compared to real explosion data. The whole data bank and 
all simulations are listed in TABLE 5.2, TABLE 5.3 and TABLE 5.4. The calculated 
curves are shown in FIG 5.7 to FIG 5.55. The main overview in TABLE 5.2, TABLE 
5.3 and TABLE 5.4 contains in the last column the pages where one can find the 
resulting pressure rise curves and flame front curves. 
In all simulations the calculated pressure curve is called p _vessel and the calculated 
flame front curve is called C vessel (see also FIG 5.6). FIG 5.34 is special because it 
combines two calculated pressure rise curves, one is called p_su08.dat and describes the 
pressure rise from time of ignition up to the time of opening the vent area (it is the same 
calculated pressure rise curve as in FIG 5.32). The other calculated curve is called 
p _vessel and describes the pressure rise from the time of opening up to the maximum 
reduced explosion over-pressure (it is the same curve as the calculated pressure rise 
curve of FIG 5.33). 
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Ionisation measurement in a closed 1 mt vessel 
IgnltJon Simulation P 
rest Product Concentration Comment delay dpfdt Parameter of the • No.: tlme1i [bar/s] Burning Velocity 9 
[sJ [mf_J • 
15 Drooane 4.25% turbulent gas- air mixture, single sparks 50 mJ - 102 1.65 115 
16 crooane 4.5% turbulent aas- air mixture sirnle sparks 50 mJ - 180 1.6 116 
22 propane 4.5% turbulent aas- air mixture slnale soarks 50 mJ - 140 1.3 117 
27 Drooan. 4.25% turbulent gas- air mixture, single sparks 50 mJ - 317 4.6 118 
5 maize starch 250 g1m~ ignition With 10 kV and 1 DJ 0.9 0.448 119 
9 maize starch 500 g/m3 ignition with 10 kV and 10 J 0.6 1.01 120 
14 maize starch 750 aim' ianltion with 10 kV and 10 J 0.6 1.29 121 
Vessel: 1 ml closed 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Concentration Comment delay dpfdt Parameter of the • Product No.: timet. [bar/s] Burning Velocity 9 
[sJ [m/s] • 
57 maize starch 1500 g/m3 K 100 1.07 0.85 122 
52 maize starch 1000 g/m-' K 200 0.63 1.75 123 
53 maize starch 750 Rim' K 300 0.41 2.52 124 
8 maj:mesium 750 Rim' 0.6 420 3.2 125 
67 aluminium 500 Rim' 0.6 305 2.17 126 
74 aluminium 500 aim' 0.357 600 4.65 127 
3 propane 4.5% .calking plug 120 0.85 128 
18 proDan. 4.25% 100 J igniter - 68 0.94 129 
pre pressure of 1.78 bar + 1 bar atmosphere 
1 propane 4.5% with 2 x 12.3 I bottles of 100 bar at 14.2 % 0.9 1200 3.5 130 
propane 
Vessel: 4.25 rn' closed 
Ignition Simulation P 
rest Product Concentration Comment delay Parameter of the • 
No.: timet. Burning Velocity 9 
[5J [mf5J e 
V maize starch 1000 gJm' K 100 0.97 0.7 131 
29 maize starch 750 Rim' K 200 0.6 1.42 132 
33 maize starch 650 Q/m' K 300 0.38 2.15 133 
Vessel: 4.25 rn', vented, A:; 0.125 m2 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Product Concentration Comment delay Pred Parameter of the • No.: timet. [ba~ Burning Velocity 9 
[51 [rnls] • 
38 maize starch 1000 g/m' K 100 0.8 0.79 0.95 134 
38 maize starch 750 aim' K 200 0.6 1.75 1.3 135 
41 maize starch 500 gfm' K 300 0.35 3.5 2.17 136 
TABLE 5.2 Overview of the Data Bank and the Simulation Results, 1 #3 
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Vessel: 9.4 m', vented, A = 0.5 m', undried maize starch (K = 140 bar m 1Is) 
Ignltton Simulation P 
Test Concentratlon Comment delay PlOd Parameter of the a No.: Product t1melj [barl Burning Velocity 9 
[51 [mfs] • 
9 maize starch 1000 glm' K 100 1.3 0.14 0.75 137 
10 maize starch 750 glrns K 200 0.B2 0.46 1.12 138 
11 maize starch 500 Q/rns K 300 0.54 0.93 1.5 139 
0.8 140 
P9 propane 5% 1.49 2.8 141 
0.8 or 2.6 142 
Vessel: 58 m', vented, A = 1.06 m2, undried maize starch (K = 140 bar m 1/s) 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Concentration Comment delay Prod Parameter of the • No.: Product time~ [bar] Burning Velocity 9 
[5] [mfs] • 
1 maize starch 750 Q/m' K20a 1.38 1.41 1.19 143 
4 maize starch 500 aim' about K 260 1.02 2.23 1.5 144 
Vessel: 58 m3 , vented, A = 1.5 m', undrled maize starch (K = 140 bar m 1/s) 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Product Concentration Comment 
delay PlOd Parameter of the • 
No.: tlmeli [bar] Burning Velocity 9 
[5] [m/sI • 
13 maize starch 1000 g/m' K 100 1.9 0.21 0.69 145 
12 maize starch 750 aim' K 200 lA 0.58 1.055 146 
Vessel: 58 rn', vented, A = 2 m2 , undried maize starch (K = 140 bar m 1/s) 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Product Concentration Comment delay PlOd Parameter of the • No.: timet. [bar] Burning Velocity 9 
[51 [mfs] • 
3 maize starch 750 wm' K200 1.38 0.57 1.04 147 
Vessel: AZO 9.4 m', vented, A = 0.3 m2 , 
pneumatic vortical fed with undrled maize starch (K = 140 bar m 1/5) 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Product Feeding Rate Comment delay PlOd Parameter of the • No.: time l! [bar] Burning Velocity 9 
[sI [mfs] • 
11 maize starch 4.3 kalm' icnition position vessel middle 0.5 0.73 148 
14 maize starch 7.S kg/m' ignition ~_sition vessel middle - 0.43 0.701 149 
19 maize starch 7.S kg/m' ignition poSition. vessel bottom 
-
0.82 0.701 150 
TABLE 5.3 Overview of the Data Bank and the Simulation Results, 2#3 
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Vessel: AZO 9.4 m', vented, A;: 0.5 rn-I, 
pneumatic vertical fed with undried maize starch (K = 140 bar m 1/s) 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Feeding Rate Comment delay Prod Parameter of the a No.: Product tlmell (ba~ Burning Velocity 9 
(s) (mls) • 
7 maize starch 7.5 kalm' ianition oosition, vessel middle 0.24 0.8 151 
9 maize starch 4.3 kg/m' Ignition position, vessel middle - 0,32 0.78 152 
40 maize starch 7.5 kg/m' ignition position, vessel bottom 0.43 0.66 153 
Vessel: AZO 9.4 rn', vented, A;: 0.3 m2, mechanically fed with undried maize starch (K;: 140 bar m ifs) 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Product Feeding Rate Comment delay Pred 
Parameter of the a 
No.: time 1I (bar) Burning Velocity 9 
(s) (mls) • 
74 maize starch 60 kg/mln Jg!1ltlon_~ltion, vessel bottom 0.31 0.48 154 
83 maize starch 60 kg/min ignition pOSition, vessel middle - 0.28 0.28 155 
86 maize starch 60 ko/mln ignition position, vessel bottom 
-
0.14 0.17 156 
Vessel: Secondary 9.4 m:t, vented, A = 0.3 m~, mechanically fed with undrled maize starch (K = 140 bar m 
1/s), (Igniton in the primary 1 m:t vessel, via a connecting pipe (length 9.4 m, 150 mm diam.) 
a flame jet entered the 9.4 m:J) 
19n1tion Simulation P 
Test Product Feeding Rate Comment delay Pred Parameter of the s. No.: tlmel! (barl Burning Velocity 9 
(s) (m/s) • 
6 maize starch 60 kalmln A primary = 0.031m2, A sec = 0.3 m2 0.85 1.71 157 
18 maize starch 60 kg/mln A..,primary_ = 0.071m2, A sec = 0.3 m2 
-
0.14 0.97 158 
19 maize starch 60 kg/min A..,primary = 0.071m2 A sec = 0.3 m2 - 0.1 0.8 159 
Vessel: Secondary 9.4 m:J, vented, pneumatic vertical fed with undrled maize starch (K = 140 bar m 1ls), 
(Ignlton In the primary 4.25 m' vessel, via a connecting pipe (14.4 m length, 150 mm diam.) 
a flame jet entered the 9.4 m') 
Ignition Simulation P 
Test Product Feeding Rate Comment delay Prod Parameter of the a No.: tlmel! [ba~ Burning Velocity 9 
(s) (m/s) • 
23 maize starch 7.5 kalm' A Drimarv = 0.2 m2, A sec = 0.3 mZ 1.8 1.57 160 
28 maize starch 7.5 kg/m' AJ)rimary = 0.2 m2, A sec = 0.3 rnz 
-
0.89 1.3 161 
40 maize starch 7.5 kQ!m' A primary = 0.2 m', A sec = 0.3 m2 
-
1.9 0.95 162 
29 maize starch 7.5 kalm' A primarY = 0.2 mZ, A sec = 0.5 rn' 0.47 0.53 163 
TABLE 5.4 Overview of the Data Bank and the Simulation Results, 3#3 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No ioni 15 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 1 TIme Period [5] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [5] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 8.45 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [5] 
Burning Velocity [m/si 1.65 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
p_vessel 
c;\messung\lmc\biblio\c:losec!\ 1 m3\1ontsa-1 \otC2\ 15\f041513. dat 
c:\messung\imc\blbllo\dosed\ 1 m3\1onisa-1 \Ott_2\ 15\02_ 15 _ra.dat 
c:\messung\lmc\biblio\c:losed\ 1 m3\1onisa-1 \ott_2\ 15\02_ 15_ ax.dat 
Cvesset 
[bar] 9 
1 
0.028 
0.02 
0.0001 
0.00001 
8-
7-
6 
!. ;', hN\.N\;JNVWV\-Nv'NVV.\v 
;<'!y' 
~ , 1 5 
4 
3 
2-
1 -
0 
1Q11-3 [mj 700 
600-
---"---
-.. -.. -~- .. -... 
500- -----
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
, , 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 
m. 
FIG 5.7 Ionisation Measurement, ]m' Closed, Turbulent 4.25 % Propane 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No ioni 16 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m"1 Time Period [sI 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset in [sI 
Maximum Explosion Pressure in [bar] 8 Pressure Offset in [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration TIme Step in [sI 
Burning Velocity in [m/sI 1.6 Starting Conditions of P in [bar) 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
p_vessel 
.. c:\messung\imc\biblio\closed\ 1 m3\ionlsa-1 \otL2\ 16\f041S13.dat 
c:\messung\lmc\bibllo\closed\ 1 m3\1onlsa-1 \ott_ 2\16\02_16 _ra.dat 
c:\messung\imc\bibUo\closed\ 1 m3\ionlsa-1 \ott_ 2\16\02_16 _ax.dat 
,-vessel 
(bar] 9 
8-
7-
6-
5-
4-
3-
2 
1 
0 
1011-3 [m] 700 
600 
500 
400 
300-
200-
100 -
0 
20. 
I 
40 
I 
60 80 
I 
100 120 
I 
140 
I 
160 
I 
180 200 
1 
0.026 
0.05 
0.0001 
0.00001 
I 
220 240 
ms 
FIG 5.8 Ionisation Measurement, I m' Closed, Turbulent 4.5 % Propane 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No ioni 22 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 1 Time Period [s] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure (bar] 8.7 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 1.3 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
- p_vessel 
........ ~ c:\messung\lmc\biblio\closed\1m3\1onlsa-1\ott_2\22\f042213.dat 
c:\messung\imc\blblio\closed\1m3\ionisa-1\ott_2\22\o2_22_ra.dat 
c:\messung\lmc\blblio\closed\1m3\1onisa-1\ott_2\22\o2_22_ax.dat 
Cvessel 
[bar) 9 
6 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
10"-3 [m] 700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
1 
0.0265 
0.01 
0.0001 
0.00001 
100 
01-L--.----r---.----r---,----r----.---.----r---,----r---,--~ 
20 40 60 60 100 120 140 160 160 200 220 240 260 260 
rn. 
FIG 5.9 Ionisation Measurement, ]m3 Closed, Turbu]ent 4.5 % Propane 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No ioni 27 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 1 Time Period [s) 
Initial Pressure [bar) 1 X Offset [s) 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar) 7.3 Pressure Offsel [bar) 
Specific Heal Ratio 1.4 Integration TIme Step [si 
Burning Velocity [m/s) 4.6 Starting Conditions of P [bar) 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
p_vesseJ 
... C:\messung\lmc\blblio\closed\ 1 m3\1onisa"" \Ott_ 2\27\f042713.dat 
c:\messung\lmc\bibllo\closed\1 m3\1onisa"" \Ott_2\27\02_27 _ra.dat 
c:\messung\lmc\biblio\closed\ 1 m3\ionlsa-1 \Ott_2\27\02_27 _ox.dat 
Cvessel 
Iba'l 8 
7-
6-
5-
4 
3 
2 
0 
1Q11-3 [mJ 700 
600 
500 
400 
300-
200-
100 -
0 
20 
I 
40 
I 
60 
,/ 
/ 
I 
Ba 
I 
100 120 140 160 180 
1 
0.0299 
0.01 
0.0001 
0.00001 
200 220 
m. 
FIG 5.10 Ionisation Measurement, 1 m' Closed, Turbu)ent 4.25 % Propane 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No ioni 05 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 1 Time Period [sI 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [sI 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 
Burning Velocity [mfs] 0.448 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
p_vessel 
. c:\messung\imc\biblio\closed\1m3\ionlsa-1\otCS\oOS\f0512.dat 
c:\messung\lmc\bibllo\Closed\1m3\1onisa-1\ott_5\OOS\05_0S_ra,dat 
c:\messung\lmc\biblio\closed\1m3\1onlsa-1\Ott_5\O05\05_05_ax.dat 
Cvessel 
[bar] 7 
6 
5-
4-
3 
2 
1 -
0 
10"-3 (mJ 700 
600 
500-
400-
300-
200-
100-
0 
, 
200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 
1 
0.213 
0 
0.0001 
0.00001 
... -................ -.~.--................. -.. 
, 
700 750 800 
m. 
FIG 5.11 Ionisation Measurement, ] m' Closed, 250 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No ioni 9 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 1 Time Period [si 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [si 0.104 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.385 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [si 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/si 1.01 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
p_wssel 
... c:\messung\lmc\biblio\closecl\1m3\1onisa-1\otCS\009\f0912.dat 
c:\messung\imc\frame\dat\05_09_ra.dat 
c:\messung\imc\frame\dat\05_09_ax.dat 
evessel 
[bar] 10 
9-
B-
7 
6 
5-
4 
ii 
H 
3 il 
2 
H 
1-
10"-3 (m] 70~+c:===:::==:=:::~---------------------l 
600 -- -~ 
--"--
.... ..---.-----
500- ~. 
400- /( 
/,/4 ff 
300- /' ( . .1 
200 - ,,/' I ...-// 
,/ I,. // /1 10:-~~/~~~/=,.~_~_-_~,~_~ ___ /~ __ r-_-r __ r-_,, __ '-__ '-, __ '-,_-r_-r-,-~ 
100 120 140 160 1BO 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 
ms 
FIG 5.12 Ionisation Measurement, 1 m' Closed, 500 g/m' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No ioni 14 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 1 Time Period [5] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [5] 0.104 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.01 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [5] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 1.29 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
-- p_vessel 
.......... c:\messung\imc\biblio\Closed\ 1 m3\ionisa-1 \ott _5\014 \f1412.dat 
-- c:\messung\imc\biblio\Closed\ 1 m3\ionisa-1 \Ott_ 5\014\05_14_ ra.dat 
_._. c:\mBssung\imc\biblio\Closed\1 m3\1onisa-1 \Ott_5\014\05_14_ax.dat 
_ .. Cvessel 
[bar] 10 
g-
8-
7-
6 
5 
4 
3-
2-
1 , 
0 
10"-3 [m] 700 
600-
--
-
-.. - -
_ .. -.. _ .. 
-
500- ,. -" .... ~---. 
·V" 
400 - //~) . 
,. ,.' J, 
300 .-- //! //' 1/ ..... .1 / r 200 /,,/ ........... -; 
./ .......... / 
100 ..... t-·..... // L~ ----a 
-----, , , 
80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 
rn. 
FIG 5.13 Ionisation Measurement, 1 m' Closed, 750 g/m' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 
Burning Velocity [mls] 
1 
1.08 
9 
1.4 
0.85 
Equation Parameters 
Time Period [sI 
X Offset [sI 
Pressure Offset [bar] 
Integration Time Step [sI 
Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel Cvessel 
[bar] 9 
8-
7 
8 
5-
4-
3-
2-
0 
1~-3 [m] 700 
600 -
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
........ c:\messung\imc\biblio\closed\1m3\057\p1_max.dat 
,/ 
", ..... / 
........... 
1.07 
0.08 
0.0001 
0.00001 
1 I I I 111 I I I 
1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 
• 
1 
FIG 5.14 1 m3 Closed, K lOO Simulation, 1500 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 1 Time Period [5] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.08 X Offset [5] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [5] 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 1.75 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel Cvessel 
[bar) 10 
9-
a 
7 
a 
5-
4 
3-
2-
0 
10"-3 [m} 700 
600 -
500 -
400-
300-
200 -
100 -
0 
.......... c:\messung'limc\bibllo\dosed\1m3\oS2\p1_max.dat 
1 
0.63 
0.08 
0.0001 
0.00001 
I I I r r I r r I I 
620 630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 
1 
FIG 5.15 1 m' Closed, K 200 Simulation, 1000 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m"l 1 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.06 X Offset [sI 0.41 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.06 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 2.52 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
.......... c:\messung\imc\biblio\closed\1m3\053\p1_max.dat 
1 1-- p_vessel Cvessel 
[bar] 9 
8 
7-
6-
5-
4 
3 
2 
1 -
0 
1011.3 [m] 700 
600 
500-
400-
300-
200 
100 
0 
, , I I I I 
400 410 420 430 440 450 460 470 460 490 500 510 520 530 
m. 
FIG 5.16 1 m' Closed, K 300 Simulation, 750 g/m' Maize Starch 
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Chapter S Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
1--
Volume of the vessel [m'l 1 Time Period [sI 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.077 X Offset [sI 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 10 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 3.2 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0.16 sec) 
p_vessel 
Cvessel 
[bar) 11 
10-
9 
B 
7-
6 
5-
4 
3-
2-
1 
,.. c;\messung\imc\biblio\closed\1 m3\008\p1.dat 
1 
0.6 
0.077 
0.0001 
0.00001 
10"-3 [mJ 70~+_~=;;;:;:2:::::"-_____ ---------------------j 
600 
500 
400 ./ 
:: // 
100 - . / 
/ 
o / 
600 610 620 
/ 
// ..................... -
.... ------
, , , 
630 640 650 660 670 680 690 700 710 720 730 
ms 
1 
FIG 5.]7 1 m3 Closed, 750 glm' Magnesium 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 1 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.08 X Offset [sI 0.6 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 11 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.08 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 2.17 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
r- p vessel 
-- f vessel 
...... c:\messung\lmc\blblio\closed\1m3\o67\p1.dat 
I 
[bar) 12 
10 ~/--~.~ 
~ ................ . 
B-
6 
4-
2 
0 
10"-3 [m) 700 
600 
500 
400 
I" J I I 
~ 610 ~ ~ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ no = = 
ms 
FIG 5.18 I m' Closed, dp/dt = 305 bar/s, 500 glm' Aluminium 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 1 Time Period [sJ 
Initial Pressure [barJ 1.0S X Offset [sJ 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [barJ 10 Pressure Offset [barJ 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sJ 
Burning Velocity [m/sJ 4.S5 Starting Conditions of P [barJ 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel '-vessel 
[bar] 11 
10-
9-
B-
7 
6 
5 
4 
3-
2 
1 -
0 
1~3[ml 700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
355 
, 
360 365 
...... _ .. c:\messung\imc\biblio\closed\1m3\o74\p1.dat 
, 
370 375 360 3B5 
, 
390 
I I I I 
395 400 405 410 
1 
0.357 
O.OS 
0.0001 
0.00001 
1 
415 420 
ms 
FIG 5.J9 1 m' Closed, dp/dt = 600 bar/s, 500 glm' Aluminium 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 1 Time Period [s] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.015 X Offset [s] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 7.26 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.85 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.25 sec) 
p_vessel 
Cvessel 
[bar1 8 
7-
6 
5-
4 
3-
2 
0 
10"-3 [mJ 700 
600 -
500 -
400-
'00 -
200-
100 -
0 
.... c:\messung\imc\biblio\Closed\1m3\o0003\p1_bhltr.dat 
,,/-_._----
/ 
1 
0 
0.015 
0.0001 
0.00001 
I I I I I I I I I I 
-20 o W • M M 100 1W 1. 1M 100 _ = _ ~ _ ~ = _ _ 
ms 
I 
FIG 5.20 1 rn' Closed, 4.5 % Propane 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 1 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.024 X Offset [sI 0 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 7.26 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.024 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.94 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.2 sec) 
1-- p_vessel Cvessel 
[bar] 8 
7 
6 
5 
4-
3 
2-
0 
1Q11-3[ml 700 
600 
500 
400 
300-
200-
100 -
0 
·20 
FIG 5.21 
FSA/LBORO 
........ c:\messung\lmc\biblio\closed\1m3\O0018\p1_bhltr,dat J 
I I I I I I I I I I 
o W • M M 100 1W ,. 1M 1W ~ _ ~ ~ = m m _ ~ 
m. 
1 rn3 Closed, 4.25 % Propane 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting ofthe Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 1 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 2.72 X Offset [sI 0.9 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 23.4 Pressure Offset [bar] 1.72 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 3.5 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.009 sec) 
[- p vessel 
-- f vessel 
... c:\messung\imc\biblio\closed\1m3\00001\p_1.dat I 
(bar] 28 
24 
20 
16 -
12 -
8 
4 
0 
10'"-31m] 700 
600 -
500 
400 
300-
200 -
100 -
0 
I t I I - I 
0.88 0.90 0.92 0,94 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 
s 
FIG 5.22 1 rn' Closed, dpldt = 1200 barls, Turbu]ent 4.5 % Propane 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
r--
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 4.25 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.117 X Offset [sI 0 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.117 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 0.7 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -1.772 sec) 
p_vessel 
Cvessel 
[bar] 10 
9-
B 
7 
6-
5-
4 
3 
2-
..... c:\messung\imc\biblio\closed\4m3\v\p_2oben.dat 
/ /------ --- -- --- -- - -- -----._. __ ._-y-----
••. P"' 01=======~~~============ ________________________ _ 
[m] 1.1 
~:~ ~/,-----------. 
--
0.8 ",,' 
0.7- .,// 
0.6 ///' 
0.5- / 
0.4 /'" 
0.3 
0.2- '" 
0.1 /' 
0.0 -I-L~ ,-~-_,_ ,-_,_-_,_-_,_--r--,--r--~-~-~_,~-~-_,_ , _ _,_ -..j 
0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 1.65 1.70 1.75 
• 
I 
FIG 5.23 4.25 m' Closed, K 100 Simulation, 1000 g/m' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 4.2SmA 3 29 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m] 4.25 Time Period [si 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.07 X Offset [si 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [si 
Burning Velocity [mfs] 1.42 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
r- p vessel -- Cvesset 
[bar] 
[m] 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2-
1.1 
1.0- /-
0.9- /' 
/
/ 0.8 -
0.7- / 
0.6 ,,/ 
O.S 
0.4 I 
0.3- ,,/ 
0.2 
.......... c:\messung\lmc\blbUo\closedWm3\029\p_2mitte,dat 
1 
0.6 
0.122 
0.0001 
0.00001 
I 
0.1 / 
0.0 -l--.f--~ ,.....,.-,--, ,----r-,-.....,.-,--, -,--,--,-.--,-,.....,.---,---,,---,....--,-1 
0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.60 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.40 1.45 
• 
FIG 5.24 4.25 m3 Closed, K 200 Simulation, 750 g/m3 Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 4.2SmA 3 33 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m"] 4.25 TIme Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.102 X Offset [sI 0.38 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.102 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 2.15 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
.H·.····. c:\messung\imc\bibliol,dosedWm3\o33\p_2mltte.dat I r- p vessel -- f vessel 
(bar] 10 
• 
~ __ ._._ •• __ ._ • ... _··· ___ ••••• M. ___ •• _ •• _. __ •••• _ 
,.," 
6- /" 
7 
• 
5-
4 
3 
2-
1 
0 
[m] 1.1 
1.0 
D .• 
0.6 
0.7 -
D •• 
0.5 
D .• 
0.3 
0.2 -
0.1 -
0.0 , , , 
350 370 390 410 430 450 470 490 510 530 550 570 590 610 630 650 
ms 
FIG 5.25 4.25 m' Closed, K 300 Simulation, 650 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 4.2SmA 3 36 
1--
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'J 4.25 Time Period [sI 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.068 X Offset [sI 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.95 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
p_vessel 
Cvessel 
[bar] 1.0 
0 .• 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
.......... c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented\4_2Sm3\036\p2_mitte.dat 
0.8 - ,/---"",. 
! 
u- / \ 
0,6- " \ 
~:= / .... , 
0,3 - / -" _______ . 
0.2- // ............... 
/ ~ 
1 
0.8 
0.068 
0.0001 
0.00001 
0.1 -'---' _ ._. 
0.04-------______________ ~----------------------~--~'-~., __ --__ ----4 
900 /" 10"·3Im] 
800-
700-
600-
500-
400-
300 -
200 
100 
/ 
/~// 
// 
/ 
II 
04----+---,r---.----.---.----r---,----r---.----r---,----r--~ 
• I I I I 
0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.35 1,40 
• 
1 
FIG 5.26 4.25 m3 Vented A = 0.125 m2, K 100 Simulation, 1000 g/m' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 4.2SmA 3 38 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'1] 4.25 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.07 X Offset [sI 0.6 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.07 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 1.3 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x·offset of 0 sec) 
r- p_vessel 
-- Cvessel 
[bar] 2.0 
1.6 
1.6· 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
0.6 • 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2· 
0.0 
10"-3 [m] 900 
600 
700 
600-
500 -
400 
300 
200-
100 -
0 
560 
FIG 5.27 
FSA/LBORO 
.-," 
..... ~ 
.......... c:\messung\lmc\bibllo\vented\4_25m3\o3B\p2_mitte,dat I 
11 [-J I I I r I I 
~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ 
m. 
4.25 m' Vented A = 0.125 m', K 200 Simulation, 750 g/m' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 4.2SmA 3 41 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 4.25 Time Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.06 X Offset [s] 0.35 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.06 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 2.17 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel ....•..... c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented't4_25m3\041 \P2_ mitte. dat 1 '-vessel 
lbar) 4.0 
3.5 
..... "'~ 
3.0 
. ....... 
...•.. , 
2.5 .. 
2.0 -
.•... _, 
.... 
-. 
1.5 
...... ~. 
'-. 
1.0 -
-"\ 
..................... , .... 
0.5 
0.0 
Im) 1.0 
... -----------0.9-
O.B / .......... 
0.7 - ///// 
0 .• / 
O.S / / / 
/ 
0.4 - / / 
/ 
0.3 / 
/ 
/ 0.2 / 
0.1 - / / 
0.0 ,/ 
, , , 
340 3.0 380 400 420 440 4.0 4BO 500 520 540 5.0 
m. 
FIG 5.28 4.25 m' Vented A = 0.125 m2, K 300 Simulation, 500 g/m' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 9.4mA 3 09 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m') 9.4 Time Period [5] 
Initial Pressure [bar] t.026 X Offset [sI 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 0.75 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
I p vessel -- (vessel 
10"-3 [bar] 160 
140 
120-
100-
BO-
60-
20- r··~¥ i ~' ¥ 
.......... c:\messung\lmc\blblio\vented\9_ 4m3\009\PLmit1e.dat 
1 
1.3 
0.026 
0.0001 
0.00001 
10"_3 [m] BOg~-----------------------------~--,'~----------------------------1 
,~/ 
./ ~,//.//'/' 
/' 
600-
400-
/,/'// 
0-l--~-'--'--.--'--'--r--.--r-.--'r-.--,--,--.--,--,---l I " I I I 
200-
1~ ,.,~ '~'.'~'M'~'M ,.,. I.Wl. lMl.~ '.,S I. I • 
• 
I 
FIG 5.29 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.5 m', K 100 Simulation, 1000 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 9.4mA 3 10 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.017 X Offset [sI 0.82 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.017 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [mfs] 1.12 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel ,-vessel 
10"-3 [bar] 450 
400 
350 
300 -
250 
200 
150 
100 
50 
0 
Iml 1.2 
1.0 
o.a 
0.6 -
0.4 
.......... c:\messung\lmc\blblio\vented\9_ 4m3\010\PLmitte.dat 
-'v\ 
\. ... 
\ ... 
\A. 
.... ./., 
.-"-' 
, , 
\"\ 
'\:\ 
\'·'v. 
"'\'" 
I 
.,-.. / •.. ./. 
0.80 0.82 0.64 0.86 0.B6 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.96 0,98 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 
s 
FIG 5.30 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.5 m2, K 200 Simulation, 750 glm3 Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 9.4mA 3 11 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.017 X Offset [sI 0.54 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.0176 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 1.5 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel f vessel .... ~.... c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented\9_ 4m3\011 \PLmitte,dat I 
[bar] 1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 -
0.6 -
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 -
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 
Im] 1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4-
0.2 
0.0 
, I I , I I 
520 540 560 580 800 620 640 860 
, 
680 700 720 740 760 780 
m. 
FIG 5.31 9.4 rn' Vented A = 0.5 rn', K 300 Simulation, 500 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation (only for the first part up to opening the vent area) 
Test No 9.4mA 3 P9 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 9.4 Time Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] 0.6 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 7 Pressure Offset [bar] 0 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.8 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0.3757 sec) 
....... c;\messung\jmc\biblio\vented\9_ 4m3\propan\00009\p2_dyn.dst I 1-- p_vessel Cvessel 
1()A-3 [bar] 180 
160 
140 
120 
100 
80-
60 -
40 
20 
0 .. __ .--.•.. 
10"-3Im] 700 
600-
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
I I I I I I I 
580 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m _ _ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
m. 
FIG 5.32 9.4 rn' Vented A = 0.5 rn2, 5 % Propane, 1#3 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation (for the second part after opening of the vent area) 
Test No 9.4mA 3 P9 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m') 9.4 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [sI 0.6 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 7 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.13 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 2.6 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0.3723 sec) 
1-- p_vessel Cvessel 
lbarl U 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 -
1.0 
0.9 -
0.8 
0.7-
0.8 
0.5 -
0.4 
0.3 -
B:~ .""' .·v-·. n 
Iml 1.1 
1.0 
0.9 -
0.8 
0.7 
0.8 
0.5 
0.4 -
0.3 
0.2 -
0.1 
0.0 
580 600 
FIG 5.33 
FSA/LBORO 
,~ .. _ ..... 
, 
620 
, 
640 
... c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented\9 _ 4m3\propan\00009\p1_ oben. dr 
;,JV 
• 
. < .,'; 
,; 
,,-,.-
660 
:' , ~J ~ 
'..JV 
, 
680 700 720 740 760 
m. 
9.4 rn3 Vented A = 0.5 rn2, 5 % Propane, 2#3 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation for the complete real curve, 
(including curve of Page 140 and Page 141) 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m") 9.4 TIme Period [sI 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s) 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 7 Pressure Offset [bar) 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s) 
Burning Velocity [m/s) 2.6 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0.148 sec) 
(load calculated curve (from the first part) " p_su_08 "with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
-- p_vessel 
Ibarl 
c;\messung\imc\biblio\vented\9_ 4m3\propan\00009\p1_oben.dat 
c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented\9 4m3\propan\00009\P suOS.dat 
1 
0.8243 
0.13 
0.0001 
0.00001 
1.6,-------------------------------------------------~--------_, 
1.5 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0.580.600.620.640.660.680.700.72 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.880.900.92 0.94 0.960.98 1.00 
s 
FIG 5.34 9.4 rn' Vented A = 0.5 rn2, 5 % Propane, 3#3 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m"l 58 TIme Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.053 X Offset [s] 1.38 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.053 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 1.19 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.4 sec) 
1-- p_vessel Cvessel 
[bar] 1.6 
1.4 
1.2 -
1.0-
O.B 
0.6 -
0.4 
.......... c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented\60_m3\00001\p2_mitte.dat 
.-/ ... --...... _,-. 
, '-
v -.. ~.'-, .. 
'~ 
0.2-
0.0 
----------_ .. 
Im] 2.0 
1.B 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 -
1.0 
O.B 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
I I I I I I I I I 
1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 UIS 1.70 1.75 1.BO 1.65 1.90 1.95 2.00 2.05 
• 
1 
FIG 5.35 58 m' vented A = ].06 m2, K 200 Simulation, 750 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 58 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.04 X Offset [sI 1.02 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.04 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 1.5 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.4 sec) 
I~- p_vessel f vessel 
[bar) 2.5 
2.0-
1.5 
1.0 
0.5 -
0.0 
Im) 2.2 
2.0 -
1.8 
1.6-
1.4 
1.2 -
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 -
0.0 
1.00 
FIG 5.36 
FSA/LBORO 
1.05 
I 
1.10 1.15 1.20 
.... c:\messung\lmc\biblio\vented\60_m3\o0004\p2_mltte,dat 
1.25 
I 
1.30 
I 
1.35 1.40 1.45 
I 
1.50 
I 
1.55 
• 
58 m' Vented A = 1.06 m', K 260 Simulation, 500 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m] 58 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [sI 0 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 0.69 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.32 sec) 
- p_vessel ..... c:\messungumc\bibUo\vented\60_m3\o13\p2_mitte,dat 
-- Cvessel 
10"-3 [bar] 240 
220 
200 
180 
160 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 .1J3::!.-.:..; '!J. .,. •••••.. 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
-50 o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 
m. 
FIG 5.37 58 m' Vented A = 1.5 m2, K ] 00 Simulation, 1000 g/m' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 58m"3 12 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 58 Time Period [s] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 1.055 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.32 sec) 
I p vessel -- '-vessel 
.......... c:\messung\lmc\blblio\vented\60_m3\o12\p2_mitte.dat 
10"-3 lbar] ~5g-
550 
500 -
450 
400 
350-
300 
250 
200 -
150 
100 
58- ....... '-'~ ........ .,.~ "' ~ , . .J 
Im] 1.8 
1.6 /",,,-
1.4 .. / ....... 
" 1.2- / 
,/' 
1.0- / 
0.8 " 
0.6 _ ",,/'/ 
0.4 ,/ 
,/--
1 
0 
0 
0.0001 
0.00001 
0.2- /' O.O+--+-__ ,-_-, __ --r __ --,-__ .... __ ..-__ ,-_-, __ ....,.. __ -I 
, I I I I I I 
-50 o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
ms 
[ 
FIG 5.38 58 m' Vented A = 1.5 m2, K 200 Simulation, 750 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 58 Time Period [5] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [sI 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 1.04 Starting Conditions of P . [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel Cvessel 
10"-3 [bar] 550 
500 
450-
400 
350 
300 
250 
200 
.......... c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented\60_m3\o03\p2_mitte.dat 
~. ~ 
i 
/, ..... ,'/ 
··\'III!;.\" 
1 
1.38 
0.016 
0.0001 
0.00001 
150-
100 
50-
0 ''''.'''"''/~ 
f 
.~ 
./ 
. ..-:'./~,.. ''!'~'''''''''-'''!i.-+''i!.'''''"" 
[m] 1.8 
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 -
0.8-
0.6-
0.4-
0.2-
0.0 
, 
1.35 1.40 1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60 
, 
1.65 
, 
1.70 1.75 1.80 1.85 1.90 1.95 
s 
I 
FIG 5.39 58 m' vented A = 2 m2, K 200 Simulation, 750 glm' Maize Starch 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 11 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'J 9.4 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] X Offset [sI o 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar[ 9 Pressure Offset [bar] o 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.73 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.639 sec) 
I p vessel -- f_vessel .......... c:\messung\imc\biblio\venled\azo\o11\p_mitte.dat 
1 O~3 [bar] 550 
500 
450 
400 
350-
300 
250-
200 
150 -
10"-3 (mJ :~-~'~'~"~"-~'~"~~="--"-'-"_/_'-"'--------~-~--------------------------------~ 
800- ,// 
:: ./// 
400- , 
300-
200-
/ 
100 - "./" 
o / 
o 
//' 
100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 
ms 
FIG 5.40 AZO 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.3 m', Pneumatically Fed, 4.3 kg/m3 Maize Starch, 
(ignition at the middle of the silo) 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 14 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 Time Period [5] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [5] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 0.701 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.639 sec) 
r- p vessel 
-- f vessel 
10"-3 [bar] 450 
400-
350-
300-
250 -
200 
150 
100 
50 
0 
10"-3 [m] 900 
800 -
700 
600 
500 
400 -
300 -
200 
100 
0 
o 50 
, 
100 150 
.......... c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented\azo\o14\p_mitte.dat 
200 
, 
250 
, 
300 350 400 
1 
0 
0 
0.0001 
0.00001 
I 
450 500 550 
m. 
FIG 5.41 AZO 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.3 m', Pneumatically Fed, 7.5 kg/m' Maize Starch, 
1#2 
(ignition at the middle o/the silo) 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 19 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 TIme Period [s] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.701 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
I p vessel -- Cvessel 
10"-3 [bar) 900 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.639 sec) 
....... ~. c:\messung\imc\biblio\vented\azo\o19\p_miHe.dat 
800- /1.'" 
:::= ,/ \" 
.' " 
400- i/ \ 
. , 
300- !t'",f ' ... 
200 _ ~~.a#.~./,'I'-li -'" 
1 
0 
0 
0.0001 
0.00001 
I 
100- ~ 0~=-__ ~~~ ______________ ~~ ___________ -_~~~~' __________________ -1 
1.0 ,... .... (mJ 
0.9- .... ",,/" ....... 
0.'-
0.7-
0.6-
0.5-
0.4 
0.3 -
0.2 
0.1 // 
0.0 +----..,----,----,-,---,-----,----,-,---,,-----,----,--,---,-----1 
o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 
m. 
FIG 5.42 AZO 9.4 m3 Vented A = 0.3 m2, Pneumatically Fed, 7.5 kg/m' Maize Starch, 
2#2 
(ignition at the bottom of the silo) 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 07 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 9.4 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [sI 0 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [mJs] 0.8 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.64 sec) 
I p vessel -- (vessel 
10"-3 [bar) 
10"-3 (m] 
o 50 100 
, 
150 
.. c:\messung\lmc\bibllo\vented\azo\OO7\p_unten,dat I 
, . 
200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 
ms 
FIG 5.43 AZO 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.5 m2, Pneumatically Fed, 7.5 kg/m' Maize Starch, 
1#2 
(ignition at the middle of the silo) 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 09 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 Time Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] 0 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.78 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.638 sec) 
1- p_vessel 
-- Cvessel 
. c:\measung\Jmc\biblio\vented\azo\o09\p_unten.dat 
1 
10"'·3 {bar] 350 
300 - 1"/'.;. N'-'~! 
250 -
200 
150 
100 
50 
0 
10"'_3 [mJ 800 
700 
800-
500-
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
I I I I I I I I I 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 
ms 
FIG 5.44 AZO 9.4 m3 Vented A = 0.5 m2, Pneumatically Fed, 4.3 kg/m' Maize Starch 
(ignition at the middle of the silo) 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 40 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 TIme Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] o 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] o 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [mfs] 0.66 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.639 sec) 
p_vessel ... c:\messung\imc\biblio\ventecl\azo\040\p_mltte.dst 
,-vessel 
1011-3 [bar) 450 
400 
350 
300 
250 
200 
150 
100 
50 
0 "" •.. .;,1..< " .• _h·~_"··· .' 
1()A-3 {m) 900 
800 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 
m. 
FIG 5.45 AZO 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.5 m2, Pneumatically Fed, 7.5 kg/m' Maize Starch, 
2#2 
(ignition at the bottom of the silo) 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 74 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 9.4 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [sI 0 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0 
Specific Heat Ralio t.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Buming Velocity [m/sI 0.48 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
I p vessel -- '-vessel 
10"-3 [bar] 350 
300-
250-
200 
150 
100 
50 
1()11-3 {mJ 
700 
600-
500 
o 50 100 150 
.......... c:\messung\imc\blblio\vented\azo\o0074\p_unten,dat 
200 250 
, 
300 350 
, 
400 450 
I 
500 550 
m. 
FIG 5.46 AZO 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.3 m2, Mechanically Fed, 60 kg/m in Maize Starch, 
1#3 
(ignition at the bottom of the silo) 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 83 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 Time Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] 0 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration TIme Step [s] 0.0001 
Buming Velocity [mfs] 0.28 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.32 sec) 
-p_vessel .......... c:\messung\lmC\blbllo\vented\azo\oo083\p_unten.dat 
-- Cvessel 
10"-3 [bar) 300 
250 
200 
150 
100 
50 
0 
10"-3 [m] BOO 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
-50 o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 650 700 760 
rn. 
FIG 5.47 AZO 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.3 m2, Mechanically Fed, 60 kg/min Maize Starch 
2#3 
(ignition at the middle of the silo) 
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Chapter 5 Numerical Simulation of Dust Explosion 
Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No AZO 86 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 TIme Period [s] 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.17 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 
(load real curve with an x-offset of -0.32 sec) 
- c:\messung\imc\blblio\vented\azo\o0086\p_unten.dat···· ... p_vessel 
-- f_vessel 
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FIG 5.48 AZO 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.3 m2, Mechanically Fed, 60 kg/min Maize Starch 
3#3 
(ignition at the bottom of the silo) 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No SEC 06 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 9.4 TIme Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.02 X Offset [sI 0.701 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.02 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration TIme Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [mls] 1.71 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel Cvessel ... c:\messung\phd\f059601c\o06\f010S08.dat 1 
10"-3 [bar] 900 
Boa-
700-
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0 • _ ......... ,10. . \'~'.~~.,. 
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FIG 5.49 
FSAILBORO 
ms 
Secondary 9.4 rn' Vented A = 0.3 rn', Mechanically Fed, 
60 kg/rnin Maize Starch, 1#3 
(J rn' vessel connected to a 9.4 rn' silo) 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No SEC 18 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 9.4 Time Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.016 X Offset [s] 0.754 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.016 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 I ntegration Time Step [s] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.97 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
I-p vessel -- fvessel 
10"-3 [bar] 200 
1BO -
160 -
140 -
120 -
100 -
BO-
._.-.... c:\messung\phd\fOS9601C\o18\f01180a,dat I 
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40- "., 
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FIG 5.50 
FSA I LBORO 
• 
Secondary 9.4 rn3 Vented A = 0.3 m', Mechanically Fed, 
60 kg/min Maize Starch, 2#3 
(J m' vessel connected to a 9.4 rn' silo) 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No SEC 19 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'] 9.4 Time Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.014 X Offset [sI 0.761 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.014 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 0.8 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
I p vessel _._. C vessel 
1D"-3 [bar] 160 
140-
120 
100 -
Ba 
60-
40-
20 JIIIU 
o ,,... 
c:\messung\phd\f059601 c\o19\f011908.dat I 
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FIG 5.51 
FSA I LBORO 
0.80 0.85 
, 
0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 
• 
Secondary 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.3 m2, Mechanically Fed, 
60 kg/min Maize Starch, 3#3 
(J rn' vessel connected to a 9.4 rn' silo) 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No SEC 23 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m"l 9.4 TIme Period [sI 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1.026 X Offset [sI 0.679 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.026 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [sI 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/sI 1.57 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
I~- p_vessel ,-vessel 
lbar] 2.0 
1.8 
1.6 
1.4 -
1.2 -
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 -
0.4 
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FIG 5.52 
FSA/LBORO 
.... ./ ........ 
... c:\messung\phdV059601d\023\f052309.dat I 
ms 
Secondary 9.4 m3 Vented A = 0.3 m2, Pneumatically Fed, 
7.5 kg/m3 Maize Starch, 1 #3 
(4.25 rn' vessel connected to 0 9.4 rn' silo) 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No SEC 28 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 9.4 Time Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 1 X Offset [s] 1.35 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.032 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [s] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [mls] 1.3 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
I~- p_vessel f vessel ... c:\messung\phdV059601d\028\f052809.dat I 
(bar] 1.0 
0.9 
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FIG 5.53 Secondary 9.4 m3 Vented A = 0.3 m', Pneumatically Fed, 
7.5 kg/m3 Maize Starch, 2#3 
(4.25 rn' vessel connected to a 9.4 rn' silo) 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No SEC 40 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m'l 9.4 Time Period [s] 1 
Initial Pressure [bar] 0.974 X Offset [s] 0.466 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar] 9 Pressure Offset [bar] -0.026 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 I ntegration Time Step [s] 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/s] 0.95 Starting Conditions of P [bar] 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessBI f vessel 
FIG 5.54 
FSA I LBORO 
.......... c:\messung\phd\f059601d\Q4o\f054009.dat I 
ms 
Secondary 9.4 m' Vented A = 0.3 m2, Pneumatically Fed, 
7.5 kg/m' Maize Starch, 3#3 
(4.25 rn' vessel connecledlo a 9.4 rn' si/a) 
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Parameter Setting of the Simulation 
Test No SEC 29 
Hardware Parameters Equation Parameters 
Volume of the vessel [m"l 9.4 Time Period [5) 1 
Initial Pressure [bar) 1 X Offset [5] 1.405 
Maximum Explosion Pressure [bar) 9 Pressure Offset [bar] 0.04 
Specific Heat Ratio 1.4 Integration Time Step [5) 0.0001 
Burning Velocity [m/si 0.53 Starting Conditions of P [bar) 0.00001 
(load real curve with an x-offset of 0 sec) 
1-- p_vessel '-vessel .......... c:\messung\phd\f059601 d\029\fOS2909.dat 1 
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FIG 5.55 
FSA/LBORO 
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• 
Secondary 9.4 rn3 Vented A = 0.5 rn2, Pneumatically Fed, 
7.5 kg/m3 Maize Starch 
(4.25 rn' vessel connected to a 9.4 rn' silo) 
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6 DISCUSSION 
At the beginning of the experimental test phase there were lots of questions, how to start 
and how to proceed to find out more about this complex phenomenon of dust explosion 
propagation between interconnected process vessels. Different methods of dust 
distribution along the connecting pipe and at the secondary vessel were found in 
previous investigations [Wiemann and Faber 96, Wingerden and Alfert 92, Lunn 96, 
Lunn et al. 96, Gummer et al. 96, Eckhoff et al. 95]. To simplifY the description of the 
explosion propagation, starting at a primary vessel, through a connecting pipe to the 
secondary silo, only at the primary vessel a dust / air mixture was chosen which was 
ignited after a defined ignition delay time. The connecting pipe had no additional 
amount of dust or dust distribution and at the secondary silo there was a continuous feed 
rate over the whole expected explosion propagation time. That means independently of 
when the flame front reaches the secondary silo, the dust concentration of the secondary 
silo was nearly constant (controlled by the dust feeding mechanism either mechanical 
vertical or pneumatic vertical) and influenced only by the flow of the expansion gases 
from the pipe. 
Mostly, if a flame front transmission was detected by the flame sensors, from the 
primary vessel (either a 1 m' vessel or a 4.25 m' vessel) to the vented 9.4 m' secondary 
silo, a secondary explosion occurred. But it was also possible to get a flame front 
transmission with no secondary explosion. In such a case the entering flame jet at the 
9.4 m' secondary silo was not a successful ignition source. Similar results were shown 
by Lunn 96. The fact of complete flame front back transmission was interesting. This 
effect was produced after a successful secondary ignition and following the start of a 
secondary explosion in the secondary silo. The measured reduced explosion over-
pressure of the 9.4 m' secondary silo depends on the reduced explosion over-pressure of 
the primary silo. It seems that a special value of maximum reduced explosion over 
pressure of the primary silo leads to a maximum reduced explosion over pressure at the 
secondary 9.4 m' silo. Any further increase beyond this special primary reduced 
explosion over pressure value leads to a decreasing of the resulted reduced explosion 
over pressure at the 9.4 m' silo or it leads a situation where no secondary explosion 
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occurs. The measured length of the emerging pipe flame jet depends mainly on the 
volume of the primary vessel and less on the reduced explosion over-pressure of the 
primary vessel. 
With the developing of a new flame front propagation time prediction model, it will be 
possible to calculate very accurately the real flame front propagation time concerning 
the first 10 m of a connecting pipe (pipe diameter \00 mm to 400 mm) after an 
explosion vessel. In comparison to previous investigations where the measured flame 
front propagation time or the calculated mean flame front velocity were mostly seen as a 
specific result of the used test rig, test procedure, or in relative dependence to the 
pressure rise at the explosion vessel (which is difficult to estimate in the case of vented 
vessels), the present research work shows a new way to solve it. After extensive 
investigations of the explosion data it was found that the reduced explosion over 
pressure of the primary vessel is a meaningful parameter for describing a flame front 
propagation model. 
From several existing of explosion theories, a two zone flame model from Dahoe et al 
96, was selected for developing a new numerical simulation software package (called 
EXSIM I) which calculates the flame front distance and the accompanying explosion 
over pressure after starting an explosion of a dust / air or a gas / air mixture with a point 
ignition at the middle of a closed cubic vessel. The maximum explosion over pressure 
will be expected when the flame front reaches the vessel wall. The source code is 
programmed in a C++ comparable language with the software FRAME running under 
Windows 3.11 or Windows 95. The user friendliness and easy handling of the 
developed software makes it easy to compare the simulated pressure time history or 
flame front time history with measured real explosion data of previous test series. The 
impressive power of EXSIM I shows good accordance between the measured explosion 
data and the calculated pressure time history or flame front time history in the case of 
ionisation measurement, for 47 different explosions. The development of a data bank of 
the measured explosion data of the 47 different explosions, which contains different 
explosion vessel volumes (either vented or closed, with different dust distribution 
systems) with different dust (maize starch, aluminium, magnesium) but also with 
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propane gas, allow both on the one side the validation of the numerical simulation 
package EXSIM I and a practical overview of the most practised explosion tests at the 
research activities in the field of dust explosion of the company FSA, which can be used 
in further investigations. 
6.1 The Flame Front Propagation Time Calculation 
A new mathematical model was developed for calculating the flame front propagation 
time inside a connecting pipe after a dust explosion occurs in the process vessel [Roser 
98]. The basic idea of this combustion propagation model is the fact that, for a pipe 
distance of about the first 10 m after the explosion vessel the flame front propagation 
velocity could be assumed as constant (4.1). Although the resultant equations for the 
flame front propagation time (4.6) to (4.10) were estimated only for a special range of 
interest for the maximum reduced explosion over-pressure, namely from 0.2 bar to 2 
bar, a good agreement is achieved between the calculated flame front propagation times 
and the measured data from the real flame front propagation for a range of the 
maximum reduced explosion over-pressure from 0.13 bar to 7.05 bar over a pipe 
distance area from 2 m to 15 m. 
This model works not only for dust explosion propagation, it works also very accurately 
in the case of a gas explosion propagation as shown in FIG 4.7 and FIG 4.30 to FIG 
4.33. Furthermore it is possible to calculate the flame front propagation time for 
different pipe diameters and pipe lengths. For connecting pipes with a diameter of 100 
mm to 200 mm the same equation for calculating the flame front propagation time could 
used. In the case of a pipe diameter of 400 mm a time offset of 5 ms leads to a good 
agreement with the measured flame front data. 
The difference between reclining and standing explosion vessels leads to a time offset of 
17 ms only for the standing 1 m' vessel to give a acceptable prediction of the calculated 
flame front propagation time. It seems that a subdivision into two main subjects, either a 
\..-. 
vented explosion vessel or a closed explosion vessel was, indeed, not necessary at all. 
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With the view to calculating the minimum distance between a flame sensor (explosion 
detector) near the explosion vessel, where an explosion may occur, and an active 
explosion protection device like a rapid action valve or a suppression banier at the 
connecting pipe, the dust concentration at the connecting pipe does not play a large part. 
Hence this model could also be used for calculating the flame front propagation time for 
practical relevant interconnected pipes of pneumatic systems (like conveying pipes, 
exhaust pipes or pipes of dust collecting systems), with a diameter of lOO mm to 200 
mm and with a air velocity of up to 30 m1s. 
In general the equations (4.6) to (4.10), which describe the flame front propagation time 
could be used with respect to the following criteria. 
The flame front propagation time prediction model is practicable for: 
--+--
• gas and dust explosions up to a K value of 100 and 200 bar m lis 
respectively and a maximum reduced explosion over-pressure of up to 7 
bar 
• explosion vessel volumes of 0.5 m3 , I m', 4.25 m' and 9.4 m3 , 
independently of whether they are closed or vented 
• connecting pipes of pneumatic systems with a diameters of 100 mm to 
200 mm and a air velocity up to 30 m/s 
• open ended pipes and pipes of interconnected vessels with a diameter of 
equal to or greater than 100 mm 
• at least for a distance range of the connecting pipe from 2.5 m to 7 m 
For pipe diameters of mainly 100 mm to 200 mm and for a distance region of 2.5 m to 
7 m, measured from the first flame sensor at the connecting pipe near the explosion 
vessel, FIG 6.1 to FIG 6.5 shows the calculated flame front propagation time history for 
a maximum reduced explosion over-pressure of 0.1 bar, 0.5 bar, I bar, 1.5 bar and 
finally 2 bar for an explosion vessel volume of I m" 4.25 m3 and 9.4 m'. A comparison 
of the calculated flame front propagation time of a reclining I m' explosion vessel and a 
standing I m' explosion vessel for a maximum reduced explosion over-pressure of 0.1 
bar and 2 bar is shown in FIG 6.6. 
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lOO 
[ms] 90 --*- coIculalcd for the Im' reclining. a..=nIing oquatioo (4.7) 
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FIG 6.1 Flame Front Propagation Time for a 1 m', 4.25 m', 9.4 rn', Pred = 0.1 bar 
60~~T:c:T:~~~:C::::CTCC~c::T:5~c;"'l""TfTTrrp-CTTT"3 
[ms] 55 --*- calculalcd for the Im' reclining. acccrding oquatioo (47) 
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FIG 6.2 Flame Front Propagation Time for a 1 m', 4.25 m', 9.4 m', Pred = 0.5 bar 
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FIG 6.3 Flame Front Propagation Time for a 1 rn', 4.25 rn', 9.4 rn', Pred = 1 bar 
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FIG 6.4 Flame Front Propagation Time for a I rn" 4.25 rn', 9.4 rn', Pred = 1.5 bar 
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FIG 6.5 Flame Front Propagation Time for 1 a rn', 4.25 rn', 9.4 rn', Pred = 2 bar 
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Flame Front Propagation Time for a 1 rn' Reclining or Standing, 
Pred = 0.1 or 2 bar 
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The developed equations (4.6) to (4.10) also allow calculation of the flame front 
propagation time as a function of the maximum reduced explosion over-pressure from 
the explosion vessel. The author will try to visualise the interrelation between the flame 
front propagation time and the maximum reduced explosion over-pressure from the 
explosion vessel. For instance FIG 6.7 shows, for the three test vessels with a volume of 
1 m', 4.25 m' and 9.4 m', the calculated time when the flame front reaches the 6 m 
location of the connecting pipe dependent on the maximum reduced explosion over-
pressure of the explosion vessel. 
w~~~~~~~~~==~=c~~~~ 
[IDS] 80 
10 
So 
FIG 6.7 
___ caJclllatcd for the 1nl' reciininp, 8C<:A.ifding equation (4.7) 
___ calwlatcd for the 4.25 m', according equatioo (4 .8) 
calculated for the 9.4 rn', according equation (4.10) 
at the 6 m pipe location 
(measw-ed from the first flame sensor at the connecting pipe 
near the explosion vessel) 
: 
O.S 1.0 I.S 2.0 
Maximum Reduced Explosion Over-Pressure of the Explosion Vessel [bar] 
Comparison of the Flame Front Propagation Time 
for Different Explosion Vessels 
(maize starch, pipe diameter 0[200 mm, Pred - 0.1 to 2 bar) 
Finally it should be said that the mathematical theory for calculating flame front 
propagation time, which is explained in Chapter 4.1.2 to 4.1.4 and resulted in the 
equations (4.6) to (4.10) is an adequate mathematical instrumentation for calculating 
relatively accurately the real flame front propagation time under realistic industrial 
conditions. The developing of such a simple calculation model to describe the very 
complex phenomenon of flame front propagation, starting at the explosion vessel and 
propagating through the connecting pipe, is a milestone in the area of dust explosion 
investigation. Never was such a simple mathematical model for the calculation of flame 
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front propagation times having the power to cover so huge an area of different test 
facilities published. 
6.2 The Numerical Simulation Model 
The use of ionisation measurement during a gas or a dust explosion can show how 
accurately this model works. The sensor placement for ionisation measurement is shown 
in PHOTO 2.1. 
With EXSIM I, it was possible to model the calculated pressure curve as near as possible 
equal to the real measured pressure curve only changing one parameter called Su 
(burning velocity). Afterwards from the data bank the real axial and radial flame front 
curve from the ionisation measurement were loaded to the existing calculated and 
screened flame front curve (CvesseI) from EXSIM I. FIG 5.7 to FIG 5.13. shows very 
good agreements for propane gas and partly good agreement for maize dust. 
Remember that EXSIM I calculates internally first the flame front propagation and 
afterwards the accompanying explosion pressure. Consider also that the 1 m' explosion 
vessel is not exactly cubic and the positioning of the ionisation sensors are limited by 
their design. It seems that the better the agreement of the pressure curve, the better is the 
agreement ofthe flame front curve. With the knowledge of this interrelation between the 
pressure curve and the flame curve, the aim of all other simulations (FIG 5.14 to FIG 
5.55) was to get the best possible agreement between the calculated pressure curve and 
the measured pressure curve. 
For instance, good results are given for maize starch (FIG 5.15) and aluminium (FIG 
5.19), and propane (FIG 5.20) in the closed I m' vessel, for example the aluminium dust 
explosion is displayed with a resolution of the time axis of 5 ms. 
Interesting results are also given for vented explosions with, for example, maize starch 
(FIG 5.30) and propane (FIG 5.32 to FIG 5.34) in the 9.4 m' vessel. The agreement 
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between the calculated pressure rise and the pressure rise of a dust explosion with 
undried maize starch in the biggest available explosion vessel, 58 m' was good (see FIG 
5.39). Good agreement is shown in FIG 5.47, which represent an undried maize starch 
dust explosion in a vented 9.4 m' vessel which was fed under realistic process 
conditions. An exceptional simulation result for complex secondary dust explosion in a 
vented 9.4 m' is shown FIG 5.52. 
In all simulation tests with maize starch a relation between the K value and the 
meaningful parameter of Su (burning velocity) was found as shown in TABLE 6.1. As 
a comparison TABLE 6.2 also shows results from earlier research activities for 
determining the laminar burning velocity of different products. Closer examination of 
the results shows that the determination of laminar burning velocity of dust is not as 
easy as for gas and hence the results for dusts depend more or less on the method used 
to measure the laminar burning velocity. 
Stavseng et al. 96 shows the simple relation of turbulent burning velocity and laminar 
burning velocity as follows. The turbulent burning velocity SUT is equal to the sum of 
laminar burning velocity SUL and the RMS turbulent velocity u' times a dust specific 
coefficient Kw' 
(6.1) 
The dust dependent coefficient Kw is given by Wolanski et al. 96 as 0.46 for maize 
starch and Stavseng et al. 96 assumed a Kw value of 0.8 for a dust explosion model 
calculated with the software program called FLACS. Under this circumstances it will be 
possible to compare boundary values for the turbulent burning velocity from existing 
measurements between equation (6.1) and the chosen parameter for the simulation with 
EXSIM I. TABLE 6.3 shows the result for known RMS turbulence velocity values. 
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Overview of the Parameter Su 
"Burning Velocity [m/s]" for Maize Starch 
K 100 closed K 200 closed 
1 m' 5u = 0.85 1 m' 5u = 1.75 
4.25 m' 5u = 0.7 4.2Sm' 5u=I.42 
K 100 vented K 200 vented 
4.25 rn' 4.25 m' 
A=0.125m' 5u = 0.95 A = 0.125 m' 5u = 1.3 
9.4 rn' 9.4 rn' 
A= 0.5 m' 5u = 0.75 A= 0.5 m' 5u=I.12 
58 m' 58 rn' 
A= 1.06 m' A=I.06m' 5u=I.19 
A:: 1.5m2 5u = 0.69 A=I.5m' 5u = 1.055 
A= 2.5 m' A= 2.5 m' 5u = 1.04 
Fed Mechanically 
9.4 m' AZO (vented) 5u = 0.17 - 0.48 
Fed Pneumatic Vertical 
9.4 m' AZO (vented) 5u = 0.66 - 0.8 
Secondary Dust Explosion, (1 m' connected to 9.4 m') 
Fed Mechanically 
9.4 m' AZO (vented) 5u = 0.8 - 1.71 
Secondary Dust Explosion, (4.25 m' connected to 9.4 m') 
Fed Pneumatic Vertical 
9.4 m' AZO (vented) 5u = 0.53 - 1.57 
K 300 closed 
1 m' 
4.25 m' 
K 300 vented 
4.25 m' 
A= 0.125m' 
9.4 rn' 
A = 0.5 m' 
58 m' 
A= 1.06 m' 
A= 1.5m' 
A=2.5m' 
Discussion 
5u = 2.52 
5u = 2.15 
5u = 2.17 
5u = 1.5 
TABLE 6.1 Su for Maize Starch in the Simulation 
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Laminar burning velocity of different products 
measured with different methods 
Product 
maize starch 
maize starch 
aluminium 
maize starch 
magnesium 
maize starch 
magnesium 
maize starch 
maize starch 
maize starch 
TABLE 6.2 
FSA/LBORO 
Laminar Burning Velocity 
0.221 m/s 
0.302 m/s 
0.75 - 0.95 m/s 
0.59 m/s 
0.98 m/s 
0.2 - 0.3 m/s 
0.45 m/s 
0.12 - 0.22 m/s 
0.36 - 0.55 m/s 
0.5 m/s 
I 
Reference I Method 
from Kause 95 
200x6 cm tube 
200x10 cm tube 
from 
Nagy and Verakis 83, with the 
Hartmann bomb (30x7 cm tube) 
from Proust and Veyssiere 88, with a 
20x20 cm square tube 
from Proust 93, with a 
1 Ox 1 0 cm square tube I 
I from Wingerden and Stavseng 96, I 
with a 160x12.8 cm tube 
I from internal FSA research, I Li 97,with a 100x11 cm tube 
Laminar Burning Velocity of Different Products 
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Comparison of turbulent burning velocity of the product maize starch 
among different process conditions 
between the detennination according the equation 
Sur = SUL + Kw • U (6.1) 
with: SUl = 0.5 m/s and Kw = 0.46 ... 0.8 
and the chosen value for the parameter 
"Burning Velocity (Su)" 
in the simulation with the program ExSim I 
Vesset / Process 
1 m3 , ring nozzle 
Reference 
I 
I 
:RMS value 
[m/sI 
I 
Hauert and Vogl 95 : 
I 
SUT 
[m/sI 
Su ExSiml 
[m/sI 
ignition delay of 0.6 s I 2 1.42 ... 2.1 - 1.75 
12 m' silo, fed mechanically 
(turbulence measuring was in 
the 12 m' silo, explosion was in 
the same silo but with a 
reduced volume 
of 9.4 m') 
12 m' silo, fed pneumatically 
(turbulence measuring was in 
the 12 m' silo, explosion was in I 
the same silo but with a : 
reduced volume I 
I 
of 9.4 m') I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Hauert and Vogl95 0.1... 0.3 0.55 ... 0.74 0.17 ... 0.48 
Hauert and Vogl 95 0.4 ... 2.5 0.68 ... 2.5 0.66 ... 0.8 
TABLE 6.3 Turbulent Burning Velocity of Maize Starch among Different Conditions 
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A comparison of the simulated flame front time histories along the vessel radius and the 
accompanying simulated explosion over-pressure time histories of dust explosions, for 
dusts with a K value of I ~O, 200 or 300 bar m I/s, based by a point ignition in the middle 
of a closed cubic I In' vessel or a 4.25 m' vessel, are shown in FIG 6.8 and FIG 6.9 
respectively. 
(bar) 
Simulated Flame Front Propagation of a Dust Explosion 
in a Closed Cubic Vessel of 1 m' for dusts with a 
K value of 100,200 and 300 bar m 1/s 
[m) 
FIG 6.8 Flame Front Propagation of Different Dust Types in a Closed 1 m'Vessel 
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[bar] 
Simulated Flame Front Propagation of a Dust Explosion 
in a Closed Cubic Vessel of 4.25 m' for dusts with a 
K value of 100, 200 and 300 bar m 1/s 
Discussion 
FIG 6.9 Flame Front Propagation of Different Dust Types in a Closed 4.25 rn'Vessel 
Finally the software program ExSIM I is a powerful instrument to simulate closed or 
vented gas and dust explosions in vessels of different geometry and is an easy software 
package to use. Furthermore ExSIM I is good enough to give, in the first approximation, 
a determination ofthe turbulent burning velocity. 
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The present work concerns the investigation of the complex phenomenon of dust 
explosions in interconnected process vessels in a way where practical results may be 
used for test procedures or for designing explosion protection and their use in the 
process industries. For the experimental test rig a good relation was chosen between the 
requirements of such an industrially relevant test rig and the availability of the 
equipment such as silos, pipes, conveying systems, dust distribution systems and of 
course of the limits of their design. 
The possibility to find a simple interrelation between an explosion parameter which 
could be clearly identified or which is predictable, and the flame front propagation time 
(inside a connecting pipe) was investigated and for the first time a reduced explosion 
over-pressure dependent model for calculating the flame front propagation time was 
developed. 
Based on an existing dust explosion combustion model a new numerical simulation 
software package was developed which achieved accurate agreement between the 
simulated pressure time history or flame front time history and the measured explosion 
data for different combustion materials and different explosion vessels. 
It was possible to show impressive pictures of flame jets which may ignite a dust / air 
mixture at the secondary silo in the case of interconnected vessels, also an interrelation 
was given between the measured flame jet length and the reduced explosion over 
pressure of the primary silo. 
The following shows the main merits of the research activities: 
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Developing of a new flame front propagation time prediction model: 
--.--
• For the first ten connecting pipe meters after the explosion vessel, the flame 
front propagation time depends mainly on the expansion flow of the hot gases 
of combustion based on the combustion at the explosion vessel, 
independently of whether the vessel is closed or vented or the connecting pipe 
is used as pipe of a pneumatic system or not. Therefore a flame front 
propagation time prediction model mainly depending on the reduced 
explosion over-pressure of the explosion vessel for different explosion vessel 
volumes could be developed. 
• The model is validated for gas or dust explosions up to a K value of 100 bar 
m lis or 200 bar m lis respectively, explosion vessel volume between 0.5 m' 
to 9.4 m', connected to pipe diameters between 100 mm to 400 mm. 
Developing of a new numerical simulation software (EXSIM I) for dust explosion in 
closed cubic vessels: 
--. ....,..-
• User friendly handling, running under Windows 3.11 or Windows 95 at a 
standard IBM PC. 
• The pressure time history and the flame front time history of a gas or dust 
explosion could be expressed, in the first approximation, mainly as a function 
of the explosion vessel volume, dust or gas specific maximum .explosion over 
pressure and a selected burning velocity. 
• The numerical simulation works accurately for different burning materials like 
propane, maize starch, magnesium or aluminium. 
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• The model is validated by ionisation measurements for gas and dust explosions 
in a closed I m' vessel, furthermore by dust explosions in closed or vented 
(different venting areas) explosion vessel like closed or vented 4.25 m' vessel, 
vented 9.4 m' vessel (different dust distribution methods, according VOl, fed 
pneumatically or fed mechanically) ignited by a 10 kJ chemical ignitor or by a 
flame jet ignition based on a dust explosion of a connected vessel, and finaJly 
for a vented 58 m' vessel. 
• EXSIM I contains a new developed real data bank of explosion measuring data 
based on large test ri g results. 
• The use of this numerical simulation model in combination with a measured 
explosion pressure time history, makes it possible to get, to the first 
approximation, a determination of the burning velocity, which was present 
during the combustion at the explosion vessel. 
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8 SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Based on the results on the present research work it would be possible to carry out the 
investigations in the following areas: 
• Implementation of the venting effect in the numerical simulation software 
model 
• Validation of the determined turbulent burning velocities 
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A RESULTS OF THE IONISATION MEASUREMENTS 
Test. 
No. 
15 
27 
5 
9 
14 
TABLE Al 
FSAILBORO 
Absolute detection time of the Ionisation Sensors (axial A1 to AS, radial R1 to RS). 
Distance and time measured from the location of ignition and from the trigger signal of the 
transient recorder respectively. 
R5 
Results of the Ionisation Measurements 
(from Ott 97) 
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B EXPLOSION VESSEL DRAWINGS, 
INSTRUMENTATION, DUST PROPERTIES 
Bl EXPLOSION VESSEL DRAWINGS 
Bl.l 1 m3 (HID = 1.2) 
B1.2 1 m3 (HID = 1.5) 
B1.3 4.25 m3 (HID = 2.1) 
B1.4 9 m3 (HID = 1.5) 
B1.5 9 m3 AZO (HID = 3) 
B1.6 58 m3 (HID = 1.5) 
B2 INSTRUMENTATION 
B2.1 Transient Recorder 
B2.2 Charge Amplifier 
B2.3 Pressure Transducers 
B3 DUST PROPERTIES 
B3.1 Maize Starch, Wheat Flour 
B3.2 Aluminium 
B3.3 Magnesium 
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B7 
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BB 
B15 
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B39 
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B1.4 9 m3 (HID 1.5) 
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B2.t Transient Recorder 
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1. General information 
1.1 Applications 
The SE 560'} transient recorder serves for the acquisition. 
storage and documentation in all cases 
• where periodic and repetitive courses of signals are 10 be 
documented or analysed. which can hardly or not at all be 
done by conventional measuring instruments (e.g. by a 
chart recorder), . 
• where a signal can be generated only once or rarely (e.g. 
during experiments which are expensive or time consum-
ing). 
• where signals occur rarely (statistically) or vary (due to dis-
turbances). 
• where the relation of several signals is to be examined. 
In this process. a section 01 a signal course of a certain detect-
able event including prehistory and past history, is recorded. 
digitized an"d stored in the memory. Tbis detectable event may 
be a change of signal course. the sudden occurence of a sig-
nal. the start of an experiment, etc. 
In addition to the level trigger which is usually employed for the 
detection of signal variations the SE 560 transient recorder al-
so disposes of a slew rate trigger which is activated when the 
measuring signal exceeds a certain preset slew rate. 
Apart from applications in the field of electrical or electronic 
measurement teChniques. a large field is opened by the em-
ployment of appropriate measuring sensors and transducers 
for the measurement of non-electrical quantities in mechanical 
and vehicle engineering. medicine. acoustics. chemistry. etc. 
The SE 56()2) transient recorder can be extended to 30 chan-
nels and thus permits the acquisition. storage and documenta-
tion of up to 30 independent signal courses relating to one 
event. in precisely corresponding time relation. . 
1.2 Description 
The SE 560 transient recorder is described on the basis of one 
input channel only. Several input channels constitute merely a 
multiple of input stages and of memory modules. 
The measuring signal is processed for storage in the Inpu! 
Stage. In this stage. the SE 560 transient recorder is adjusted 
to the measuring signal (amplitude scale). If Signals extend be· 
yond the input ranges. an adaptation has to be made by means 
of suitable amplifiers or attenuators, Appropriate external sen-
sors or transducers have to be employed in case 01 non-elec-
trical signals, 
',In Ihrt manuallhe model number SE 560 is belflfjl uWClIo' IIII1lftS1enl reeortt'" olllle 
"ne, SE 530. SE 560. SE 561 
~ Typi SE 560 
This processed measuring signal is scanned at equal time in-
tervals. The scanned analog values are changed into digital da· 
la in an AID converter. These data are read into the memory 
which will be filled by the continuous flow of data until an over-
!Iow causes older data to be replaced by newer data. Therefore 
a certain section of the signal course over a given time interval 
is always stored in the memory, 
The qualification' of the SE 560 tranSient recorder lor logging 
events. which occur only once and at a non-foreseeable point 
of time is based on the special triggering system employed. 
Beginning at the triggering instant. a number of data which is 
determined by the trigger setting is read into Ihe memory 
Thus. a defined periOd of time before or after the main event 
can be logged (prehistory and post history, respectively). 
For clearly arranged documentation. the stored data are modi· 
lied and routed to the output device. The Zero point and the 
amplitude scale of the Y·axis can be set independently. The 
adjustable time-scale (ZOOM) permits the expansion or com-
pression of the time axis. of the represented signal as required. 
similar to the different chart speeds of Vt-recorders. 
Segmentation of the data output permits the documentation of 
a selectible section of the stored data. Beginning and length of 
the data section to be read out are adjustable. 
The SE 560 transient recorder contains a fast hardy-copy unil 
for immediate documentation of stored data. The complete 
documentation of a signal course con~ists of: 
• PrOlocol of instrument set-up 
• Scaling of time-axis (t-axis) including the marking 01 the 
trigger instant (I - 0) 
• Scaling 01 Y-axis 
• Grid for Y- and t-axes 
• Marking of channel 
• Output of measured data (Signal course) 
The above functions - excepting the course of the signal -
may be switched off selectively. The extenl of the documenta-
tion may thus be selected at will within a wide scope. 
The fOllowing additional information can be printed if an inter-
face (option) IS built-in; 
• Date and cloCk time of trigger event 
• User-related documentation e.g. title. number of experi-
ment. name of operator. etc. 
AIl anl09 signal is available for the display 01 the course of the 
measured Signal either on an oscilloscope or on a pen recor-
der. The output speed in this case is matched to the (respec· 
tive output) device. 
Rg. 1: Output devices for tranSient recorder at the SE 560 system 
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1.3 System Design 
The SE 560 transient recorders consist of sell-contained func-
tional units which are combined into measuring units of various 
configurations. The function units and power supply units. if 
required. are built as plug-ins which are inserted into cases. 
These cases are the mechanical frame and contain the basic 
wiring for the power supply and the signal bus-bar (BUS) for in-
tema! communication between the function units. 
1.4 Instrument configurations 
Figures 1.4.1 to 1.4.5 show eli\amples of possible instrument 
configurations. 
A total of 31 function units can be combined functional. distri-
buted over one or more cases. Function units are: 
• Control unit· 
• Storage unit 
• Hard-copy unit (printer) 
• Inlerlace: RS 232 C 
• Interface: IEEE 
• Real time clock (on interface unit) 
Each function unit, with the exception of the storage unit, must 
occur only once in ~ne measuring system, The storage unit 
Standard version instruments: 
Type Configuration 
530 01 
ST SP SP SP 
(N) 1 2 3 
Rg. 1.4.1: SE 530 with 3 channels 
56001 
ST SP SP SP SP SP SP 
(N) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Fig. 1.4.2: SE 560 with 6 channels 
56' 01 
ST DR SP SP (N) 1 2 
Fig. 1.4.3: SE 567 wilh 2 channels 
The small~st lully functional system disposes of one Channel 
with analog output of measured data. The instrument can be 
expanded, step by step. with output-units. as e.g. with inler-
faces or printers. and also by additional channels. 
The mechanical electrical and logical compatibility renders i,t 
possible to combine up to 5 cases. Thus up to 30 measuring 
channels. floating from each other, may be combined to one 
measuring system. 
may occur up to thirty Umes in a system. If both an'RS 232 C 
and an IEEE interface are used one 01 the clocks has to be put 
out of operation (see interface manual). 
The control unit contains a power pack to provide the current 
for the instrument. Each additional case inane system requires 
a separate power pack for its supplY. The control unit and the 
power supply unit may be inserted into the frame only in the left 
hand space-. 
In case of a subseQuent expansion 01 the number of channels 
in a measuring system. the channel number of the added sto-
rage unit has to be adjusted. This adjustment is described in 
Annex 11.2. 
Units used 
1 case (for 4 plug-ins) 
1 control unit 
3 storage units (channels 1-3) 
1 case (for 7 plug-ins) 
1 control unit 
6 slorage unilS (channels ,.':'6) 
1 case (Ior hard·copy 3 plug·ins) 
1 control unit 
1 hard-copy unit (printer) 
2 storage units (channels 1-2) 
Short code 
SE 530 
01 
21 
SE 560 
01 
2t 
SE 56t 
01 
41 
21 
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Oock-in Trig-in 
CONTROL UNIT 
Control-
Qi processor 
a 
e 
'E 
8 
'E e Clock-0sc. I+-+----+--~-
u.. 
Triggercounter 
STORAGE UNIT 
Input 
RS232C/ 
IEEE488 
Qi 
c: 
'" Co 
-c: e 
u.. 
PRINTER 
r=-
., 
a I+-
'E f-o e u.. 
'---
INTERFACE 
Fig. 1.3: Block diagram 
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Examples for instrument configurations: 
Configuration ~ 
tLm 
Fig. 1.4.4: S~ 530 Minimum system with 1 c~annel 
S1 OR SP (H) 1 
Fig. 1.4.5: SE 561 with 5 channels. hard-copy unit 
H SP SP SP SP SP 
2S 26 27 28 29 
H SP SP SP SP SP 
19 20 21 22 23 
H SP SP SP SP SP 
13 14 15 16 17 
H SP SP SP SP SP 
7 8 9 10 11 
S1 SP SP SP SP SP 
(N) 1 2 3 4 5 
SP 
2 
SP 
30 
SP 
24 
SP 
18 
SP 
12 
SP 
6 
Ag.1.4.6: SE 560 with maximum number 01 channels (30 channels) 
On transient recorder systems with additional cases the 
systembus [) (see lold·out) must be connected through with 
the systembus cabte (systembus kit Zb 665). 
Units used 
1 case (for 4 plug-ins) 
1 control unit 
1 storage unit (channel') 
2 blank plug-ins 
1 case (for hard-copy 3 plug-ins) 
1 case (Ior 7 plug-ins) 
1 controt unit 
5 storage units (channels 1-5) 
1· hard-copy unit (printer) 
1 power supply plug·in 
3 blank plug-ins 
1 systembus kit 
Extension: 
4 cases (each for 7 plug-ins) 
4 power supply plug-ins 
24 storage units 
1 systembus kit 
1 case (for 7 plug·jns) 
1 control unit 
6 storage unit 
FSAILBORO MARKUS ROSER 
Short code 
SE 530 
01 
21 
00 
SE 561 
SE 560 
01 
21 
41 
02 
00 
Zb 665 
SE 560 
02 
21 
Zb 665 
SE 560 
01 
21 
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2. Technical Data 
The instrument was designed and tested according to VOE 
0411 part"" or to lEe 348 respectively. It was dispatched from 
the works in flawless condition. as concerns the technical 
safety requirements. To maintain this condition and to ensure 
safe operation. all regulations and warning instructions which 
are contained in this manual, have to be stricUy 
observed. 
Environmental conditions Operating temperature: O· C ... 40· C . 
Storage temperature: -25" C ... 65" C 
Climatic class Class 22. according to VDIIVOE regulations 3540 
Design standard VOE Q41111EC 34B. protection dass 1 
.. 
Test voltage 1.5 kV between supply and case 
0.75 kV between measuring input and case 
3 kV between measuring input and supply 
Power consumption SE 530 01 max.100VA 
SE 560 01 and SE 561 01 max.200VA 
Printer (41) in case SE 531 max.150VA 
Additional case SE 560 with 6 storage units max.200VA 
2.1 Control unit 
This ~nit is required only once in the entire system. 
Sample time internal: switch selectable 1/2/5/10/20/50/100/200/500 lIS/ms/s 
external: via BNC-connector, 
TIL-compatible, active row ks3 ps, pulse duration ?;;SO ns 
Triggering internal: from storage unit 
external: via BNC-connector, 
TIL-compatible, pulse duration i1:50 ns, active low ~:5i3 ~ or via interface 
manual: push control key to START 
Trigger position selectable in steps of 10% from 0 ... 100% of memory capacity. In positions 
-1/-2/-3 storage starts only after " 2 or 3 times the recording period 
(-1001-2001-300% post triggering). 
Data output Time scaling factor selectable with ZOOM switch: 
Compression factor· 0.5/0.2/0.1/0.05 with min/max-evaJuation 
Interpolation factor: 11215/10 
Interpolation method 511 AUT IUN can be set at storage unit 
Segmentation: 
Start of data read-out can be set in steps of 10% from 0 to 90% of memory 
capacity. 
Length of output: can be set in steps of 10% from 10% to 100% of memory 
capacity, automatically limited to storage end. 
Operating mode: . 
manual: repetitive output with changed output parameters (time and amplitude 
scale, start and length of output), is pqssible. 
automatic: immediate read-out after data acquisition, afterwards the system is ready 
for the next acquisition process again. 
external: via interface. 
Direct operating mode in DIRECT position of ZOOM switch the measuring signal is routed to the printer 
without being buffered. Sample frequency approx. 5 kHz. 
Chart speed variable in 15 steps from 5.8 cmfday to 3.3 cm/sec. 
Output device - with hard.copy switched on (PAINT ON): Output to printer. 
- when hard-copy is switched off or when there is no hard-COPY in the system: 
Output to cha~ recorder, if operating mOde selector is in REC pOSition 
Output to SCOpe. if operating mode setector is in SCOPE position. 
The read out is contrOlled by the control unit. 
- Data output also possible via interface: if fitted. 
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2.2 Storage unit 
This unit may be used up 10 30 limes in (lne system. 
Input: 
Measuring input floating. asymmetriC. impedance 1 MOl/approx. 35 pF. coupling, DC/AC sWltchable; 
AC: -3 dB at approx. 3 Hz. 
C'Jnnection via BNC·socket. 
Permissible potential difference between ground of 8NC connector and protectIve 
conductor: 42 VqM<: max. 
Measuring ranges 50/tOO/2oo/5OO mV 
112/5110120/50 V 
luminous band level indicator. LED overflow indication., 
Amplifier o ... 2 MHz (-3 dB) 
Sample rate 1 MHz max .• adjustable at control unit 
Resolution 8 bit 0.4 % of recording width 
Accuracy under DC: 1 % of full scale value ±1 LSe 
reference conditions AC: 1 % of full sea'le value ±1 LSB 
50 Hz-1 00 kHz 
Reference conditions Temperature range 20· C ... 3.0" C 
Preheating time: 30 min 
Influence values Influence of temperature: 0.5 mVl10· C or 0.5%110· C referred to the actual value 
in the range between O· C bis 40· C 
Zero deflection: 0.2% of the s.etting value 
Inlluence of frequency: 
DC and AC: 0.5% 100 kHz-2oo kHz 
1.0% 150 kHz-2oo kHz 
1.5% 200 kHz-250 kHz 
-3 dB at 2 MHz 
AC: 1% 25Hz 
2.5% t5 Hz 
-3 dB at 3 Hz 
Zero pOiDt adjustable in 10% steps from -30% to +130% of recording width. 
Trigger: 
Level trigger LEVEL adjustable in 10% steps from 0% to 100% of measuring range. 
SLOPE switchable +I±I-. 
Slew rate trigger SLEW RATE adiustable 1/10/100/tooo div.lms 
Special functions Trigger can be switched off (OFF). 
Overwrite protection for stored data (HOLD). 
Indicator Indicator TRIG'D: 
o Input Parameter Mode: Lights up when the preset trigger condition has been 
reached. 
o After completion of data acquisition: indication at that storage unit which initiated 
triggering. 
Memory: 
Memory capacity 2 k Bytes standard, can be expanded to 4/8/16 k Bytes (option): 
Indicator STO'D lights up. when valid data are stored. 
Data memory is battery buffered; service life of battery approx. 3 years. 
Data output: 
Amplitude scale factor Attenuation factors 0.1/0.210.3/0.4/0.5/1. 
OFF: no data representation. 
Zero point variable in 10% steps from 30% to + 130% 01 recording width 
Interpolation SI-funclion/automatic/linear interpolation; 
scaling factor 1/2/5/10 setable on control unit. 
Analog output via BNC connector at the rear, isolated to inpul, level 0 1010 V 
(full scale), impedance ::;100!l 
Synchronization for scope output and pen lift control, for OUlpulto a chart ;~corder 
via BNC connector SYNC (TIL·level). 
Digilaloutput Data read-out internal interface (option). serial or parallel. 
Special-function Probe adjustment; a square wave signal is generated at the ANALOG-OUTPUT-
socket on storage unit; activation on control unit. 
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2.3 Hard-copy unit 
This unit required only once per system. 
Recording 
Dot spacing 
Recording width 
Printing rale 
Printing intensity 
Paper guide 
Paper 
Character sel 
Printout 
Channel-annotation 
Gnd 
Scaling 
Trigger mark 
Set-up documentation 
Formating 
Test programm 
3. System components 
Cases 
Description 
19- cas~ for 7 plug-ins 
fixed thermo prinlhead with 600 dOls 
0.33 mm vertically and horizontally 
170 mm tor graphic representaticn (511 dOIS); 100% 01 amplitude corresponding 
10 SOl dots: Overflow ±1% corresponding to ±5 dots 
187 mm for text output (560 doIS). BD characters/line 
max. 3.3 cm/sec. 
continuously adjustable 
Friction drive. window for visual checking of paper supply. end of chart is indicated 
by PAPER OUT indicator, data output is also automatically slopped 
Thermosensitive roll paper, width 210 mm (ISO A4) 10 216 mm (8'h·): 
maximum roll diameter 61" mm 
ASCII standard. exception: Code 7F 
graph output for 10 channels max. 
Individual curves are marked by moe~suring channel numbers; 
ANNOTATION OFF: no annolation 
Additional to the diagram, grid lines for Y- and I-axes can be printed (GRID ON). 
001 spacing of V-lines 1 % of recording width. 
Spacing at grid lines 10% at recording width. 
The V-axis is scaled in graduation marks trom 0 to 10, the I-axis is lime-scaled. 
Along the I-axes every second grid line is marked with a time scale. 
Trigger position corresponds to I - 0 
GRID OFF: no scaling 
The trigger time is marked by a black triangle below the time scaling. 
The trigger point is at the left edge of the triangle. 
Is printed before any graphical output of the measured Signal course; one line with 
BO characters is printed per storage unit; the documentation may be switched off 
(SET UP OFF), 
If the system disposes of an interface. the user is offered 10 additional lines of 
BO characters each for documentation. 
If the instrument is switched Off, the texl memory is battery buffered. 
Regardless of its length, the curves ~re printed in a closed formal; 
a paper feed is made automatically after each print-oul. 
A self-checking program is standard. 
Short Code . Order No. 
SE 560 GRZ 885 6000 EOO 
19- case for hard copy unil and 3 plug-ins max, SE 561 GRZ 8856100EOO 
Case for 4 plug-ins max, SE 530 GAZ 8853000 EOO 
Case for hard-copy unil SE'531 GAZ 885 3100 EOO 
Plug-ins 
Description Short Code Order No. 
Conlrol unit with power supply 01 GRZ 885 0001 Eoo 
Power supply plu~in (required for additional cases) 02 GRZ 885 0002 EOO 
Storage unit 2 k x 8 bit 21 GRZ 885 0021 EOO 
Hard copy unit with power supply 41 GRZ 885 0000 EOO 
Blank plug·in 00 GRZ 885 0041 EOO 
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Options 
Description Short COde Order No. 
Expansion of storage capacity 10 4 k 71 GRZ 885 0071 EOO 
Expansion of storage capacity to 8 k 72 GRZ 885 0072 EOO 
Expansion of storage capacity to 16 k 73 GRZ 885 0073 EOO 
Interface AS 232CIV24 with integrated real-time clock 61 GRZ 8850061 EOO 
Interiace IEEE -488 with integrated reaHime clOCk 62 GRl 885 0062 EOO 
Systembus kit lb 665 GRl 1958850 EOO 
Accessories 
Description 'Short Code Order No. 
Probe 1 : 1 T2OO2 GRZ 999 2002 EOO 
Probe 100 : 1 T 2003 GRZ 999 2003 EOO 
Writing Accessories 
Description Short COde Order No. 
Thermosensilive paper roll approx 45 m Zb652 GRZ 1956520 EOO 
4. Getting started 
ATTENTION 
For reasons at safety and for avoiding damage to the transient recorder the set supply voltage and the Incorpo-
rated fuse should be checked before switching on. The use of patched fuses or shor1-clrcuIUng of the protective 
cut-out are not permitted. Connect the "tranSient recorder only to a socket wired to a protective earth. 
The protective system must not be put out of action by an extension cord without a protective conductor. Any 
Interruption of the protective conductor Inside or outside of the Instrument may cause the Instrument to become 
dangerous to use. Internal Interruption of the protective conductor Is not permitted. 
4.1. Receiving inspection 
The transient recorder and its accessories should be checked 
lor mechanical damage immediately after unpacking. Inform 
the supplying firm of damage due 10 transport, with the warran· 
1y card enclosed or of missing parts by comparison with the 101· 
lowing Table: 
4.2 Accessories supplied 
Description Quantity Ident No. Short code 
Manual 1 3.348.427.02 -
Thermosensitive 
paper. roll of 
approx. 45 m 1 195652000 Zb 652 
Power cord. 
corresponding to see separate 
customers country 1 list 
Spare fuse. 
corresponding to see separate 
set voltage list 
All accessory parts, as listed above. may also be ordered 
separately. 
4.3 Supply voltage 
4.3.1 Selection of supply voltage and fuse 
The transient recorder is supplied, in its standard version. with 
the voltage supply selting corresponding to the country 
delivered. and the fuse being matched to the set voltage. 
Nevertheless, the actual supply voltage should be compared 
with the setting in the transient recorder before connecting the 
power cord. The value of the voltage is indicated on the rear of 
the instrument. 
The following steps should be taken, if a change is found to be 
necessary: 
• Pull out power cord 
• Change to the required voltage, using the selector on the 
rear of the instrument 
•. Replace fuse according 10 the value given in the following 
lable 
• Replace fuse cap (if required) 
• Connect power cord to instrument 
Nominal supply Set voltage Fuse") voltage 
l00Vto 127 V 115 V 6.3. 32 mm 4 AM 
200 V to 240 V 230 V 5.20 mm 2 AT 
J Tnt luse 1$ put," IIII'It lactoty. m.lctlll'\Q !Ilt ... 1 vollag •• 
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, Mains ~witch 
2 l1Iummated band 
3 Indicator for remote control mode 
oS Indicator lor automatic mode 
5 Indicator lor output state 
6 Trigger position 
7 SAMPLE TIME 
8 RESET/START 
9 Start of data output 
10 Length of data output 
) 1 Output expansion factor (ZOOM) 
12 Mode selector 
13 Socket for external triggering 
1 J socket lor external clock pulse 
FSA/LBORO 
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15 Illuminated band 
16 Trigger indicator 
17 Indicator lor valid data 
18 .Trigger type and HOLD 
19 Trigger level 
20 Zero shift 
21 Amplitude scale for data output 
22 Input range 
23 Socket for measuring signal 
24 Type of interpolation 
25 Inpul coupling 
26 Analog output 
27 Synchronization signal 
28 Hardcopy unit intensity 
MARKUS ROSER 
29 Switch for grid output 
30 Switch for channel number annotation 
31 Switch for test protocol 
32 Chart feed 
33 Indicator for end of paper 
34 Switch for hardcopy output 
35 Unlocking lever 
36 Rubber foot 
37 Mains connection 
38 Fuse holder 
39 Voltage selector 
40 Blank panel for interface socket 
41 System bus connector 
!age _825. 
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SAMPLE INPUT TIME Recordable 
TIME signal 
2 k Byte 4 k Byte 8 k Byte 16 k Byle frequency 
, ,,,,, 2ms 4 ms Bms 16 ms 2SO kHz 
2"" 4ms Bms 16ms 32ms 165 kHz 
5"" lOms 20 ms 40ms Barns 65 kHz 
10 "" 20ms 40 ms eOms 160 ms 33 kHz 
20 "" 40ms eOms 160 ms 320 ms 17 kHz 
SO"" lOOms 200ms 400ms BOOms 6.7 kHz 
100 "" 200ms 400 ms SOOms 1.6 s 3.3 kHz 
200 "" 400 ms BOO ms 1.6 s 3.2 s 1.7 kHz i 500 "" 1 s 2s 4s 8s 670 Hz 
i 1 ms 2s 4s 8s 16 s 330Hz 
I 2 ms 4s 8s 16 s 32 s 170 Hz , 
5 ms 10 s 20 s 40 s BD s 67 Hz , 
i 10 ms 20 s 40 s BD s 160 s 33 Hz ; 20 ms 40 s BD s 160 s 320 s 17 Hz 
50 ms 100 s 2005 400 s 800 s 6.7 Hz 
lOO ms 200 s 400s 800 s 1600 s 3.3 Hz 
200 ms 400 S 800s 16005 3200 s 1.7 Hz 
500 ms 1000 s 2000 s 4000 s BOOOs 670 mHz 
1 s 2000s 4000 s 8000 s 16000 s 330mHz 
2 s. 4000 s 8000 s 16000 s 32000s 17QmHz 
Ss 2.B h 5.6 h 11.1 h 22.2 h 67 mHz 
10 s 5.6 h 11.1 h 22.2 h 1.9d 33 mHz 
20 s 11.1 h 22.2 h 1.9 d 3.7d 17 mHz 
50s Ud 2.3 d 4.6 d 9.3d 6.7 mHz 
100 s 2.3 d 4.6 d 9.3d lB.5d 
200 s 4.6 d 9.3d 18.5 d 37.0d 
500 s 11.5 d 23.1 d 46.3 d 92.6d 
Hourly and daily figures rounded off. 
Tab. 11.6: Input time - recordable signa/frequency 
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B2.2 Charge Amplifier 
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1.2. Technical data (Table 1) 
1.2.1. Charge amplifier 
Measuring ranges, 12 stages graded 1 : 2 : 5, and 
step less 1 to 10 pC ±1O ... 500'000 
Transducer sensitivity, 5 decades, 
continuously adjustable between pC/M.U. 0,1 ... 11'000 a) 
Accuracy, 
of two most sensitive ranges % <±3 
of other range stages % <±1 
Linearity, of Transducer Sensitivity potentiometer adjustment % <±0,5 
Calibration capacitor pF 1'000±0,5% 
Calibration input, sensitiVity pC/mY 1 ±0,5% -
Input voltage, maximum V ±125 
with pulses widths <0,3s 
Linearity %FS <±0,05 b) 
Frequency response error with standard filter 180 kHz 
at 50 kHz % -1 _ .. +3 
at 100 kHz % <±5 
3-dB-frequency with standard filter 180 kHz, 
input capacitance up to 1 '500 pF 
kHz 180 ±1O% 
Time constant resistor, setting Long, about n 10'· 
setting Medium, about n 10" 
setting Short, about n 109 
Time constant, T = Rg • Cg setting Long s > 1 '000 ... > 100'000 
setting Medium s 1 ___ 5'000 
setting Short s 0,01 ... 50 
Voltage output, unlimited short circuit proof 
Full scale output (FS) V ±1O b) Output current mA ±5 Output impedance n l00±5% 
Open·circuit saturation voltage V >±12 ... <±15 
Cable noise signal, due to input capacitance pC,m,/pF <3' 10- 5 
Hum and noise mVrms <0,3/<2 c) typical value, input shielded mVrms 0,1/1 c) 
Zero offset, during Reset, over 10 hr:; mV <±1I<±5 c) 
Zero error, during Reset, due to supply voltage mV <±1/<±10 c) 
variations ±20% 
Thermal zero shift, during Reset, 
due to temperature changes mVrC <±0,5/<±5 c) 
Zero step, through switch over Reset·+ Operate pC <±0,2 
Drift, due to leakage current of input MOSFET, at 20·C pC/s <±0,03 
'nput impedance n 70 
Input cable (coaxial, low noise), insulation n 10" 
resistance, approx. 
Adjustment range for zero offset, input stage mV ±200 
output stage mV ±250 
a) M.U. = mechanical unit, e.g. bar, N, g. 
b) FS = full scale 
c) Dial for transducer sensitivity adjustment set to 10'()0 resp. 1.()Q. 
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1:2.2. Monitoring circuit: 
Trigger signal amplitude, at voltage output, V ±1D,5 
for Overload indication, approx. 
Trigger signal duration for rectangular signal, at voltage output, ms 0.1 
for Overload indication, approx. 
Trigger zero offset, at voltage output, for mV ±20 
Zero out of Limits indication, approx. 
1.2.3. Digital inputs and outputs 
Connections on Remote Control connector on back, 
for functions and pin designation see 2.3. and 2.4. 
Outputs, open drain, 
short circuit proof against electronics ground 
"H"·state, minimal output voltage with 
output current 0,1 mA, with additional 
pull·up resistor 12 kn against +15 V (max. +1 B V) V >12,5 
"L"·state, max. output voltage with 
output current -10 mA V <1,3 
Inputs, with pull·up resistors, input voltage levels 
"H"·state, open inputs taken as "H" V >12,5 
"L"·state, maximum input voltage 
with input current -0,8 mA V <1,3 
protected against continuous voltage up to V <±85 
peak voltages (duration <D,1 s) up to V <±700 
Input impedance, wi th input vcl tages 
<±15 V, approx. kn 20 
>±15 V, approx. kn 11 
Reset-duration ms >5 
Reset·Overload pulse, durarion ms >3 
+15 V output, maximum current drain mA i2 
1.2.4. General data 
TemperatUre range, 
for assuring specifications ·C 0 ... +50 
for maintaining the function ·C -10.,. +60 
Voltage supply, resolderable V 220111 0 ±20% 
Frequency range Hz 48 ... 62 
Power conRlmption VA 8 
Connections: 
Measuring input Type BNC neg. 
Calibration input Type BNC neg. 
Voltage output . Type BNC neg . 
Remote control, 6·pole socket, according to DIN 45322 Type 1564 (plug) 
Power supply connection to CEE·22/IV guidelines, 
ungrounded, according to protection class 11, test voltage 4 kV 
Dimensions, with case mm 74x 145x210 
Weight, approx. kg 1,3 
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1.5. Controls and connections 
Fig. 3': Front and back views. 
Explosion Vessel Drawings, Instrumentation, Dust Properties. 
rhl:,:,' 
~.: :. 
Notes: • The power supply fuse is not accessible from outside. The procedure for exchanging it is 
described in 3.1. 
• The mains transformer may be switched over only with the instrument opened. see 3.1. 
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B2.3 Pressure Transducers 
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QUARZKRISTALL DRUCKAUFNEHMER. BESCHLEUNIGUNGSKOMPENSIERT 
CAPTEUR DE PRESSION A QUARTZ. AVEC COMPENSATION O'ACCELERATION 
QUARTZ PRESSURE TRANSDUCER. ACCELERATION COMPENSATED 
Ouankrlstall Oruckaufnehmer Rhr kleiner Ab-
messungen. fUr die Messung dynamlscher und 
quasistatischer Oriicke van Vakuum bis 250 bar. 
Hohe Elgenfrequenz. bUndig aufgeschweisstll 
Membrane. BeschleunigungskompensIerte Aus-
fUhrung. 
c.ptaurs de pression AI quartz pour la mesure de 
pressions dynamiques et quasi-statlques du vide 
Jusqu't 250 bar. Oimensioru trb nktuites, lre-
quence propr. 'IMe. Membrane soud& eu ras 
du front. M~le awe compensation d'acdlera· 
tion. 
-r-~I -. M4xO,35 
I 0633.8", 
~ I 
05,55-&01' 
U) 
I 
TECHNISCHE OATEN DONNEES TECHNIQUES 
-
Gemme R .... 
, . 
• j 
:'r I·: 
3.6031 9.82 1 .. ,2 
6031 
Quaru pressure transducers for dynamic and 
quasistatlc pressure measuremenu from vacuum 
to 250 bar. Very small dimensions. high natural 
frequency. Flush welded diaphragm. Accelera· 
tion compensated design. 
2:1 
TECHNICAL DATA 
ba. 0 ... 250 
Katlbriener TeiIbereic.t\: 10% Gamme partielle "on": 10% Calibl'ltecl partiat I'Inge: 10% ba. 0 ... 25 
'" 
1% 1% ba. 0 ... 2.5 
AmpNchsc:hwell. Seuil de r6p0n. Threshold b" 0.002 
Oborlart Surcharge o-load ba. 350 
Empflndlichkeit Sensibllibi • Sensltiyity pC/bar -14 
EigenfrequM1Z Fr6qu8I'ICIII propre Natul'll frequency kH, 160 
Anrtlegszeit . Temps de man. RilOtime 
'" 
2 
Unearltlt Lin6arit4 linearity %FSO <>1 
IsoIationswidentand Rniltance d'ilOlement Insulation resistance m 50 
Kapazitit Capacit4 Capacitance pF 10 
Beschleunigungsempfindlichkeit Sen.lbllltf d'~I6ration Acceleration sensltiYity ba." 10- 4 
Temperatur-KOIfflzient Coefficient de temJ*atufl Temperature coefficient 'C" _2'10-4 
e6b WitB .. iP6' atur·8ereich Temp6ratun d'utilisation Operating tlmperatu"! range 'c -196 ... 240 
R6srstanc:e 8U choc Shack resistance 10000 S1uafoot~oI' g _. 
Paid! Wal!tlt , 2.5 
1 bar - lQ5 Pa IPascal) .. 10& N • m- 2 .. 1.0197 ... at· 14.503 ... psi; 1 N .. 0.22480 ... Ibf; 1 k.g .. 2.2046 ... Ib; 1 Tn (Teraohm) - 1012 0 
Du vom Druckaufnehmer abgegebene ladungs-
signal (pC - pica-Coulomb) wird im Kisder. La: 
dungsverstirker in eine proportionale Ausgangs-
spannung umgewandelt; .Ie ist in weitem Sereich 
von der Unge des Aufnehmerkabels unabhingig. 
Sel Verwendung des Standard Ladungsverstar-
ken 5007 erglbt slch ein Massstab·Bereich von 
0.1 barN bis 500 barN In 12 Stufen. 
Le signal de cnarge fournl par le "pteur (pC-
plco·Coulomb) est ampiifl6 et transform' en 
una tension de sortie proportionneJle dans 
I'ampllflcateur de charge Klstler; elle est ind'· 
pendants de la longueur du cAble de connexlon 
dans des iimltes assez larges. 
En utllisant l'ampHfieateur de charge standard 
tYpe 5007 on obtient 12 gammes entre 0.1 barl 
Vet 500 barN. 
The charge .ignal of the tr8nsducet (pC· pica-
Caulomb) Is amplified and transformed to 8 (Ira-
portional outpUt voltage In the KisUer charge 
amplifier. Within wide limits, the output voltage 
does not depend on the length of the transduce' 
cable. 
If the standard charge amplifier type 5007 Is 
used. 12 ranges between 0,1 bar/V and 500 ba,1 
V are obtained. 
Kistl~r .1nSlrumentA AG. ElIl;lcll~;Ir. 2? Poslfi.lch 304. CH·8408 Winlcrlhur. Schweiz. lel. (052) 831111, Fax (3/2): (052) 25 7200. Tolnx 896296 
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aUARZKRISTALL DRUCKAUFNEHMER. NORMALAUSFOHRUNG 
CAP'TEUR DE PRESSION A QUARTZ. MODE LE NORMAL 
QUARTZ PRESSURE TRANSDUCER, NORMAL SIZE 
Ouankrlstall OruekaJfnehmer fUr die Messung 
dynamlscher und quasinatischel" CrOck, van 
Vakuum bls 250 bar. Hohe Eigenfrequenz. bUn-
dig aufgeschweisste Membrane. 
Capteur de presslon • quartz pour la mesure de 
preuions dynamiques et quasl-statiques du vide 
jusqu'i\ 250 bar. Frequence propre 61evie. 
membrane soud6e au ras du 'rOOL 
"" 
~ 10-32 UNF 
at 
'I-H' 
" i 
I 
011 :8:8! 
-
1 
o~ 
! 
09,5:8;&1 
'" 
-
I 
TECHNISCHE OATEN DONNEES TECHNIQUES 
.... Ich Gamme Range 
N •. 
3.701 
"". 
701A 
" 9.B2 
P. 
1 ... 2 
Quartz pressure transducer for dynamic am 
quaslstatlc: preswr. measurements from vacuun 
to 250 bar. High natural frequency. flush weldet 
diaphragm. 
2:1 
TECHNICAL DATA 
b" 0 ... 250 
Kallbr __ Toilbereich: 
'0% Gamme pa'tiena 6talonn6r. 1 0% Calibrated pmial range: '0% b" 0 ... 25 
1% ,% ,% b" 0 ... 2.5 
A ...... eclud • ......,. Seuil de rfpons:e Threshold b" 0.0004 
a- 50_ ... OWrload b" 400 
Empflndlichkeit Sensibllitf Sensitivity pC/bar --BD 
Knrft-Empfindlk:hkeit SenslbiJIt6 6 la force Force-.... sitlvity pC/N ... ·18 
Elgonfrequonz Frequenc:e.propre Natural frequen~ kH. >70 
Anrttegu:llt Temps de mont6e Rise time .. 6 
Linuritlt . U",-I. Unearity %FSD <>0.5 
IlOImonswidentand R6sI.tanca d'isolement Insul.Uon resistance Ta 100 
~azltit Capeclt6 Capacitance pF 9 
Btschleunlgungsempfincllichkeit Senslbilitf.6 l'acdl6ratian Acceleration sensitivity barlg 0,001 
Tempemur·Koeffizient CoeffICient de tamp6ntur. Temperature coeffICient 'c"' .. '0-· 
Betriebstel"pontur·Beretch Temp6ra(ure d'utilisation Operating temperature I1IInge 'c -150 ... 240 S __ oIt R6sistanc:e au dloc: Shock resistance g 5000 
-
PoKls Weight 9 8.5 
1 bar" lOS Pa (Pascal) • 10S N . m- 2 er. 1.0197 ... at .. 14.503 ... psi; 1 N • 0.22480 ... Ibl; 1 kg ... 2.2046 ... Ib; no (leraohm). 1012 0 
Oas vom Druckaufnehmer .bgegebone ladungs-
signal (pC. plc:o-Coulomb) wird im Kin!" La· 
dungsverstirker In eine proportionale Ausgangs-
spannung umgewandeh. 
Oer Aufnehmer 701 A lIefert u. 4 mVlbar bls 80 
V/bar, je nach V.mirker und eingestelltem 
Messbereich. Die Ausgangsspannung ist in 
weitern Ber.icn von der Unge des Aufnehmer· 
kabel, unabhingig. 
Le lignal de charge tournl Plr le capteur (pC. 
pico-Coulombs) est amplifi' et transform6 en 
une tension de sortie proportlonnelle dans 
I'amplificateur de charge Kistl.,. 
le capteur 701A foumlt entre 4 mV/bar et 80 
V/bar environ suivant le type d'amplificateur 
et la gamme choisie. La tension de sortie est In. 
dependante de la longueur de cable de con· 
nulon dans des Iimites assez larges. 
The charge signal of the transducer (pC ~ pit;c 
Coulombs) Isampllfiedand transformed to a prc 
portional output voltage in the Kinler charg 
amplifier. 
The transducer 701A gives approx. 4 mV/bar t, 
SO V lbar depending on amplifier type and sellt 
ted range. Within wide limits, the output voltag 
does not depend on the lengtll of the transduce 
cable. 
Kistler InstrumenteAG. CH·8408 Winterthur, Switzerland. TeL (052) 83 1111 KisUer InstrumentCorp .. Amhersl. NY 14228·2171, USA, Phone(716)691·51C 
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QUARZKRISTALL-DRUCKAUFNEHMER, BESCHLEUNIGUNGSKOMPENSIERT 
CAPTEUR DE PRESSION A QUARTZ, AVEC COMPENSATION D'AccaERATION 
QUARTZ PRESSURE TRANSDUCER, ACCELERATION COMPENSATED 
703' 2.78 
._. __ . -- _._----_ ..•. _._-_ .. _- ...... -._ ..... _-_._-- ._----_. 
QuaiDristall-Druckoufnehmor fUr die Mes-
sungdynamilCherundquasi-stotischer OrOck. 
'IOn Vcdcuum bi, 2500t. Hohe Elgenfrequenz, 
bOndig aufgeschweisste Membran. Beschleu .. 
nigungskompensio to Ausfohrung. 
Copteur d. pnluion III quartz pour 10 mew,. Quartz preuure transducer fo, dynamic cnd 
de pressiom dyncmiques et quasi-statiques short tonn datlc pressure measurements from 
du vide jUlqu'llI 250 at. Frequence propre vacuum to 250 at. High resonant frequency, 
"ovOe, membrane lOUd" DU ras du front. flush welded diaphragm. Acceleration com-
Modill. avec compensation d'occeleration. pens.ated design. 
Microdot 
2:1 
TECHNISCHE OATEN DONNEES TECHNIQUES TECHNICAL DATA 
DNckaufnehmor Capteur d. pronion Pressure transducer 7031 
fI'ICDI:. Moubentich garnme tnQx. d. mowre mox. measuring range 0" 0- 2SO 
geelcht. Toil-Meubereichot 10% gonwnes port. 'tolonn"': 10% calibrated partial ranges: 10'% 0" 0-25 
1% 1% 1% 0" 0-2,5 Ansprecnschwell. resolution resolution 0" 0,0005 
max. %Ulautger DNeIc pressian maximole rna)(. pressure ot" 350 
f.mpflndUchk.l. Utnsib t lite sensitivity pC/o. 65 
figenhequenz frequ.nce propre resonant frequency kH. eo 
Anltlegsuit . temps de montee rise-time ... 5· 
LTnecrrltttt (rnax.FehlerfUrieden Iineorite (deviation n'IC1X.. pour llneority (I'l'10)(. error for each % ! I 
geeTchten Rerelch) choque garnme olalon"") calibrated ronge) 
1014 IlOlatlonswldentand resistance d'isolemenl insulating residence e 
Kopozltttt copoclte capacity pf 20 
BeSoChleunlgungsempflnd!tchkeit sensibilito d'acc"oration acceleration sensitivity at/9 10-4 
Temptratur--4Coeffizlent c:aefficlent de temperature temperature coefficient ...... C -0,02 
_I~;ch ternpMohn"e d'utilisatlon working-temperature range °C -ISO + 240 
zulassige Beschlevnigung(Stoss) acceleration admissible (c:hoc:) mox. shock 9 5'000 
Gewlcht poid, weight ","" 10,8 
·1 at - 1 kp/cm2 .. 14,22 psi'" 0,981 Bar Cl 735,56 TOrT "1 gr-O,OOI kg -0,03527 oz. 
Oat vom OrucIcaufnehmer abgegebene La-
-dungoslgnol (pC • plco-eo.lomb) w;!d Im 
Klstler Lodungsventerker In eine proportio-
nolo Ausgongupannung umgewondelt. 
Dor Aufnehmer 1031 lIefort co. 3 mV/at his 
60 V/at, le noch Ventttrker und eingestell-
tem Messbo,.ich. Die Ausganguponnung 1st 
in weitem Berelch vcn der L~nge des Au(-
nohmorkobeh unobhHngig. 
Le signol de charge foumi par le copteur 
(pC - pleo-Coulomb) .st ompUn' .t t .... -
form' en uno tension d. sortie proportioMel-
le dons "amplificateur de charge Klstl.r. 
Le capteur 7031 foumlt entre 3 mV/at et 
i:J) V/otenvironsuivont le type d'amplifica-
teur et la gommo choisi •• lo tension de sor-
tie est independent. de la 10l"l(p.IOur du c&le 
de conn.xian dons des limites ClSSOZ IClrges. 
The charge .Ignal.ltr.. t...,oducor (pC. pica-
COUI ..... ) Is ampllflod and """,formed to • 
proportional output voltage In the Klstler 
charge amplifier. 
The trontducer 7031 glves approx. 3 mV/at 
to 60 V/at depending on amplifier type and 
selected range. Within wide limits, the out-
put voltage does not depend on the length 
of the transducer cable. 
KtSllcr IW.ilrurncnto AG. CH·8408 Winterthur/$chwelz 
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QUARZKRISTALL·NIEDERDRUCKAUFNEHMER 
CAPTEUR DE BASSES PRESSIONS A QUARTZ 
LOW' PRESSURE QUARTZ TRANSDUCER 
Ouarzkristall-Niederdruckaufnehmer fur die Mes-
sung dynamischer und quasi-statischer Oriicke 
VDn Vakuum bis 10 bar. Hohe Eigenfrequenz, 
bUndig aufgeschweisste Membrane. 
Capieur de basses pressions a quam pour la me-
sure de pressions dynamiques et quasi-statiques 
du vide jusqu" 10 bar. Fr~uence proprs elevie. 
membrane soudee au ras du front. 
.. 
'" 
" .. 
~ 
~ 
.. 
,.: 
a 
1 :1 
TECHNISCJiE OATEN . DONNEES TECHNIQUES 
_oh 
gamma de mesure measuring range 
lcalibrlerte gammes partlelllll calibrated 
TeUbereiche 6talonn6es partial ranges 
rrax. zullssiglr Druck pression mexlmale n'tax. pressure 
"-_le rAsolution resolution 
e..",. . "II,III,," s:ensibilid sansitfvity 
e;",,,,, "MW\Z fr6quence propre resonant frequency 
mit Deckel avec couvercle with covet' 
mit R6hrchen 1227 avec:: tuyau 1227 with tube 1227 
Llneeritlt lin6arIU linearity 
Hyst .... hyrtjr6sls hysteresis 
Tot\IOlumen volume mort dead volume 
Volumenlnderung respirltio~ volume chlnge 
holatioraowldei Itlnd r6sistance d'lsolement Insulation resistance 
..... 1tIt 
-
capacitance 
N •• 
3.7261 
Typ. 
7261 
EO. 
8.74 
P. 
1 ... 2 
low pressure quartz uansducer for dynamic ane 
short term static pressure measuremenu fron 
vacuum to 10 bar. High resonant frequency 
flush welded diaphragm. 
-~~ 
M33xl 
G1JB" 
5' 
!:! 
~ 
~ 
.. 
'" 0 
N 
TECHNICAL DATA 
b" -1 ... 10 
b" 0 ... 1 
b" 0 ... -1 
b" 12 
b" 1.5' 10-' 
pCIb" 2200 
kHz -13 
kHz -2,5 
kHz -0.35 
%FSO <:to,8 
%FSO <0.5 
cm' 1,5 
mm::llbar 2,5 
n >5. 101::1 
pF 24 
BeschJeunigungsempflndllchkeit senslbllld' 1'lCC6l6ratlon acceleration sensitlvlty bar/g <10-3 
TemperatUrkoeffltient coefficient d. tamp4!l1Iture temperature coefficient %/"c -0.02 
der Empfindlichkeit de la sensibllitil of sensitivity 
T_rloh,., erreur de temperature temperature error barrC 0,015 
a.trItbite,.ijOtMIturbereic:h tomp6nture d'utilisatlon operating temperature range ·c -40 ... 240 
zutiaige Beschleunillul'lll ~on Idmimbte malt. acceleration (shock) • 2000 
-
poids weight 9 180 
1 bar - 10' N • m-2 - 1,019 ... at - 14.50 ... psi; 1 at - 1 kp • cm-2 • 1 kgf • cm-2 - 0.980665 bar; 1 psi - 0,06894 ... bar; 1 in· 25,4 mm 
Oas vom Oruckaufnehmer abgegebene Udungs· 
signal (pC - plco Coulomb) wlrd Im KIAG 
SWISS ladungsverstirker in eine proportlonale 
Ausgangsspannung umgewandelt; dlese 1st lIOn 
der Linge des Aufnehmerkabels weitgehend un-
abhingig. Die maximal m6gllche Ausgangs5pan-
nung am Standardverstirker 5001 betrigt 10 V. 
lm emgflndlichsttn Berelch ergeben slch 0.001 
barN fCir den Aufnehmer 7261. 
Le signal de charge tournl par le capteur (pC· 
plco Coulombs) est tramform4 en une tansion 
de sortie proportionelle dans I'ampliflcateur de 
charge KIAG SWISS. Caue tension est incl'pen-
dente de la longueur du cAble de connexlon dans 
des limites assez larges. La valeur maximale de la 
tension de sortie a l'ampHficatnur standard 6001 
est de 10 V. 0,001 barN resultent sur la gamme 
la plus sensible pour le capttur 7261. 
The charge signal of the transducer (pC· pie<: 
Coulombs) Is transformed into a proportiona 
output voltage In the KIAG SWISS chargt 
amplifier. Within wide limits. the outPl.lt volla;t 
does not dtpenc:l on the length of the transducel 
cable. At the standard amplifier 5001 it has I 
max. value of 10 V. On the most sensitive range. 
0.001 barN are obtained for the transducel 
7261. 
Klstler InstrumenteNJ, CH-8408 Winterthur, Switzerland, Tel. (052) 83 1111 KiSller Instrument Corp.. Amherst, NY 14228·2171, USA, Phone(716)691·5101 
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B3 DUST PROPERTIES 
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B3.1 Maize Starch, Wheat Flour 
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B3.2 Aluminium 
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Berufsgenossenschaft 
Nahrungsmittel und Gastst~tten 
Dynamostr. 7 - 11; 68165 Hannheirn 
Zentrallabor 
Ana1ysenbericht Nr. 06/Ne 
zu Messbericht Nr. 
Auftragqeber 
Betrieb 
Datum der Analyse 
Analyse durchqefUhrt von 
Xornqro&enanalyse 
Kannzeichnung der Probe 
Aluminium 
Hr. Roser 
Kappelrodeck 
24.03.98 
Dr. Neumann 
Bezeichnung 
Probenahmedatum 
Kennung 
Probennummer 
Aluminiumpulver Roser 
Analysenparameter 
System 
Dipergierer 
Dosierer 
Druck 
Unterdruck 
Fl)rderrate 
Betthllhe 
Drehzahl 
c_opt = 
Schaubild 
1. 0 I '1'1'1 
Sympatec 
RODOS 
VIBRI 
3,00 
0,00 
100,00 
1,00 
0,00 
4,44 
, 
O. 9 BGN Z.nlrallabor 
o. 6 III I 
KeMung 
I 
HELOS (H0872) 
bar 
rnbar 
% 
mm 
% 
% 
, 
• 
Probennummer 
Messbedingunq 
Messbereich 
Messzeit 
Messdauer 
Zykluszeit 
Start bei 
Referenzrnessung 
Auswertung 
~ 
I 
i 
~ 
~ 
O. 7 
• Aluminlumpulver Roser 17631b ~ 
/ ~ 
! 
l j I 
,r/ 
11' 
!i0.8 
-";( 8"0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
~ Geselzllche Unfallverslcherung 
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~ 
~ 
1783/b 
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R5: 0.5/4.5 •• . 875\lI11 
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36,00 s 
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00:00:16, 0,00 % 
HRLD (V 3.1 Re!. 6) 
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1.4 
1.2-;:" 
e: 
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Volumenverteilung 
xO/pm Q3/ xO/pm Q3/ 
4,5 0,019 1B,5 0,172 
5,5 0,026 21,5 0,217 
6,5 0,033 25,0 0,271 
7,5 0,042 30,0 0,351 
9,0 0,055 37,5 0,469 
11,0 0,076 45,0 0,580 
13,0 0,099 52,5 0,678 
15,5 0,130 62,5 0,783 
Umrechnung in eine SiebanalysQ 
< 20pm: 0,194 < 32).lm: 0,382 
<125pm: 0,993 <250J.lm: 1,000 
Partikelgro.6e I JlIlI , interpoliert bei 
xlO 13,1 llm xSO ... 
x16 17,6 llm x84 ... 
Moment der Verteilung 
MI,3 = 43,8 pm 
Kcmmentar 
Aluminium Kappelodeck 17/02/98 
Dr. Neumann 
Mannheim, ~4.03.9B 
39,6 
70,2 
xO/pm 
75,0 
90,0 
105,0 
125,0 
150,0 
1BO,0 
215,0 
255,0 
< 631ll11: 
<5 0 0lllll: 
Q3 = nn 'Is 
pm 
IllII 
FSAILBORO MARKUS ROSER 
Q3/ 
0,876 
0,942 
0,975 
0,993 
0,998 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
0,786 
1,000 
x90 '" 
x99 ... 
vom 24.03.98 
xO/pm Q3/ 
305,0 1,000 
365,0 1,000 
435,0 1,000 
515,0 1,000 
615,0 1,000 
735,0 1,000 
875,0 1,000 
< 7lpm: 0,846 
80,5 pm 
122,1 llm 
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B3.3 Magnesium 
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Berufsgenossenschaft 
Nahrungsmittel und Gaststatten 
Dynamostr. 7 - 11; 68165 Mannheim 
Zentrallabor 
Analysenberi.cht Nr. 07/Ne 
zu Messberlcht Nr. 
Auftraggeber 
Betrieb 
Datum der Analyse 
Analyse durchgefUhrt von 
Hr. Roser 
Kappelrodeck 
24.03.98 
Or. Neurnann 
Korngro5enanalyse 
Kennzeichnunq der Probe 
Bezeichnung Magnesiumpulver 
Probenahmedatum 17.02.98 
Kennung Magnesiumpulver 
Analysenparameter 
System Sympatec 
Dipergierer ROODS 
Dosierer VIBRI 
Druck 3,00 
Unterdruck 0,00 
Forderrate 80,00 
BetthOhe 1,50 
Drehzahl 0,00 
c_opt = 2,31 
Schaubild 
1. 0 
'ITI 
o. 91- ISGN Zentrall_bor 
o. 8 I11 1 
Kennung 
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bar 
mhor 
% 
mm 
% 
% 
I 
ProbeMwnmer 
o. 71-
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6 
-
"><"0 S' 5 
0.4 
0.3 
02 
0.1 
o ....... ..... 
Probennwnrner 
Messbedingung 
Messbereich 
Messzeit 
Mes.!!Idauer 
Zykluszeit 
Start bei 
Referenzmessunq 
Auswertung 
I"' 
/ 
1 I 
/ 
/ I 
/ I 
J " / 
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~ Geselzllche Unfallverslcherung 
BGN Berufsgenossenschaft NChrungsmlttel und GoststOtfen 
1784 
MqO 
R3: 0.5/0.9 ..• 1751Jl1\ 
12:08:57 
9,00 s 
1000 ms \ 
1,00% aUf C.Opt 
00:00:26, 0,00 % 
HRLD (V 3.1 Rel. 6) 
I 
-
-
-
-
-
--
1\ 
2.00 
1.75 
1.50:;:::, 
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~ 1.00., 
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o 
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Volumenverteilung 
x0/1UU 031 031 
0,9 0,000 3,7 0,001 
1,1 0,000 4,3 0,002 
1,3 0,000 5,0 0,004 
1,5 0,000 6,0 0,007 
1, B 0,000 7,5 0,016 
2,2 0,000 9,0 0,030 
2,6 0,000 10,5 0,048 
3,1 0,000 12,S 0,079 
Umrechnung in eine Siebanalyse 
0,239 
1,000 
0,539 
1,000 
x0/1UU 
15,0 
19,0 
21,0 
25,0 
30,0 
36,0 
43,0 
51,0 
PartikelgrOBe / pm, interpoliert be! Q3 = nn % 
xlD Cl 
x16 ... 
13,6 pm 
16,6 Ilm 
Moment der Verteilung 
MI,l ... 31,8 pm 
Kommentar 
xSO ... 
xB4 
Magnesiurnpulver von Herrn Roser 
abgefUllt in Kappelrodeck am 17/03/98 
Dr. Neumann 
Mannheim, 24.03.98 
30,4 }lI!l 
47,0 IUU 
FSAILBORO MARKUS ROSER 
031 
0,126 
0,191 
0,263 
0,363 
0,490 
0,637 
0,783 
0,898 
0,973 
1,000 
x90 ... 
x99 Cl 
vom 24.03.98 
61,0 
73,0 
87,0 
103,0 
123,0 
147,0 
175,0 
51,3 J.1m 
71,1 pm 
031 
0,96B 
0,994 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
1,000 
0,990 
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APPENDIX C 
C SOFTWARE PROGRAM TO THE NUMERICAL 
SIMULATION EXSIM I 
Cl Source Code mod_ll.prg to the Software EXSIM I 
C2 The Automatically Generated Software Code 
after Programming the Window Surface of mod _ll.dia 
C3 The Automatically Generated Software Code 
after Programming the Dialogue Window 
C4 The Subroutine ii_1.prg 
CS Additional Program for Modifying the Data Files, 1#2 
C6 Additional Program for Modifying the Data Files, 2#2 
FSA/LBORO MARKUS ROSER 
C2 
C12 
C14 
C16 
C18 
C18 
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Cl Source Code mod_ll.prg to the Software EXSIM I 
.** ••••••••••••••••••••••• _._"' •••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••• *.*.***** •••• ***** •• * ••• ******.* , 
•••• , 
.",*. , 
.",t. 
, 
•••• , 
•••• , 
Software Development in the Research Station in Kappeirodeck 
File ·Name: 
Dialogue- Editor-Name: 
mod_ll.prg 
mod_ll.dia 
••• 
• •• 
••• 
• •• 
• •• 
.•••••••••••••••• "' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •• ** •••••••••••••••••••••• 
, 
.** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, 
•••• , 
.• t. 
, 
. _ .. 
, 
Numerical simulation of dust explosion in closed vessels, 
using the two zone flame model. 
Calculation of flame radius and pressure history 
••• 
••• 
••• 
•••• • •• , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
.•••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ***** •••••••••••• *** •••••••• ** ••••• 
, 
0* •• , 
•••• , 
•••• , 
Programmer: Markus Roser Date: 21.07.1997 
••• 
••• 
••• 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••• 
, 
.••••• * •••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••• 
, 
.•• * , 
•••• , 
•••• , 
Last Change 
• 
• 
• 
from 
• 
• 
• 
Purpose 
••• 
••• 
••• 
.•••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••• * •••• * •••• ** •••• * ••••••••••• * ••• * ••• 
, 
•••• , 
•••• , 31.07.1997 
• 
• Markus Roser 
• 
• Screening of the flame radius 
••• 
••• 
.••• • **. , 
.*.* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, 
• 
28.11.1997 • Markus Roser 
• , 
• 
• 
• 
Insert "Break" and test number 
... 
••• 
••• 
.•••••••••••••••• * ••••••• ******* ••••• ** •• ***.* ••••• * ••• **** •••••• *.**.******.*** ••• ** •••• , 
.* •• , 
•••• , 
• 
• 
• 
• 
••• 
••• 
.... .. ..* , 
.• **** •• **.** ••••• ** •••••••••••• *.* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••• * •• ** •••• * ••••••••• 
, 
.•••••••••••••• * ••• * •••••• * ••••• ** •• * •••• * ••••• * •••• * ••• **** •••••••••••••• * ••••••••• *.* •• 
, 
( 
dim Beispiele[IOO] 
global Beispiele[] 
; up to 100 different variables can used as different curves 
global Knopf, load, Rechwert, Zeil, Radius, curve, esc 
daten _alt$ = tddir( ) 
konfig_alt$ = tkdir( ) 
tx _ dat$ = ".dat" 
tx_ase$ = ".ase" 
i = 0 ; 
kv=O 
FSA/LBORO 
; save old data directory 
; save old config directory 
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.tt ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, 
Dialog("mod_11 ") screen the dialogue window mod _11 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** ••••••••••••• 
, 
•••• , Derme the input parameters in the main screen 
.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••• ** ••••••••••••••••• 
, 
diasetze("volume" ," I ") 
diasetze("init--.p", 111") 
diasetze("max....,p" ,"9") 
diasetze("specific"," 1.4") 
diasetze("bum_ vel" ," 1.7") 
diasetze("sampie _rt!, "0.0001 ") 
diasetze("sarn _time" ," 111) 
diasetze("x_ offset", "0.6") 
diasetze("y _offset" ,"Oil) 
diasetze("Pneu_2","O.OOOOl ") 
diasetze("pressure" ,lip_vessel") 
diasetze("flame" ."f_ vessel") 
diasetze("name_c","OOOI ") 
diazeig("load'1 , I) ; passive button 
.********************************* •• ** •••••••••••• *****.*.* ••• * •• *.****** •••• * •••••• , 
;********* •••••••• * •••• **... endless loop until button "close" will pressed 
.•• **.*.* ••••• ****** •••••• *****.******** •••••••• *** •• * ••••••• ************ •• *.*.* ••• * , 
solange Knopf <> I 
{ 
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.tt •••••••••••••••• _ •••• __ •••• _ ••••••••••••••• _ •••• _._ ••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, ; ............. ***........... Read parameter from the dialogue window 
.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** •••••••••••••••••• 
, 
wenn (load = 2) UND ( KV = I) 
{ 
; button "Load a real curve" is pressed and a curve is displayed 
load = 0 
diazeig("load",O) 
Datei$ = dname("Auswabl einer ASCII-Datei","dat",tddirQ,"L") ; save new file name 
} 
Wenn tverg(Datei$,"") <> 0; control if the file is not empty 
{ 
global Beispiele[] 
i = i + I 
xoffset_a = eingabe "Offset x Axis in [s] :" 
Beispiele[i] = laden(Datei$) 
xoffset(Beispiele[i],xoffset_ a) ; read a curve from directory 
KvAttrib(curve, 1+10) ; load a curve, lay on the top to each other, reduce flicker 
KvTitel(Beispiele[i],Datei$,2) 
K vY Achse( curve,Beispiele[i],O,O,O,-I, I) 
KvGlobal(Beispiele[i],I) ; this variable is used as "load a real curve" 
i = i + I 
} 
wenn Knopf =3 ; The button "Start" is pressed 
{ 
ddir( daten _ alt$) ; reset the data directory 
kdir(konfi&...alt$) ; reset the config directory 
sicher_1 = 0 
Kontrolle = 0 ; set variable to 0 for the next run 
; I. Subtract the blanks and convert input numbers to text 
; 2. Proof if the input window is empty 
; 3. Read the input variables 
Rves = ( (txzuew(txkonver(DiaWert("volume"),6),"f'))' 3 1 (4 • Pi) ) "(1/3) 
tex _I = txlang(txkonver(Dia Wert("volume"),6)) 
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po= (txzuew(txkonver(DiaWert("inity"),6),"r'))' 100000 
tex_ 2 = txlang(txkonver(Dia Wert("inity"),6)) 
Pe 1 =txzuew(txkonver(Dia Wert("max y"),6), "r') ; 
tex _3 = txlang(txkonver(Dia Wert("max y"),6)) 
Pe = Pel • 100000 
gamma=txzuew(txkonver(Dia Wert("specific"),6), "r') ; 
tex_ 4 = txlang(txkonver(DiaWert("specific"),6)) 
Su=txzuew(txkonver(Dia Wert("bum _ vel"),6), "r') ; 
tex _5 = txlang(txkonver(Dia Wert("bum _ vel"),6)) 
delta _ t=txzuew(txkonver(Dia Wert("sample f'),6), "r') ; 
tex_ 6 = txlang(txkonver(Dia Wert("sample f'),6)) 
sample _ t=txzuew(txkonver(Dia Wert("sam _time"),6), "r') ; 
tex_7 = txlang(txkonver(Dia Wert("sam _time"),6)) 
xoffset=txzuew(txkonver(Dia Wert("x _ offset"),6), "r') ; 
tex _8 = txlang(txkonver(Dia Wert("x _ offset"),6)) 
yoffset=txzuew(txkonver(Dia Wert("y _ offset"),6), "r') ; 
tex _9 = txlang(txkonver(Dia Wert("y _ offset"),6)) 
Pneu2=txzuew(txkonver(Dia Wert("Pneu _2"),6), "r') ; 
tex _ IO = txlang( txkonver(Dia Wert("Pneu _2"),6)) 
pressure$ = txkonver(diawert("pressure"),6) 
tex _ II = txlang(pressure$) 
flame$ = txkonver(diawert("flame"),6) 
tex _12 = txlang( flame$) 
name_c$ = txkonver(diawert("name_c"),6) 
tex _13 = txlang(name _ c$) 
Wenn ( tex_I' tex_2 • tex_3 • tex_ 4 • tex_5 • tex_6 • tex_7 • tex_8 • tex_9 • tex_IO' tex_1 1 • 
tex_12 • tex_13 ) = 0 
( 
sicher_1 = fenster("You can not start, now !","You have to fill out all Parameters in the first! ", "SI ") 
; control question is answered with yes 
} 
ESC=O 
Knopf= 0 
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WENN sicher_1 = 0 
Kontrolle = fenster("solving","Are you sure?", "!4") ; control question is answered with yes 
Wenn Kontrolle 
{ 
Kontrolle = 0 
esc=O 
Zeiger( I) ; activate hour class during the calculation time 
Wenn KV = 1 ; check if a curve is screened 
KvFenst(curve,5) 
zeit = leer ;Ieave a RAM variable blank 
Rechwert = leer 
Radius = leer 
diazeig("volume", I) 
diazeig("inity", I) 
diazeig("max y", I) 
diazeig("specific", I) 
diazeig("burn _vel", I) 
diazeig("sampleJ", I) 
diazeig("sam _time", I) 
diazeig("x _offset", I) 
diazeig("y _offset", I) 
diazeig("Pneu_2", I) 
diazeig("pressure", 1) 
diazeig("flame", I) 
diazeig("name _ c", 1) 
diazeig("Knopf', I) 
diazeig("load", I) 
; set the input windows passive 
xy Y I $ = pressure$ + Ix _ asc$ ; the right extension for the right data format 
xy jl $ = flame$ + Ix _ asc$ ; 
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.** •••••• __ ._ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••• * •••••• ** 
, 
; ••••••••••• **. Numerical Part, explosion pressure as a function of time 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **** •• 
, 
; P Jedmax ~ « 3.264*10"{-5) * p_max * k_st + 1/4 * (p_stat - 0.1 » * 
;volum"(3/4) I vent_a) "(7/4) * 
; E"{2.35 * 10"{-3) * k_st 1 volum"(3/5) * resistance"{I!2» ; pred 
; is not used in this program EXSIM I 
Z~(l/garnma) 
K~3*(Pe-PO)lRves 
; leave a RAM variable blank 
Rechwert ~ leer 
Zeit ~ leer 
Radius ~ leer 
.• * •• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *** ••••••• ** •• ** •••••••• 
, 
; install new directory for a new test group 
dvneu( name _ c$) 
include "U I" ; call subroutine U I.prg, from the directory PRG 
; than read root directory into bas _ dat$ 
ddir(bas _ dat$ + name _ c$) ; set the new data directory 
kdir(bas _ dat$ + name _ c$) ; set the new config directory 
.••••• "' ••••••• __ ••••••• _ •••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••• -*** ••••• * ••• ***.*** •••••••• *** 
, 
; •••• set the first value for pressure, flame radius and time ego 0,0 or 0.001,0 (time, pressure) 
.t*_ ••••••••• 
, 
t1 ~ xoffset ; t1 is used for the correct data saving 
Pneu _3 ~ 0 ; at the point t = xoffset, is y = 0 
r flame = 0 ; at the point t = xoffset ist y = 0 
Binden(Rechwert,Pneu _3 + yoffset) ; bind the value to a RAM variable 
Binden(Zeit,tl) ; first xy value (xoffset,O) 
Binden(Radius,r _flame) 
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;* •• ******* •••• Start conditions, Pneu2 = "Start conditions for P" 
; .*************** set the second value for time, pressure and flame radius 
; use in the calculation the absolute pressure, and use for screening the explosion over pressure 
tl = tl + delta_t ; increase the x axis 
Pneul = CPneu2'IOOOOO) + PO 
Pneu = Pneul 
Palt = Pneul 
r_flame= Rves'C I-(PO/Pneu)"Z'CPe-Pneu)/(pe-PO»)"(1 13) ; calculation oftbe flame radius 
BindenCRechwert,Pneu2+yoffset) ; bind the value to a RAM variable 
BindenCZeit,tl) 
BindenCRadius,r _flame) 
;.... the calculation of the fIrst two points is fInished 
tl = tl + delta t ; increase the x axis 
SetFormatDoubleCI) ; necessary for right counting 
solange Ctl <= Csample_t + xoffset» UND CPneu2 <= Pel) 
{ 
Pneu I = Palt+ K'C I-CPO/Pneu)" Z'CPe-Pneu )/CPe-PO»" C2/3 )'CPneuIPO)" Z • S u 'delta _ t 
Palt = Pneul 
Pneu = Pneul 
Pneu2 = CPneu I - PO) 1 100000 ; only explosion over-pressure 
r_flame= Rves'CI-CPOlPneu)"Z'CPe-Pneu)/CPe-PO»"(1/3) ; calculation flame radius 
BindenCRechwert,Pneu2+yoffset) ; bind the value to a RAM variable 
BindenCZeit,tl) 
BindenCRadius,r _flame) 
tl = t I +delta t ; increase the x axis 
ESC =diawertC"ESC") 
; read the button "BREAK", if pressed stop calculation and screen the results 
} 
wenn ESC = I 
Pneu2 = Pel +1 
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ton() ;beep signal for ready of calculation 
tone ) 
tone ) 
SetFonnatDouble(O) ; reset conditions 
ESC = ° ; reset the variable 
.t**_ ••••• * ••••• * •••••••••••••••••••• * ••• *_.**_.*.*_._******************* ••• *****.*. , 
.**. Save the calculated values to the hard disk , 
.*** ••••• _._* .. _.-........ * •••••• -•••••• _ •••• _._ ••• _-.*********************.******** 
, 
pressure = XYvon(Zeit,Rechwert) ; generate a special data fonnat 
SetEinheit(pressure,"s",O) ; add the unit to the data file 
yeinheit(pressure,"[bar]") 
KvTitel(pressure,pressure$,2) ; the name of the later screened curve 
sichern(pressure,pressure$) ; save the pressure file to the hard disk in FAMOS Fonnat 
flame = XYvon(Zeit,Radius) ; save the flame radius file to the hard disk in FAMOS Fonnat 
SetEinheit(flame, "s" ,0) 
yeinheit(flame,"[m]") ; 
KvTitel(flame,flame$,2) 
sichern(flame,flame$) ; 
dloesche(xyyl$) ; save the pressure file to the hard disk in XY- ASCII Fonnat 
DZeile(xyyl$,"I.Zeit in m, 2.Plbar") 
MSichern( I ,0,0," ") 
MSichern(2, O,Zeit, "f6.6") 
MSichern(2,0,Rechwert,"f6.6") 
MSichern(3,4000 I O,O,xy y I $) 
dloesche(xy JI $) ; save the flame radius file to the hard disk in XY - ASCII Fonnat 
DZeile(xyJI$," I. Flammemadius in s, 2.P in bar") 
MSichern(J,O,O," ") 
MSichern(2,0,Zeit,"f6.6") 
MSichern(2,0,radius,"f6.6") 
MSichern(3,4000 I O,O,xy JI $) 
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.••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••• *** •••• ** ••••••• ** •••••••••••• 
, 
; reset the data ddir( daten _ altS) 
kdir(konfig_altS) ;reset the config directory 
KvGlobaICO,O) ; deactivate all variables, which were generated in this program up to here 
KvGlobaICpressure,l) ; activate the following curves 
K vGlobalCflarne, I) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
pneu2=O 
t1=0 
r flamrne =0 
Rechwert = leer ; leave a RAM variable blank 
Zeit = leer 
Radius = leer 
; screen the result, 
K vKonfigC curve, "leer_I") ;generate window for screening curves 
KvArtribCcurve, I +10) ;; load a curve, lay on the top to each other, reduce flicker 
K vTitelC curve,name _ c$, I) 
K vY AchseCcurve,pressure,O,O,O,-I, I) 
K vY AchseC curve,flame,O,O,O,-I, I) ; 
KV = I ; use KV for later checks 
diazeigC"volume" ,0) ; set the input windows active 
diazeigC"inity" ,0) 
diazeigC"max y" ,0) 
diazeigC"specific",O) 
diazeigC"bum_ vel",O) 
diazeig("sampie _fit ,0) 
diazeigC"sam_time",O) 
diazeigC"x _ offset",O) 
diazeigC"y _ offset",O) 
diazeigC"Pneu_2",0) 
diazeig("pressure",O) 
diazeigC"flame" ,0) 
diazeig("name _ c" ,0) 
diazeigC"Knopf' ,0) 
diazeigC"load",O) 
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} 
} 
Zeiger(O) 
ESC=O 
; set the common mouse pointer 
} 
} 
ddir( daten _ alt$) ; reset the data directory 
kdir(konfi!L alt$) ; reset the config directory 
ddir( daten _ alt$) ; reset the data directory 
kdir(konfi!L alt$) ; ; reset the config directory 
.**.* ••• "' ••••••••••••••••••••••••• "' ••••••••••••••••• *.****************************** , 
;*************************** End of main program 
.**"'''''''.'''*.'''.'''''''''*'''''''''''''''.*'''* •••••••••••• * •••• ''' •••• '''.'''.''''''.**************.*.*** •• ** ••• *** , 
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C2 The Automatically Generated Software Code after Programming 
the Window Surface of mod ll.dia 
{ 
Global Knopf 
Globalload 
Globalesc 
;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt Global planti 
Dialog("mod _11") 
Beenden = 0 
Solange nicht Beenden 
{ 
;- zum Beenden des Dialogs Zeile "Beenden = I" einfilgen 
;- Schaltflfiche mit Variable <Knop!> verknUpft 
Wenn Knopf= I 
{ 
} 
;- Schaltflfiche <CLOSE> wurde gedrUckt 
Knopf=O 
;- Schaltflfiche mit Variable <load> verknUpft 
Wenn load=2 
{ 
} 
;- Schaltflfiche <LOAD A REAL CURVE> wurde gedrUckt 
10ad=O 
;. Schaltflfiche mit Variable <Knop!> verknUpft 
Wenn Knopf=3 
{ 
} 
;- Schaltflfiche <START THE SIMULATION> wurde gedrUckt 
Knopf=O 
;- Schaltflfiche mit Variable <ese> verknUpft 
Wenn esc=1 
{ 
} 
;- Schaltflfiche <BREAK> wurde gedrUckt 
esc=O 
;- Eingabefeld filr Text mit Titel <volume> 
Text$ = Diawert( "volume" ) ;- Abfragen 
;. DiaSetze("volume","Text"} ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld filr Text mit Titel <init...p> 
Text$ = Diawert( "init"'p") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("initY","Text");- SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld filr Text mit Titel <max"'p> 
Text$ = Diawert( "max...p" );- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("max y", "Text") ;- SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld filr Text mit Titel <burn_vel> 
Text$ = Diawert( "burn_vel" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("bum_vel","Text") ;- SetzeD 
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;- Eingabefeld ftlr Text mit Titel <sample J> 
Text$ = Diawert( "sample J" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("sample_r","Textll) ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld ftlr Text mit Titel <sam_time> 
Text$ = Diawert( "sam_time") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("sam_time",IIText") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld ftlr Text mit Titel <x_offset> 
Text$ = Diawert( "x_offset" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetzeC-x _offset" ,"Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld ftlr Text mit Titel <pressure> 
Text$ = Diawert( "pressure" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("pressurell,"Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld ftlr Text mit Titel <specific> 
Text$ = Diawert( "specific" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("specific","Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <name _ c> 
Text$ = Diawert( "name_c") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("name_c","Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld ftlr Text mit Titel <y _offset> 
Text$ = Diawert( "y _offset" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("y_offset'\"Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld ftlr Text mit Titel <pneu_2> 
Text$ = Diawert( "pneu_2") ;- Abfragen . 
;- DiaSetze("pneu_2","Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <flame> 
Text$ = Diawert( "flame") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("flame","Text") ;- Setzen 
;- ProzeBbild mit Variable <planti> gekoppelt 
;- Mit Variable <planti> andert sich das gezeigte Bild 
;- planti = 22 ;- Das 22 zugeordnete Bild anzeigen 
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C3 The Automatically Generated Software Code after Programming 
the Dialogue Window 
(* 
; The *) mull ins Hauptprogramm eingefUgt werden 
Global Knopf ;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
Global load ;- An Dialogelement gekoppeJt 
Globalesc ;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
Global planti ;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
*) 
UPROG mod_II() 
( 
Global Knopf 
Globalload 
Globalese 
;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt 
;- An Dialogelement gekoppelt Global planti 
Dialog("mod_11 ") 
Beenden = 0 
Solange nicht Beenden 
{ 
;- zum Beenden des Dialogs Zeile "Beenden = I" einfUgen 
;- SehaltflUehe mit Variable <Knop/> verknUpft 
Wenn Knopf= I 
{ 
} 
;- SchaltflUehe <CLOSE> wurde gedrUckt 
Knopf=O 
;- SehaltflUehe mit Variable <load> verknUpft 
Wenn load=2 
{ 
} 
;- SehaltflUche <LOAD A REAL CURVE> wurde gedrUckt 
10ad=O 
;- SehaltflUche mit Variable <Knop/> verknUpft 
Wenn Knopf=3 
{ 
} 
;- SchaltflUehe <START THE SIMULATION> wurde gedrUekt 
Knopf=O 
;- SehaltflUche mit Variable <ese> verknUpft 
Wenn ese=1 
{ 
} 
;- SchaltflUche <BREAK> wurde gedruekt 
ese=O 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <volume> 
Text$ = Diawert( "volume" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSet~e(nvolume","Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <init--,,> 
Text$ = Diawert( "init--,,") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("init'pII,"Text");- Setzen 
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;- Eingabefeld f1lr Text mit Titel <maxy> 
TextS = Diawert( "maxy" );- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("max J'", "Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld f1lr Text mit Titel <bum_vel> 
TextS = Diawert( "bum_vel") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("bum_vel","Textll) ;- SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <sampleJ> 
TextS = Diawert( "sample J" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("sample_r","Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld f1lr Text mit Titel <sam_time> 
TextS = Diawert( "sam_time") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("sarn_time","Text") ;- SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <x_offset> 
Text$ = Diawert( "x_offset") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("x _offset", "Text") ;- SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld f1lr Text mit Titel <pressure> 
TextS = Diawert( "pressure" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("pressure","Text") ;- SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <specific> 
Text$ = Diawert( "specific" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("specific","Text") ;- SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <name_c> 
Text$ = Diawert( "name _ c" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("name _ c", "Text") ;-' SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <y _offset> 
Text$ = Diawert( "y _offset" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("y_offset","Text") ;- Setzen 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <pneu _2> 
Text$ = Diawert( "pneu_2" ) ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze{"pneu_2","Text") ;- SetzeD 
;- Eingabefeld fUr Text mit Titel <flame> 
Text$ = Diawert( "flame") ;- Abfragen 
;- DiaSetze("flame ll ,"Text") ;- SetzeD 
;- ProzeBbild mit Variable <planti> gekoppelt 
;- Mit Variable <planti> findert si ch das gezeigte Bild 
;- planti = 22 ;- Das 22 zugeordnete Bild anzeigen 
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C4 The Subroutine ii_1.prg 
.••••• _._ ••••••• _._ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ ••••••••••••••••••••• **** •••••• ******. 
, 
•••• , 
. tt. 
, 
•••• , 
•••• , 
•••• , 
•••• , 
Software Development in the Research Station in Kappelrodeck 
File-Name: 0 _l.prg 
Dialogue- Editor-Name: 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
.... -*. , 
.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **** ••••••• * ••••• **** ••• ** 
, 
.*t ............................... _ ••••••••••••••••••••• ***.** ••••••••• *** ••••••••••••••••• 
, 
. t •• 
, 
. t._ 
, 
•••• , 
•••• , 
•••• , 
Subroutine for reading the root directory 
Call with: include "0 I " 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••• *** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
, 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
•••• , 
•••• , 
•••• , 
Programmer: Markus Roser Date: 24.10.1997 
••• 
••• 
••• 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **.****.*.*.*.*** •••• * ••• **.**.** •• * •• ***.*.* •• *.***.** 
, 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *.*.*.*.*.*.* •• **** ••• ** •• * •••• ***.**.** •••••••••• * 
, 
•••• , 
;'" Last Change 
.•• * , 
• 
• from 
• 
• ••• 
• Purpose ••• 
• ••• 
.***** ••• ******** ••••• **.**.*.** •••• ***.**.* ••• * ••••••••••• * ••••••• ** •• * •• * ••• *.** ••••• *. , 
•••• , 
•••• , 
.*** , 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
••• 
••• 
••• 
.••••• *** ••• * •••• *****.* •• *.** ••• * ••••• **.**.*.****.********* ••• *****.** •••• ********* •• ** , 
.. "'. • • .*** , 
.• ** • • ••• , 
.• ** • • ••• , 
.• * •• ***.***.* ••• **.**"'*****"''''*.'''*****''' •• *.* ••• * ••• *******.* •• "'."'* •• ******.******* ••••• ** , 
.•••• "'******* ••• **"'.**"'*.**."' ••• *.** •••• ****.* ••••• ****** •••••••• ** ••• ****************.** , 
{ 
this program read the root directory and write it to bas_dat$ 
then add a back slash for later use 
posj = 0 
bas _ dat$ = tddir( ) 
bas _ dati$ = bas _ dat$ 
lang = txlang(bas_dati$) 
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wenn txlang(bas_dati$) <> 0 ; check if file is empty 
{ 
; b = Eingabe bas _ dati$ ; check for the user 
bas_dat$ = tteil(bas_dat$,I,lang-l) ; delete the last back slash 
wenn txwo(bas_dat$,"I") <> 0 
{ 
Solange txwo(bas _ dat$, "I") <> 0 
{ 
wenn txlang(bas _ dati$) <> 0 
{ 
; check if a back slash exist 
position_I = txwo(bas _ dat$, "I") ; where is the back slash 
pos_i = position_1 + pos_i 
lang = lang - position_1 
bas_dat$ = tteil(bas_dat$,position_I+I,lang) ; the new string 
} 
} 
} 
Sonst 
{ 
pos_i=lang-1 
} 
} 
Sonst 
{ 
b = Eingabe "Please choose in the first a file name" ; check for the user 
} 
bas _ dat$ = tteil(bas _ dati$, I ,pos _i) 
; b = Eingabe bas _ dat$ 
} 
.** •••••• * •••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *.*.* ••••• ***************************** , 
;*************************** End ofU_l.prg 
.**.*.* •••••• * •••••••••••••• *.** •••••••••••••••• *._ ••• *******************.********** , 
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CS Additional Program for Modifying the Data Files, 1#2 
; short program for dividing the amplitude of factor two 
( 
1042713 = laden("1042713.dat") 
1042713 = 1042713 i 2 
SetEinheit(f042713,"[s]",O) ; set unit 
yeinheit(1042713,"[bar]") ; set unit 
KvTitel(10427 13,"10427 I 3",2) ; set curve name 
sichem( 1042713, "1042713 .dat") 
} 
; save as Famos format 
C6 Additional Program for Modifying the Data Files, 2#2 
; short program for converting two separate XY ASCII files into one Famos file 
( 
gemessenx= aladenC'05_0S_ax.asc",O,O,1,O,O,"II) ; load x value 
gemesseny= aladen(,'otty.asc",O,o, 1,0,0,"") ; load y value 
endlich = XYvon(gemessenx,gemesseny) ; bring xy together 
SetEinheit(endlich,"[s]",O) ; set unit 
yeinheit(endlich,"[m],,) ; set unit 
KvTitel(endlich,"05_05_ax",2) ; set curve name 
sichem(endlich,"05_05_ax") ; save as Famos format 
} 
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Abstract 
CONTROL OF DUST EXPLOSIONS, 
A MECHATRONICS PROBLEM? 
M Roser, R M Parkin, W Malalasekera 
BGN (FSA) GelIDany, Lougbborougb University, UK 
Publications 
Explosions in process plant have frequently caused significant areas of damage and loss of life. 
Whilst it is the case that much of this plant handles material or chemicals that are highly 
flammable, there is a considerable market sector handling dusts which the layman perceives to be 
of inherently lower risk. 
This paper examines the processing of dust, concentrating specifically upon foodstuff dusts. 
Whilst early protection systems were (and still are) passive, there has been an increasing use of 
flame detectors and fast acting isolation valving falling into the active category. 
The future may be to move further toward pro active mechatronic systems. In these systems a 
sensing and monitoring system would detect the conditions that precede an explosion and deploy 
remedial action to ameliorate the conditions and avoid the explosion occurring. A critical factor 
in such a strategy is an enhanced understanding of the explosion phenomena and processes. 
1 Background 
Dust Explosion phenomena in industrial processes are possible and have frequently caused 
significant amounts of damage and loss of life. Whilst it is the case that much of this plant 
handles material or chemicals that are highly flammable, there is a considerable market sector 
handling dusts which the layman perceives to be of inherently lower risk. A typical small scale 
process plant is shown in Figure 1. 
The extent of the problem is shown in the statistical 
data which has been provided by by Radandt et al 
[l] and Eckhoff [2]. As an example, in the years 
1979 to 1988 there was a estimated damage to 
facilities in the United States, from grain dust 
explosions alone, of$169 Mil. There has thus been 
a world-wide focus of attention on dust explosions 
and the appropriate design and accreditation of 
handling equipment in order to ameliorate or 
. prevent their effects. 
Dust explosion occurs wherever dusts are handled 
(for example pneumatic conveyers), processed (eg Figure 1 Small Scale Process Plant 
milled) or finally as waste products. A typical foodstuff dust explosion occurring with maize flour 
is shown in Figure 2. Certain elements of process machinery are recognised as potential ignition 
sources such as blowers, grinding and milling equipment and thermal oxidisers [3]. With a 
growing consciousness of the nature of explosions and their effects on human beings, new laws 
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were passed by Governments and new machinery 
guidelines were devised. Manufacturer of such 
industrial equipment and companies utilising it must 
comply with the guidelines and regulations for health 
and safety of the workforces and the public. 
There are a wide range of dust explosion prevention 
methods. Fundamentally it is important to avoid dust 
explosions. It is generally known that a dust 
explosion circumstances firstly require the right dust 
concentration range of fmely dispersed combustible 
dust I air mixtures and an effective ignition source. 
Figure 2 Maize Dust Explosion Ignition sources, in practice, are hot surfaces, sparks 
from broken rotational machines, or open flames 
from maintenance repairs, smouldering of burning dust, electrostatic discharges, foreign bodies, 
heat from mechanical impacts and so on. It is logical that the existence of ignition sources should 
be avoided by inherently safe designs from the machinery manufacturer, filtering of metal or 
stones in mills etc. Since a dust explosion may start with smouldering or burning materials which 
may act as a source giving rise later to a dust explosion in silos, ducts, vents, etc, there must be a 
wide range of dust explosion prevention methods. 
2 Prevention 
Passive methods describe methods which work using only the power driven by the physical 
effects of a dust explosion. A standard example is a venting panel, which is designed to open at a 
desired (defmed) overpressure, (for example a very common design overpressure is 100 mbar). 
The vent panel opens fast, driven by the explosion pressure on a defmed area (for example on the 
roof of a silo). Another example is a valve whlch is constructed to close a tube (for example with 
a diameter of 400 mm) only if the flow of the process material is driven by an event much faster 
than occurs under normal process conditions. It should be noted that passive prevention does not 
equate to stone age techniques; the design of a modem venting rupture disc is complex and 
involves sophisticated techniques (eg FEM). 
Often systems which would work with a kind of intelligence are called Active Prevention 
methods. In practice silos or pipes do not exist alone but are components of very complex 
interconnections on an industrial scale. For detecting the start conditions of an explosion and 
deciding if it is a false alarm or a possible event, there is a need for sensors and a control unit. It 
consists mainly of a sensor, sensor cable, control unit (which contain electronic equipment for 
analysing). Upon detecting an event it should start a fast actuated mechanism for prevention 
purposes. 1bis could be a pre-pressured volume for moving a cylinder to close a valve or an 
automatic suppression system. Sensors for pressure (absolute and/or differential), with 
connection to the analysis station which detects a pressure rise or absolute pressure value or both, 
. and the combined signals from flame sensors as well as sensors used to detect smoke from 
smouldering, etc are required. 
3 Test Arrangement 
Figure 3 shows a schematic test arrangement for the example of a dust explosion in a vessel 
which is connected to a tube. The demands on such a detection system will be shown. The 
objective is to protect the tube system from a possible ignition source in a process vessel In this 
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case a defined amount of dust was filled in a dust chamber and closed under 20 bar overpressure . 
. After actuating a fast acting valve to start the process, the dust moves through a dust distribution 
system into a 1m3 process vessel. This dust distribution system is arranged to ensure a 
homogeneous dust distribution [4]. 
0.49 m 
F2 
1m3 closed vessel 
Ignition of a dust air I mixture 
Explosion 
Case 1 stronQ 
Case 2 weak 
3.1 m 
PI max 
5 bar 
0.16 bar 
2.nm 
F3 
10.43 m pipe 
F2 F3 F4 
33ms 67ms 74ms 
56ms 184ms 224ms 
P means Pressure Sensor (overpressure), 
F4 
- . 
-. 
F means Rame Sensor (at x ms the flame front reached the Rame Sensor,counted from t=O at ignition) 
Figure 3 Schematic of a Test Arrangement 
After ignition with a chemical ignitor with a total energy of 10 KJ in the middle of the process 
vessel, the dust explosion propagates trough the pipe. It is important, for the integrity of the 
active explosion suppression control system, to know that the flame must not pass the safety 
break. To achieve this requires a system similar to a fast actuation valve which has to close the 
whole pipe diameter. 
4 Discussion 
There are many problems which require solution. If we choose the valve location distance too 
close to the vessel, we have insufficient time to analyse, calculate, and ensure closing because the 
pressure detector deployed, for example, at a overpressure at 100 mbar. If we have a strong 
explosion r.6nnally a pressure detector on the process vessel is enough. That means the pressure 
sensor detects the 100 mbar level earlier as the flame front passes the fast acting valve or the 
chemical barrier but we have not much time to close the pipe. As shown in figure 3, in Case I the 
flame front from the point of ignition to the 0.49m stage takes only 33ms and for another 3.lm 
only 34ms. If a weak explosion occurs the flame front will be much slower than for a strong 
explosion, which means that there is more time for detecting, analysing and closing, but it is not 
certain that the pressure reaches the 100 mbar limit earlier in the process vessel than the flame 
front passes the protecting device. In this case, it is called a weak explosion and identified as 
Case 2, in which we need a flame sensor in the process vessel to prevent a dust explosion 
propagation through the pipe. 
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Typical results from field trials on a vessel with an interconnecting pipe are shown in Figure 4 
'which has pressure readings in the silo and at several points along the pipe. 
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Figure 4 Typical Field Results 
From the point of detecting an explosion. and afterWards closing of the tube, as any delay is 
introduced the flame will move further in the pipe and the pressure will rise more and more. If the 
flame break is fitted 10 m from the vessel, after detection there is enough time to close the pipe 
but the pressure can increase dangerously the further the combustion propagation moves through 
the pipe. As an effect of ignition of pre-compressed high turbulence dust/air mixtures, pressure 
piling is possible. It is possible that pressure will reach up to 20 bar or more and also flame front 
speed accelerate to 900 mls [5]. Thereby, according to the VD! guideline 3673 [4], it is possible 
to use explosion venting as protection measure for linked vessels which have a nominal pipe 
diameter up to 300mm and a pipe length of not more than 6m. 
,This presents two problems, once is how resistant is the pipe, and at which maximum pressure 
can the arrester close safely? For which maximum pressure should the flame break be built, for 6 
bars, 10 bars 15 bars 20 bars or whatever? This is an important question as the choice will be 
reflected in the safety costs incurred. It is necessary to know the distance at which the product 
can be effectively and usefully deployed to prevent dust explosion propagation in pipes. The 
signal analysis time is estimated to be of the order of 10 ms, working accurately, quickly, robustly 
and so on. One must also consider the mechanism, which closed surely, after a few years in an 
industrial environment, and in which the moving parts of the actuator and the sealing may become 
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less effective due to a sticky film or corrosion etc. It is clear that new designs and approaches are 
necessary. 
5 Conclusion 
Some of the problems met in the proactive prevention of dust explosions have been presented. 
To close or actuate a mechanical mechanism at high speed requires significant power. Such levels 
of power may be provided by a chamber with overpressure as pressure source or a gas generator 
with its own reaction and own pressure. Pressure generators which were fIrst constructed for the 
automotive industry, for example, to deploy air bags or to pre-tension the seat belt, develop a 
pressure in the range of 1000 bar may be well suited 
A mechatronic design approach and the use of advanced control methodologies, perhaps 
involving fuzzy or ArtifIcial Neural Net techniques could prove benefIcial in the pro active 
prevention of dust explosions and the maintenance of human life. 
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